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Message from the Chairman

  The SEC plays a pivotal role in the Thai capital market. 
As a state agency established by virtue of the Securities 
and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992) (SEA), the SEC has 
the power and duty to regulate, promote and develop 
the capital market. Apart from the legal authority under 
the Securities Law, the SEC supervises activities under 
the Derivatives Act B.E. 2546 (2003), the Emergency 
Decree on Digital Asset Businesses B.E. 2561 (2018), 
the Trust for Transactions in Capital Market Act B.E. 2550 
(2007), the Emergency Decree on Special Purpose Juristic 
Persons for Securitization B.E. 2540 (1997) and the 
Provident Fund Act 2530 (1987). The SEC strategies are 
laid out and executed to achieve the objectives regarding 
market supervision and development. The oversight 
objectives are particularly in line with international 
standards in the following areas: (1) investor protection, 
(2) market fairness and (3) risk reduction to prevent 
damage to the overall society.   

  The SEC has declared the intention to comply with 
the governance principles with a focus on enhancement of 
oversight efficiency throughout the process. The upstream 
efforts involve issuance of regulations to ensure proper 
investor protection, and timely amendments in line with the 
changing landscape. Next are the midstream efforts covering 
work process improvement to enhance efficiency and work 
skills. Finally, the downstream efforts aim to strengthen 
enforcement efficiency to ensure that offenders are subject 
to proper penalties. Additionally, a framework for monitoring, 
tracking, preventing and managing systemic risk is developed 
to prevent widespread damage, and subsequently increase 
the Thai capital market’s efficiency, fairness and reliability. 
The SEC also gives priority to developing the market for 
investors to access investment opportunities and for 
businesses to raise fund and operate in the capital market. 
These supervisory and developmental responsibilities also 
enhance the Thai capital market’s competitiveness in line 
with international standards and the National Economic 
and Social Development Plan.
  Capital market is an indispensable force in driving 
the national economy towards sustainable growth. Over 
the past year, the Thai capital market coped with volatility 
and uncertainty that cast severe effects onto both investors 
and business operators throughout the year. Such 
challenging situation subsequently reduced competitive 
edge of the Thai capital market and the economic growth 
of the country. Nevertheless, in 2020, the SEC worked 
hard to tackle this challenge and dedicated the resources 
to four key areas, namely: (1) Revising regulations to clear 
obstacles and facilitate funding access for SME/startups 
and issuing public offering rules to facilitate fundraising 
of social enterprises established in the company form, 
and promoting capital market as a source of long-term 
investment for the public while continuing financial 
education campaigns using various media materials to 
serve all target groups, e.g., prints, articles and video clips, 
(2) Optimizing digital technology to improve business 
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operation and develop capital market infrastructure to 
enhance competitiveness and international connectivity 
of business operators and the Thai capital market. 
The SEC rolled out the Regulatory Guillotine scheme to 
facilitate and reduce excessive costs for business sectors 
through initiatives such as launching the e-filing channel. 
In addition, the SEC continues to promote the role of the 
Thai capital market as the CLMV springboard and support 
the development of human resources in the capital markets 
of the neighboring countries to facilitate the building of 
a robust ecosystem for capital market businesses of 
the neighboring countries, which would contribute to 
regional linkage, (3) Urging capital market businesses to 
incorporate the environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
factors into their business operation for sustainable 
growth. Additionally, governing regulations were issued, 
a One Report disclosure manual for fundraisers was 
produced, training sessions on SDGs in Process were 
organized, and the ESG Standard was translated into Thai, 
and (4) Building investor confidence through more efficient 
enforcement to better prevent, suppress and take action 
against offenses in new forms and revise work processes 
to ensure faster investigation. Such actions can help the 
Thai capital market to better adjust to the arising situations. 
  Nevertheless, the COVID-19 pandemic, international 
trade war, changes to the demand infrastructure and 
technological transformation will continue to influence 
the capital market and the Thai economy for many years 
to come. The SEC is fully aware of and monitors the situations 
continuously and will continue to execute the policy to 
solve or alleviate the issues above to the best of our ability. 
 The SEC remains dedicated to supervising and 
developing the Thai capital market to ensure its 
strength, reliability, and recognition in both national 
and international levels as we build the core foundation 
for developing the country’s economy towards 
long-term sustainable growth.  

 Pichit Akrathit
Chairman

Securities and Exchange Commission 
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Message from the Secretary-General

  It was a turbulent time throughout 2020 as the 
Thai capital market tackled difficulties in various areas, 
from global and local economic contraction and 
technological disruption that changed behaviors of 
investors and business operators, to the coming of 
the aging society, and most significantly, the global 
threat of COVID-19 pandemic. All these challenges 
cast widespread impacts on people’s way of life, society, 
the national economy and Thai capital market.
  The spread of COVID-19 pandemic has affected 
all sectors. As the capital market regulator, the SEC 
reorganized the priorities and reconsidered the urgency 
of each action plan. Bother human and data resources 
were raised and allocated while work processes and 
key operating systems were adjusted to the unprecedented 
situation. We also accelerated our collaboration with 
organizations to jointly mitigate impacts and to ensure 
successful continuity of the capital market mechanism 

amid the changing economic, social and environmental 
landscape. The SEC executed urgent measures to 
maintain the reliability of the Thai capital market and 
to alleviate damage that may have progressed otherwise, 
as follows: (1) Supporting liquidity maintenance and 
business continuity of market participants, (2) Solving 
the problem of mutual fund dissolution, (3) Collaborating 
with relevant organizations and taking action to build 
confidence in the capital market, (4) Planning and 
issuing relief measures for stakeholders in the 
capital market, (5) Reducing market volatility, and 
(6) Supporting operational continuity of the 
business sector and key work systems.  
  During the year, the SEC still gave priority to the 
implementation of the Strategic Plan to achieve four 
primary goals, namely Sustainable Capital Market, 
Financial Inclusion, Competitiveness and Connectivity, 
and Trust and Confidence, as summarized herein: 
(1) Promoting an ecosystem conducive to the sustainable 
development of the capital market. This includes 
encouraging listed companies to realize the importance 
of sustainable business operation and cooperating with 
the Thai Bond Market Association in creating the 
Sustainability Bond Dashboard for investors. In 2020, 
the total offering value of SDGs bonds was 86.4 
billion baht, an increase of 2.9 times from 2019, 
(2) Promoting access to financial services and funding 
sources for all sectors. Regulations for specific fundraising 
were issued and regulations for offering of crowdfunding 
bonds were amended to allow SMEs and startups to 
access funding sources, which led to the total fundraising 
value of more than 170 million in 2020. In addition, 
the SEC submitted a summary of the draft principles 
for amending the Provident Fund Act to the Ministry 
of Finance. The essence of the principles involves 
promotion of a mechanism that would help PVD members 
to have appropriate investment policies and encourage 
the public to invest more through the PVD vehicle. 
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Training sessions and exhibitions were held in various 
provinces and a wide range of educational materials 
were produced to reach all target groups, (3) Creating 
an environment that supports competitiveness and 
international connectivity of business operators and 
the Thai capital market. In this regard, the Regulatory 
Guillotine scheme was conducted to reduce burdens 
on business operators and enhance operational speed 
with 15 pilot projects already launched. Moreover, the 
SEC strengthened connectivity with the world’s leading 
capital markets in many ways, for example, signing an 
MOU concerning financial services with the Foreign 
and Commonweal Office, the United Kingdom, and 
another MOU concerning Mutual Recognition of Funds 
with the Securities and Futures Commission, Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic 
of China, and presenting Sustainability Bonds of Thai 
companies on Luxembourg Green Exchange, (4) Using 
digital technology to increase efficiency in the capital 
market. The SEC initiated the central digital infrastructure 
development for the Thai capital market to connect market 
participants, covering all activities from upstream to 
downstream and all types of products in the capital 
market. This includes requiring intermediaries to conduct 
e-KYC using the National Digital Identification Card 
(NDID) verification, and developing the Single Form 
to facilitate investors’ trading account opening whereby 
the recorded information will be used when investing 
in various products or when opening trading accounts 
with other trading service providers. In addition, the SEC 
assessed risk levels and conducted cyber security 
drills with other regulators and capital market participants, 
and (5) Building market confidence. This includes 
a feasibility study on the use of  technology to improve 
tools for monitoring, inspecting and acquiring evidence, 
and a review of the capital market risk spectrum to 
identify significant risks that require close monitoring, 
for example, risks from the COVID-19 impacts. The SEC 

also developed market risk indicators and  market risk 
management plans to ensure more relevant and 
timely risk management.  
  It can be said that in 2020 all sectors had to cope 
with unexpected situations and gained more experience 
along the way. It was a tumultuous year that tested 
the strength of our goals and our mutual determination 
to tackle obstacles and work together hand in hand. 
We have turned our experience into strength, energy 
and the core foundation for developing the capital 
market and the national economy towards sustainable 
growth. 
  As the global situations tend to evolve toward 
change in many aspects, in 2021 the SEC will further 
develop the SEC organization and the Thai capital 
market to be more resilient and ready for adjustment 
and change in prompt and timely response to situations 
or challenges. We will continue to support rehabilitation 
of situations or affected sectors. This is to ensure 
analysis, assessment and prediction of the market 
landscape, opportunities and potential challenges. 
We also aim to reform or reinvent various systems 
suitable for the contexts in order to handle challenges 
and achieve effectiveness, both short-term and 
long-term, for all sectors in the Thai capital market 
under the theme, “Strengthening a Resilient Future.”
 

Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol
Secretary-General 

Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission   
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  In 2020, SEC carried out its mission in many areas 
in an attempt to achieve the national goals as stated in 
the National Strategy 2018–2037 and its Master Plan1, 
as well as the four major goals as set out in the SEC 
Strategic Plan, i.e., “Sustainability, Accessibility, 
Competitiveness and Connectivity, and Trust and 
Confidence,” while responding to the needs of stakeholders 
from all sectors in the capital market. Details of the 
performance under the Strategic Plan in 2020 under 
these four goals are as follows: 

Goal: Sustainable Capital Market

  The capital market provides a mechanism for 
companies to embed ESG issues into their business 
operations and disclose information based on standards. 
This will drive capital allocation to economic activities, 
while taking into consideration social, environmental and 
governance aspects.  

Strategy 1: Establish an ecosystem for developing 
a sustainable capital market.
  SEC has established an ecosystem that promotes 
the development of a sustainable capital market through 
the following: 
  1. Disclosure of fundraisers’ information:  SEC 
encouraged fundraisers to integrate ESG into their 
operations by issuing rules and a handbook on the 
‘One Report.’ Training sessions were held to provide 
an overview of a ‘One Report’ to listed companies. 
A website was also developed as a platform for listed 
companies to access and conveniently study information 
about the ‘One Report.’
  2. Security assessors: SEC supported the 
introduction of assessors into the Thai market to 
facilitate and save costs of issuers of green bonds, social 
bonds and sustainability bonds in Thailand. Tris Rating 
Limited was registered as the first security assessor 
in Thailand, under the Climate Bonds Standard of the 
Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI), in August 2020. 
  3. ESG Standards: CBI’s seven sets of standards 
regarding green bonds were translated into Thai. The 
documents include the Climate Bonds Standard and 
the Climate Bonds Taxonomy, and standards for five 
business sectors that are expected to receive attention 
in the Thai market2.  

  4. Information for investors: SEC collaborated 
with the Thai Bond Market Association in developing  
a platform for providing information on sustainability 
bonds to be used as a data center and a source of 
data comparison for investors interested in green 
bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds. 

  5. Integration of Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) into fundraisers’ business processes: 
SEC held training to educate fundraisers about human 
rights and greenhouse effects. To date, 237 persons 
from 138 listed companies and 11 other organizations 
undertook the training. 
  Due to SEC’s efforts to establish a comprehensive 
ecosystem for sustainability bonds, the value of 
sustainability bonds offered in 2020 rose to 86.4 
billion baht3, or 2.9 times the value of those offered in 
2019. In addition, government agencies and state-owned 
enterprises issued SDG bonds for the first time in 2020. 
 

Performance under the Strategic Plan

SEC collaborated with the Thai Bond Market Association 
to launch an information platform for sustainability bonds.

1  i.e., the 23 Master Plan under the National Strategy, the 12th National Economic and Social Development Plan (2017–2021), 
  the Cabinet’s policy statement declaration (25 July 2019) and the 3rd Thai Capital Market Development Plan (2017–2021).
2  i.e., solar energy, wind energy, low carbon buildings, low carbon land transport and water infrastructure.
3  Of these bonds, bonds that are not under the supervision of SEC (i.e., government bonds or government-guaranteed bonds) are worth 56.8 billion baht. 
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Development from “Corporate Governance (CG)” to “Responsible Business” with Consideration of 
Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) 

  The development of a capitalist-based global economy 
has been primarily focused on growth of numerical values, 
which give rise to the destruction of natural resources, 
and the increase in social problems, the violation of 
human rights, and economic inequality due to the widening 
income gaps; resulting in the unsustainability of economic 
development. The global community has now been made 
aware of these problems and has tried to solve them 
by calling on the capital market businesses to act as 
a key player for sustainable development, and making 
changes to the economic ecosystem. Furthermore, 
the current global situation has witnessed abrupt changes, 
such as technology disruption, urbanization, demographic 
shifts, climate change, etc. Furthermore, the outbreak 
of the COVID-19 pandemic has caused the ESG issues 
to become both opportunities and risks in the business 
sector. If these issues are not effectively managed, they 
will affect the competitiveness, the image, and the 
survival of any business in the long term. 
  With its mission of the supervision and development 
of the capital market, the SEC has continuously driven 
the sustainability of the business sector within the capital 
market. During the initial phase, the SEC laid down 
an infrastructure, issuing rules and criteria for the 
supervision of the capital market, with the emphasis on 
the protection of the investors. During the following phase, 
the SEC focused on building confidence through the 
cultivation of good corporate governance (CG), as 

a foundation to build organizational sustainability. At 
present, as it becomes necessary for the SEC to keep 
pace with global trends, the SEC supports innovations 
and activities that create economic and social added value, 
the encouragement of listed companies and business 
operators in the capital market in their development of 
roles, and the integration of ESG into their business 
operations. This is in order to achieve sustainable growth 
and address the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of 
the United Nations (SDGs), that have been jointly agreed 
by leaders from 193 member states, including Thailand. 
The SDGs cover the issues relating to a balanced 
economic, social, and environmental development, in 
order to eliminate  poverty, reduce inequality, and to 
preserve the natural resources and environment, as well 
as to drive the sustainable development of all sectors 
without leaving anyone behind. For this reason, the SEC 
has included this matter in its goal of “Sustainable 
Capital Market” in the SEC Strategic Plan 2020-2022.
  In the operation under its mission, it is necessary 
for the SEC to adjust its organization so as to be prepared 
and to promote the ESG-oriented organizational culture. 
This is in line with the SEC Board’s policy which outlines 
that the SEC, as a government agency, responsible for 
the supervision of the capital market, has responsibilities 
to the general public and should adhere to the principles 
of good governance in an equivalent or more stringent 
manner than the entities under its supervision, such as 
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Development of Sustainable Capital Market

  With the rapid change in technology, society, and 
the environment, as well as the expectation from  stakeholders 
in the value chain of the business sector who wish to make 
investments or to have interaction with businesses with 
sustainable growth, the SEC established an infrastructure 
by issuing supervisory rules and criteria for the capital 
market, these aim primarily at the protection of investors 
and the subsequent building of confidence through good 
corporate governance, in order to be an important 
foundation for driving listed companies to sustainability.  
At present, the SEC gives priority on a business operation 
with responsibility, by taking into consideration the 
Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) fundamentals; 
these are the main factors for organizational sustainability 
in response to the 17 United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) which have been adopted 
by Thailand, as one of the member states. The SDGs 
encompass the issues relating to a balanced economic, 
social, and environmental development, in order to eliminate  
poverty, to reduce inequality, and to preserve natural 
resources and the environment, as well as driving 
sustainable development in all sectors. In 2020, the SEC 
organized various activities to drive the capital market 
on the way to  sustainability, as follows:
  1.  Securities companies and fundraisers were 
aware of the importance, the risk, and the impact of 
ESG issues on their reputation, image, costs, asset 
values, operating results, and sustainable growth,  
by integrating ESG responsibilities with their business 
operations in the context of each company, and disclosing 
the performance results to shareholders, investors, and 
the general public.
   1.1 The SEC issued the “Corporate Governance 
Code or CG Code 2017” as a tool to evaluate self-discipline 
and the guidelines for the listed companies to supervise 
their business operations, in order to achieve a healthy 
operating result in the long-term, and to be credible in 
the best interest of generating value for the business in 
line with the expectation of the stakeholders. In August 
2020, the SEC issued the Notification Re: Rules, Conditions, 

and Procedures for Disclosure of Financial and Non-financial 
Information of Securities Issuers, which upgrades the 
disclosure of information by listed companies in Form 
56-1 One Report, and covers ESG issues, the emission 
of greenhouse gases, and the respect for human rights, 
as well as facilitates the listed companies in reducing 
the submission of both Form 56-1 and Form 56-2 to 
Form 56-1 One Report only. This practice will come 
into effect from 2022.
   1.2 The SEC, in cooperation with the relevant 
authorities, organized training programs for listed companies 
to share information on tools for the disclosure of 
information in accordance with the new criteria as follows:
   • Overview of preparation of Form 56-1 
One Report 
    - Organizing a total of three lecture sessions 
for listed companies that voluntarily disclose information 
in accordance with Form 56-1 One Report, prior to the 
period as prescribed and notified (early adoption), whereby 
there were 120 companies listed on the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand and 40 companies listed on the MAI, as well 
as listed companies and their affiliates.
    - Organizing a total of two lecture sessions 
for relevant agencies, such as the secretaries of listed 
companies (through the training courses of the Thai 
Listed Companies Association and the Thai Institute of 
Directors), and the officers of the SEC and the Stock 
Exchange of Thailand, who are responsible for supervising 
the disclosure of information of listed companies. 
    - Making a lecture video for listed companies 
or interested persons, and compiling  frequently asked 
questions (FAQs) in order to enhance the knowledge 
and understanding of  listed companies.
   • Business and Human Rights 
    - Taking action on a continuous basis in response 
to the assigned mission under the National Action Plan 
on Business and Human Rights Phase 1 (2020-2022), 
in line with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights (UNGPs). The SEC set up a working group 
for developing training courses on, “Business and Human 
Rights for Business Sector in the Capital Market”, which 
consists of representatives from the public sector, private 
sector, international organizations, and academic scholars, 
in order to provide standard training courses for the 
business sector in the capital market.  Later, the working 
group granted approval to the Faculty of Law, Chulalongkorn 
University, to prepare and develop the structure of training 
and seminar courses, and the first training course for the 
listed companies will commence in the first quarter of 2021.

listed companies, etc. The SEC, therefore, formulated 
the organization culture and ESG in the SEC Strategic Plan 
2020-2022, encouraging four core values and focusing 
on the opening up and the integration of cooperation with 
stakeholders, the empowerment of opportunity to show 
good performance, the delegation of significant 
assignments, and the promotion of ESG/CSR activities. 
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Meeting of the working group for the development of 
a training course on, “Business and Human Rights for 
Business Sector in the Capital Market”, to raise the 
awareness of listed companies

    - Signing two memoranda of understanding 
with the Faculty of Law, Chulalongkorn University, which 
consist of (1) cooperation in developing business and 
human rights training courses for the business sector in 
the Thai capital market under the mission of the National 
Action Plan on Business and Human Rights Phase 1 
(2019-2022), and (2) academic cooperation to develop 
standard practices for the business sector on personal 
data protection, in compliance with the Personal Data 
Protection Act B.E. 2562 (2019), and in support of the 
enactment of secondary legislations and other relevant laws.

    - Tak ing  par t  as  a  member  o f  t wo 
sub-committees appointed by the National Human Rights 
Steering Committee, namely the Sub-Committee on 
Monitoring, Consideration, and Selection of Human Rights 
Model Organization; and the National Action Plan on 
Business and Human Rights Steering Sub-Committee.
    - Organizing online seminars, participating 
in national or international symposiums, and acting as 
a lecturer in the topics related to business and human 
rights, such as How Are Human Rights Related to the 
Business Sector? Investing in Women-Led Business, etc.

    - Taking part as a member of the working 
group with experts from various agencies in the Low 
Carbon and Sustainable Business Index (LCSI) Project, 
established by Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management 
Organization (Public Organization), in order to assess 
the businesses that undergo the management and 
the reduction of the greenhouse gases emission.
    - Joining as a supporter for the Task Force 
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) 
standards. The SEC is considered as Thailand’s first 
government agency that has taken part in this event. 
    - Signing a memorandum of understanding 
with the Thai Industrial Standards Institute (TISI), in order 
for the use of a circular economy in the business sector 
in the capital market. giving importance to the operation 
of business with responsibility.  

   • Reducing the emission of greenhouse gases 
    - Signing a memorandum of understanding 
with the Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management 
Organization (Public Organization), in order to jointly 
develop training courses on the preparation and disclosure 
of information relating to the emission of greenhouse 
gases, and the issuance of manuals for the preparation 
of a report on the emission of greenhouse gases for  
listed companies.

Online seminar on “How Are Human Rights Related 
to Business Sector?”
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    - Organizing an online seminar and acting 
as a lecturer in the topic related to the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emission such as Greenhouse Gas Policy: Opportunity, 
Challenge and Assessment Methods, etc. 
  1.3  With commitment to the mission and cooperation 
from the listed companies and their stakeholders in all 
sectors of the capital market, the listed companies are 
able to maintain their operational efficiency and leadership 
on good corporate governance in the region, based on 
the following evaluations: 
   • ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard:  
This project was initiated by, and with the support of, the 
ASEAN Capital Market Forum (ACMF), with the purpose 
of upgrading the good corporate governance of ASEAN 
listed companies. The ASEAN CG Scorecard evaluation 
commenced in 2012, and is currently conducted for the 
top 100 listed companies with the highest market value 
as at 31 March of the evaluation year, with a disclosure 
of information in the English language to the general 
public. The ASEAN CG Scorecard evaluation is conducted 
in six countries, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, and Vietnam, by applying the criteria developed 
by the five chapters of the G20/OECD Principles of 
Governance of the Organization for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD). The process of a score 
verification from other countries was used, in order to ensure 
that every country had consistent evaluation standards. 
The SEC delegated the Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) 
to conduct the evaluation on behalf of Thailand. 
    In December 2020, ACMF certified the evaluation 
results for the year 2019 (the information as of 2018). 
This showed that the average score of Thai listed 
companies was 96.60, which was the highest score that 
had been recorded in the ASEAN region for six consecutive 
years.  Forty-two out of 135 ASEAN listed companies 
received ASEAN Asset Class Award (with a score from 
97.50). In addition, four Thai listed companies received 
ASEAN Top 20 Awards and Country Top 3 Award (the 
top three Thai listed companies whose names are in English 
alphabetical order) are Bangchak Corporation Public 
Company Limited, PTT Public Company Limited, and 
Thai Oil Public Company Limited.
   • Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed 
Companies (CGR): This is a survey project for monitoring 
and evaluating the development of corporate governance 
in Thai listed companies on a yearly basis. The project 
commenced in 2001 and is conducted by the Thai Institute 
of Directors (IOD). The CGR evaluation criteria are developed 
from the five chapters of the G20/OECD Principles of 
Governance of the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD), and the evaluation is based 
on information disclosed by the listed companies to 
the general public.  It is, therefore, comparable to the 
evaluation of the ASEAN CG Scorecard. The CGR score 
results of the 692 Thai listed companies in 2020 showed 
that the average score was 83%. This was the highest 
score since the CGR’s first evaluation in 2001.
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  In addition, the SEC, in cooperation with the relevant 
agencies, organized seminars and training for the 
dissemination of information on SDGs for listed companies 
and securities business operators, in order that they may 
apply the SDGs principles in their business operations.  
For example, the SEC, in cooperation with the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and Global Compact 
Network Thailand (GCNT), organized a seminar on “From 
ESG to SDGs: Integrating SDGs Impact Measurement 
and Management Framework in Business and Investment 
Strategies”. In addition, the SEC participated in forums 
and lectures in international symposiums on “Green and 
Sustainable Recovery Session”, to support and promote 
the role of the Thai capital market in driving towards the 
SDGs. Furthermore, the SEC, UNDP, GCNT, and TLCA 
jointly organized a workshop on “SDGs-Smart IMM” 
(hybrid format), in order for the limited companies to 
understand the principles and importance of the integration 

   • Quality Evaluation for Holding of Listed 
Companies’ Annual/Extraordinary General Meeting 
of Shareholders: This evaluation has been conducted 
by the Thai Investors Association on a yearly basis since 
2006. It gives an opportunity for listed companies to 
express their concern on equal rights and fair treatment 
of their shareholders, and to promote the appropriate 
process for holding meetings of shareholders. This includes 
the issuance of meeting invitation with sufficient details, 
the arrangement of various matters on the meeting date 
and during the meeting, and the preparation of the minutes 
of the meeting. The  evaluation of quality results for the 
holding of general meetings for the year 2020 showed 
that as at 25 December 2020, 712 listed companies, that 
had held annual general meeting of shareholders, were 
evaluated by the Thai Investors Association, with the 
average score of 93.10. This shows a slight decline from 
the average score of 93.70 in 2019. This decline was 
a result of the impact of the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic, by which several listed companies were unable 
to disclose complete information in the invitation and 
the minutes of the general meeting of shareholders on 
their company website.
  2.  Promoting a local reviewer to analyze ESG 
information of listed companies in their sustainable 
business operation by engaging the University of the 
Thai Chamber of Commerce to conduct an evaluation 
project of the business operations with ESG framework 
in all listed companies (excluding those listed companies 
that may be revoked or those in the business reorganization 
process). This evaluation is conducted on information 
disclosed by the listed companies to the general public, 
including the Annual Registration Statement (Form 56-1), 
the annual reports, and information that is disclosed 
through the information system of the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand, and the websites of listed companies, in order 
to support the issuance of measures for promoting and 
uplifting the appropriate ESG framework of the listed 
companies, and to further disclose the information in 
accordance with Form 56-1 One Report. This project is 
expected to be completed in the second quarter of 2021.
  3.  Encouraging the investors to invest with 
responsibility: The institutional investors were encouraged 
to declare their acceptance in complying with the 
“Investment Governance Code (I Code)”, with the objective 
of establishing practices for the investment management 
of institutional investors to invest in the businesses with 
ESGs framework; driving a rectification in the case of 
any ESG’s issues in the best interest of the owner of 
investment capital; and building the confidence of the 

institutional investors. In 2020, there were 28 asset 
management companies (100%) which made the 
declaration to comply with I Code, and disclosed the 
I Code policies on their company websites. Nine securities 
companies with a private fund management service (100%) 
declared their compliance I Code, eight of them disclosed 
the I Code policies, while the one remaining securities 
company will make a disclosure of I Code policies within 
the first quarter of 2021.
  4. Preparing the ESG Roadmap and the supporting 
tools for the business sector in the Thai capital market 
to achieve the sustainable development target. The 
ESG Steering Committee held a meeting to present the 
framework for the preparation and drafting of the ESG 
Roadmap proposal. The meeting granted approval for the 
implementation of a pilot project. This will be the preparation 
of a financial landscape for listed companies, including 
models, suggestions, and measurement of success; in 
order to support the listed companies’ actions that are 
appropriate for the size and the sector of the industry.

The SEC organized the meeting of the ESG Steering 
Committee to prepare the ESG Roadmap for the Thai 
capital market
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will lead to the reduction of waste and ultimately zero 
waste, and will serve as a guideline for each company 
for further implementation in its respective organization;
   • Meeting for both knowledge and experience 
sharing with the TRBN, and the representatives from the 
listed companies in the project, to promote the circular 
economy movement for sustainability in following years.
   5.2 Send Plastic Home Project: The outbreak of 
the COVID-19 pandemic gave rise to a substantial increase 
of plastic waste in Thailand. The SEC, in collaboration with 
the TRBN and various sectors, and with an awareness of 
the urgency of solving the problem sustainably and 
comprehensively, sought the involvement and cooperation 
of the public sector, the government sector, and the private 
sector. The pilot project was launched from May to 
June 2020, with public relations campaigns and knowledge 
sharing on how to properly sort plastic waste at source.  
There were 10 plastic drop points installed along Sukhumvit 
Road. These collected two types of cleaned plastic waste: 
stretch plastics and hard plastics. This is not only for the 
safety of the garbage collection tricycles and the municipal 
waste collection staff, but also reduces the amount of 
plastic waste to landfill, an increase in the private companies’ 
plastic recycling through the recycle/upcycle process, 
and therefore improves the circular economy.
   5.3 You Protect Forests; We Protect You Project: 
This is one of the cooperation projects between the 
government sector and the private sector in the capital 
market, and the civil sector, such as Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under His Majesty the King’s Royal Patronage 
(Mae Fah Luang Foundation), TRBN, Thailand Greenhouse 
Gas Management Organization (a public organization), 
the Department of Forestry, and the private sector. This 
project aims at driving the National Strategy and Country 
Reform Plan, with a view to attracting the engagement 
of the private sector in developing a mechanism for the 
sustainable absorption of carbon dioxide from community 
forest zones, and expressing their intention and support 
of the “You Protect Forests; We Protect You Project”, 
with the reforestation activities in the Ban Ton Phueng 
community, Doi Saket District, Chiang Mai Province, on 
the occasion of the Royal Birthday of His Majesty King, 
on 28 July 2020.  
   5.4 Promotion of ESG-Driven Business in the 
Capital Market: The ESG principles are integrated with 
the business operations as follows:

of SCGs in their business operation process, and to evaluate 
and manage the impact on sustainability arising from 
their business operations.  

  5. Capital Market Governance Promotion Initiative 
in Celebration of His Majesty the King’s Coronation: 
the SEC and 12 organizations4 launched the Capital Market 
Governance Promotion Initiative in Celebration of His 
Majesty the King’s Coronation (the “Initiative”), to make 
a joint declaration to be organizations that operate their 
businesses with responsibility to society and the environment, 
in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), with the implementation period of three 
years from 4 May 2019 to 4 May 2022. In addition, in order 
to continue the Initiative, the SEC and nine organizations5 
established the Thailand Responsible Business Network 
(TRBN), with an aim of encouraging listed companies to 
operate their businesses with responsibility to society, 
to cooperate in the exchange of ideas, and to build 
a knowledge base with other sectors for society’s 
sustainable development. The activities under TRBN 
can be summarized as follows: 
   5.1 Vibhavadi Zero Waste Project: this Project 
was launched in December 2019, with the aim of encouraging 
listed companies to join  efforts in the efficient management 
of waste on their premises. This project is based on the 
three Rs (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) principle. Thirty-two 
listed companies and organizations, situated on 
Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, joined the project. In 2020, 
the activities of this project were as follows:  
 • Workshop on “encouraging waste separation and 
zero waste to landfill”, with the aim of disseminating 
information on waste issues and management in Thailand 
to the personnel of the organizations in the project. This 

The SEC, in cooperation with UNDP and GCNT, 
organized a seminar to promote business operations 
for achieving, “sustainable development targets”.

4 (1) the Government Pension Fund, (2) the Stock Exchange of Thailand, (3) the Federation of Thai Capital Market Organizations, (4) the Thai 
 Listed Companies Association, (5) the Association of Thai Securities Companies, (6) the Association of Investment Management Companies, 
 (7) the Investment Analysts Association, (8) the Thai Investors Association, (9) the Thai Bond Market Association, (10) the Association of 
 Provident Funds, (11) the MAI Listed Companies Association, and (12) the Thai Institute of Directors.5 (1) the Bank of Thailand, (2) the Stock Exchange of Thailand, (3) the Federation of Thai Capital Market Organizations, (4) the Thai Listed Companies 
 Association, (5) the Government Pension Fund, (6) the Global Compact Network Thailand, (7) the Social Enterprise Thailand Association, 
 (8) the Sustainable Brand Thailand, and (9) the Thai Institute of Directors.
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   • The Association of Investment Management 
Companies encouraged 23 asset management companies 
to put in place a compliance policy with I-Code, and 
appointed its ESG Policy & Collective Action Subcommittee;
       • The Government Pension Fund, in cooperation 
with 32 institutional investors, signed the Negative List 
Guideline, to declare their intention of cooperation on 
responsible investment; 
       • The Association of Thai Securities Companies 
organized training for investment advisors on the 
promotion of savings and the ESG-oriented investment;
       • The Thai Bond Market Association granted 
exemption for the service fee for applying for the 
registration of bond information, and reduced the annual 
registration fee for the issuance of bonds for the 
environmental and social sustainability. 

Anti-Corruption Actions in the Thai Capital Market

  Over the years, corruption has been a chronic 
problem in Thailand. It affects national development 
considerably. According to the Corruption Perceptions 
Index (CPI), as announced by Transparency International (TI), 
Thailand was the world’s 101st  rank with 36 points in 
2019, falling from the 99th rank with the same points in 
2018. Solving the corruption problem requires earnest 
cooperation from all sectors. With the mission to supervise 
and develop the Thai capital market towards sustainable 
growth, the SEC sets out measures and takes action on 
an ongoing basis to promote and urge the business sectors 
in the capital market to give priority to the fight against 
corruption. Among the anti-corruption actions are the 
followings:    
  • Requiring listed companies and securities issuing 
companies to disclose their anti-corruption policies and 
measures in the annual registration statement (Form 56-1), 
annual report (Form 56-2), the registration statement for 
securities offering (Form 69-1) as well as Form 56-1 One 
Report. Investors pay more attention to the information 
in this matter and expect companies to take serious actions 
to tackle corruption issues. In addition to the disclosure 
of policies and guidelines, an emphasis is given to monitoring 
and tracking the qualitative and quantitative implementation 
of such policies and guidelines; 
  • Supporting listed companies and securities 
business operators in participating in Thailand’s Private 
Sector Collective Action Coalition Against Corruption (CAC) 
to which the Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) acts as 
Secretary. The CAC aims to expand the scope of knowledge 
and application thereof for the development of work 

systems, work process and personnel of business operators 
to be in line with international standards. If sufficient 
companies declare an anti-corruption policy, it can turn 
into a joint power to fight against corruption. The SEC 
publishes the information on the CAC participation on 
www.sec.or.th. There are two levels of CAC participation, 
namely the declaration of intention to participate and 
the certification of participation with tangible policy and 
implementation. As of 30 December 2020, 359 listed 
companies and business operators declared an intention 
to participate and 324 were certified members;   
  • Supporting the collective collaboration among 
asset management companies in establishing the “Thai 
Governance Mutual Fund,” whose investment policy 
focuses on investing in securities of listed companies that 
operate under the principles of Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG). One of the key criteria for selecting 
listed companies to invest is the CAC certification. As of 
December 2020, 10 Thai Governance Mutual Funds 
had been established with an approximate total value of 
3,156 million baht; 
  • Requesting securities companies’ cooperation in 
disclosing listed companies’ CAC participation in their research 
papers and through investment consultants working for them;  
  • Requesting asset management companies’ 
cooperation in disclosing their CAC participation in the 
fund fact sheets of mutual funds under their management;  
  • Giving financial support for the operation of 
the Anti-Corruption Organization of Thailand, which initiates 
proactive anti-corruption activities, for example, acting 
as an observer of the Integrity Pact and the Infrastructure 
Transparency Initiative, and campaigning for the No 
Gift Policy, the Active Youth against Corruption Initiative 
and the Watchdog Initiative. 
  In addition, the SEC participates in the committees 
and subcommittees appointed by the National Anti-corruption 
Commission (NACC) to integrate cooperation with all sectors 
in driving forward an efficient mechanism for preventing 
and suppressing corruption – a key measure for meeting 
the objectives and goals under the National Strategy on 
Prevention and Suppression of Corruption in the third phrase 
(2017-2021). To date, the SEC has joined four NACC 
committees, namely (1) the Private Sector Integrity and 
Transparency Assessment Committee, (2) the Governance 
Promotion Committee, (3) the NACC Subcommittee for 
Development and Promotion of State and Private 
Enterprises, and (4) the National Anti-Corruption Strategy 
Task Force in the third phase (2017-2021) – the fourth 
National Strategy Task Force – Proactive Anti-Corruption 
Framework Development.
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Goal: Accessibility – Financial Inclusion, Reduction 
of Inequality

  The capital market helps reduce the country’s 
inequality issues and create financial inclusion. The public 
can utilize the capital market as a source of long-term 
investments for their retirement years and SMEs can have 
access to appropriate and sustainable sources of funds.  

Strategy 2: Promote long-term financial well-being 
of Thai people through sufficient retirement savings 
and investments. 
1. Promote investments through provident funds (PVD) 
  In June 2020, SEC proposed to the Ministry of 
Finance a draft of the rationale for the amendments of 
the Provident Fund Act B.E. 2530 (A.D. 1987), aimed at 
allowing provident funds to be a mechanism for long-term 
savings and investments for the working-age population. 
The amendments can be summarized as follows:
  • Encouraging employers who already provide 
provident funds as employee welfare to arrange for their 
employees to automatically become PVD members and 
allow employees to subsequently opt out of the funds; 
  • Putting in place a mechanism that enables 
members to invest in suitable investment plans, by 
automatically selecting for members who do not choose 
an investment plan by themselves a default investment 
plan that provides returns and have risk exposures 
suitable for a majority of the members;
  • Improving PVD, such as the regulations 
regarding reporting of members’ information, management 
of outstanding amounts, temporary cessation of 
contributions and increased flexibility of liquidity 
management by both employers and employees;
  • Enhancing the supervision to protect members 
and improving PVD so that it supports the draft National 
Pension Fund Act.  
2. Promote financial literacy for long-term savings 
and scam prevention
  To help Thai people make financial plans and 
manage their money more wisely and more efficiently, 
including through savings and long-term investments, 
SEC has constantly provided financial knowledge to 
the public, by developing a comprehensive website and 
various media materials that attract different groups of 
people, holding training and activity booths in other 
provinces and creating a public network in order to reach 
Thai people in every part of Thailand. The activities 
include (1) the online program “Start to Invest,” in 

Strategy 3: Facilitate access to sources of funds by 
making available to SMEs diverse fundraising 
tools that are efficient and meet their needs.
  To make available fundraising tools in the capital 
market that allow SMEs and startups to access sources 
of funds, SEC conducted the following activities: 
  1. Removed regulations that hinder SMEs’ 
access to fundraising tools. 
  • Issued rules that support private placement 
fundraising. Six operators successfully raised funds 
through private placement of convertible bonds, worth 
approximately 172 million baht. 
  • Finalized rules on public offerings, which 
will come into effect in 2021.
  • Improved rules on crowdfunding bonds that are 
not subject to the All-or-Nothing rule6. Because of these 
rules, there were 14 fundraisers in 2020 who issued 
crowdfunding bonds with the total value of 53.85 
million baht.
  • Conducted a study on problems in SMEs’ access 
of funds, which is expected to be completed in 2021. 
Regarding the project to develop a platform for SMEs, 

collaboration with the Thai PBS television channel, which 
covers three topics, i.e., investments in a low-interest rate 
environment, fundraising tools for SMEs and startups, 
and long-term savings for retirement through provident 
funds; (2) articles and infographics about the “new normal,” 
such as “COVID and investments in provident funds”; 
(3) a website developed by the Ministry of Finance in 
collaboration with 12 other government agencies, including 
government banks, to provide financial knowledge to 
Thai people of different ages and careers; and (4) the 
“FinTech for SMEs and Startups: Innovation for Financial 
Inclusion” seminar.  

The seminar “SEC FinTech for SMEs and Startups: Innovation 
for Financial Inclusion” is aimed at promoting SMEs’ and 
startups’ access to sources of funds through the capital 
market, and the use of technology to improve their business 
capabilities and competitiveness in the digital era.

6 Under the All-or-Nothing rule, the fundraiser sets a fundraising goal and keeps nothing unless the goal is achieved. 
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the issues of the form of boards, acceptance of securities, 
types of investors, trading system and market supervision 
were finalized. 
  2. Issued rules for social enterprises in the form 
of companies, which can mobilize funds from the general 
public through issuance and offering of shares without 
the requirement to seek approval and submit disclosures: 
As of the end of 2020, 145 companies were registered 
with the Office of Social Enterprise Promotion, three of 
which successfully mobilized funds, worth a total of 
114.1 million baht. 

Goal: Competitiveness, Connectivity and Digital 
Technology

  SEC’s goal is to prove an environment that facilitates 
competitiveness and international connectivity of market 
participants and the Thai capital market, and brings 
digital technology to improve business operations. Capital 
market infrastructure is also developed to enhance 
efficiency and transparency and to reduce operating costs 
of market participants, while capital market supervision 
is fair and reliable, and ensures cybersecurity.  

Strategy 4: Enhance competitiveness by enabling 
a regulatory framework that supports standardized 
regulations, facilitates business sectors and creates 
opportunities from international connectivity.   
1. Amended regulations to facilitate business sectors 
and remove their unnecessary costs.
  In 2020, 15 pilot projects in four areas, i.e., (1) 
accounting supervision, (2) fundraising, (3) investment 
management business and (4) intermediary and market 
business, were held under the Regulatory Guillotine 
initiative. The projects include:
  (1)  A project to add an e-filing channel for an 
application for approval of auditor in the capital market 
submitted with digital signature via email;
  (2) A project to review the process for filing 
Summaries of Types of Auditor’s Reports (Form 61-4);
  (3) A project to re-schedule periods for the 
preparation and filing of reports of venture capital firms, 
and the filing of financial statements of juristic persons 
involved in ventures, to ease the private sector’s burden;
  (4) A project to improve the template for a list of 
bond offerings; 
  (5) A project to cancel notifications regarding 
issuance and offering of bonds that are no longer current 
or applicable;

  (6) A project to develop a paperless process to 
apply for approval for the establishment and management 
of mutual funds; 
  (7)  A project to review rules with respect to 
unitholding restrictions;
  (8) A project to cancel notifications regarding 
reporting of public offering results and appointment of 
agents for selling investment units or receiving requisition 
of investment unit redemption;  
  (9) A project to cancel ministerial regulations 
and notifications concerning provident funds;
  (10) A project to improve supervision of the 
operations of brokers and dealers of non-debt securities, 
and guidelines for the operations of brokerage firms;
  (11)  A project to improve rules on fund maintenance;
  (12) A project to improve rules on the provision 
of foreign investment services;
  (13) A project to obtain approval for rules or 
regulations for clearing houses or securities depositories;
  (14) A project to obtain approval for rules or 
regulations for futures trading firms or futures clearing 
houses; and
  (15) A project to review SEC’s procedures on 
transmission of electronic data.
  Due to quicker procedures, the addition of an 
electronic channel for submissions to SEC and reduced 
burden of business operators in connection with the filing 
of certain reports and documents with SEC, SEC will 
(1) produce 1,645,764 less sheets of paper per year; 
(2) spend 48,210 hours less time per year; and (3) save 
153,320,339 baht of operation costs per year.
  Furthermore, SEC set up a Regulatory Guillotine 
working group to enhance the competitiveness of business 
sectors and ease the public sector’s burden. Experts from 
the private sector were appointed as advisers to the 
working group. 

Online Talk Session on “Spice Up Supervision to Build 
Investors’ Confidence and Thai Capital Market’s 
Competitiveness” 
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2. Enhanced laws to increase capacities.
  Studies were conducted in three areas:
  (1)  Organizational form of the regulatory body for 
the capital market: The Research Center for Law and 
Development of Chulalongkorn University’s Faculty of Law, 
retained as a consultant for our research project, provided 
various suggestions, such as adopting a horizontal 
organizational structure in a bid to make it clear that SEC 
is responsible only for establishing policies for supervision 
purposes, to be in line with national policies, etc.;
  (2) Efficiency and enforcement of the Securities 
and Exchange Act: Our consultant, the Research Center 
for Law and Development of Chulalongkorn University’s 
Faculty of Law, made suggestions about how to improve 
SEC’s law enforcement measures and due process, 
such as by authorizing SEC staff to directly investigate 
cases of certain offenses, improving civil punishment 
measures, increasing transparency, etc.; and
  (3) Laws and mechanisms with respect to the 
supervision of auditors and audit firms for the Thai capital 
market: The Thailand Development Research Institute was 
hired to study Thai laws in comparison to foreign laws, 
in a bid to make suggestions and guidelines for amending 
the Securities Act concerning supervision of auditors and 
audit firms for the capital market with respect to the 
following areas: 
   •  Approval for audit firms for the capital market;
   •  Various punishments for offenses in 
different levels of severity;  
   •  Amendment of the Accounting Professions 
Act B.E. 2547 (A.D. 2004) to make the overall supervision 
of auditors and audit firms consistent. 
The study results may be adapted when amending the laws.

3. Created opportunities from international connectivity.  
  In 2020, SEC created connections with leading 
capital markets as follows: 
  • UK: SEC signed an MoU on financial services 
with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) on 
1 September 2020, covering accounting standards, 
financial technology and sustainable finance. An MoU 
with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) on cooperation 
and exchange of information about alternative investment 
funds was also being finalized. 
  • Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 
of the People’s Republic of China: The provisions of 
an MoU with the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) 
on offerings of cross-border mutual funds between 
Thailand and Hong Kong were finalized. 

  • Luxembourg: Prepared for Thai sustainable 
bonds to be listed on the Luxembourg Green Exchange 
(LGX) by studying rules in comparison and presenting 
infographics to communicate with interested persons, 
both in the government and private sectors, especially bond 
issuers. The provisions of an MoU with the Commission 
de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) on financial 
innovations were also finalized.    
  Furthermore, the role of the Thai capital market 
as a CLMV springboard was promoted by continuously 
providing capital market personnel support to these 
countries, to build an ecosystem for the capital market 
business with the neighboring countries, which will lead 
to regional connectivity. Online seminars were held for 
personnel in the capital market in Cambodia and Lao 
People’s Democratic Republic.

Strategy 5: Optimize digital technology to increase 
effectiveness of the capital market and ensure 
reliable supervision.   
1. Developed of digital infrastructure for common use 
by the capital market. 
  In 2019, SEC initiated a project for the development 
of digital infrastructure for common use by Thai capital 
market participants, with an objective to connect market 
players from all sectors and to digitalize processes in 
the capital market, covering from upstream to downstream, 
and supporting all capital market products. This system 
will remove overlapping processes, in a bid to increase 
the efficiency and transparency of transactions, as well 
as to enhance law enforcement by the supervisory body. 
In 2020, SEC commenced the development of digital 
infrastructure for common use to support corporate bonds 
as pilot products. A developer and a main service provider 
were hired to jointly design standard sets of data and 
new system processes. Rules concerning testing in 
a regulatory sandbox were established. 

SEC and FCO signed an MoU on financial services 
for comprehensive economic growth.
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  In addition to the above benefits, a shared digital 
infrastructure system will support the use of a single form 
for opening an account in the capital market, which will 
facilitate investors as they will need to provide their 
information for account opening only just once and 
the information will then be shared with other service 
providers. It also supports the e-KYC and digital identity 
authentication (NDID), which will make online account 
opening easier, quicker and more efficient, and thus 
more investors will start investing in the capital market. 

2. Enhanced cyber resilience. 
  To enhance cyber resilience in order to encourage 
business operators in the capital market to put in place IT 
systems and get themselves ready for handling cyber 
threats in line with international standards, SEC conducted 
the following activities: 
  • Retained a consultant to help assess organizations 
under SEC’s supervision about their IT readiness (Retention 
period: 2020–2021);
  • Conducted off-site and on-site assessments 
of levels of business operators’ capabilities to address 
cyber threats; and
  • Collaborated with the Bank of Thailand and 
the Office of Insurance Commission to hold the Cyber 
Resilience Leadership workshop on cybersecurity for 
company directors responsible for finance. To date, four 
classes were held, each with about 60 participants, totaling 
240 persons. The e-book entitled “Cyber Resilience 
Principles for Board of Directors” was also launched for 
directors of business operators in the capital market and 
listed companies. The book provides guidelines for 
organizations on how to monitor and handle cyber threats. 

3. Key projects 
  (1)  A Data Warehouse for compiling information 
about derivative warrants: Information about derivative 
warrants received from the Stock Exchange of Thailand 
was added to the data warehouse. The project was 

completed in June 2020.  
  (2) Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) project to 
prevent leakage of personal data and other important 
information: Information, both in hard copy and in SEC’s 
central database, is classified according to its level of 
confidentiality. Preventive measures and relevant practices 
have been put in place. Encoding technology is implemented 
and access to confidential information is controlled. 
A system to detect transmission of information to 
an external party is also adopted. Cyber security drills 
are also held for staff of all levels.
  (3)  Analytical Off-site Monitoring: In 2020, 
SEC developed an off-site monitoring system for 
intermediaries and a system for risk monitoring for 
bonds, as detailed below: 
    • An analytical off-site monitoring system for 
intermediaries: This system enables SEC to timely detect 
risks of securities companies, which is beneficial to 
supervision work and issuance or improvement of relevant 
rules. It helps solve problems in the industrial level and 
problems of each securities company, while removing 
the burden to prepare documentation for inspection and 
to request information from securities companies’ auditors. 
    • A system for risk monitoring for bonds: 
This system allows SEC to monitor risks in the bond market 
in order to  understand market condition with respect 
to fund transfer, bond market growth, changes in 
government bond yield curves and default probability. 
It also shows risk exposure systematically, such as bond 
clustering, and shows fundraising activities through 
bonds, such as issuance of short-term and long-term 
bonds, credit ratings, etc. 
  (4) Data Governance and Privacy: Data 
governance was enhanced to be in line with digital laws. 
Rules and guidelines that correspond with the data 
governance principle were established.  For SEC’s 
compliance with the Personal Data Protection Act B.E. 
2562 (A.D. 2019), rules and guidelines with respect 
to personal data protection were also put in place. 
  (5) Data exchange between organizations: 
Data is now shared among other government agencies 
for examination of persons filing requests with SEC in 
order to screen out prohibited persons. Government 
agencies that started sharing such data in 2020 include 
the Department of Special Investigation and the Anti-Money 
Laundering Office. SEC has also exchanged data with 
the Department of Provincial Administration and the 
Department of Business Development to inspect/
update the database of individuals and entities.

Workshop on cybersecurity was held to build awareness 
on cybersecurity among company directors responsible 
for finance.
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  Moreover, SEC received four awards at the DG 
Awards 2020, i.e., the Digital Government Award 2020, 
the Outstanding Organization Award for Data Governance, 
the Outstanding Organization Award for Disclosure of 
Information through the Open Government Data of Thailand 
and the Best Digital Organization Leader 2020, which 
was granted to Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol, Secretary-
General of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
It is the first time that SEC won four awards in one year, 
and SEC is the only organization ever that receives all 
the four awards in one year. These awards are granted 
to government agencies that have transformed themselves 
to become advanced digital government agencies, to 
give incentives to these government agencies. 

SEC received awards and certificates at the DG 
Awards 2020 presentation ceremony.

Goal: Trust and Confidence

  Reliability of the Thai capital market and investors’ 
trust and confidence are strengthened. SEC is able to 
prevent and suppress new forms of offenses, and promptly 
detect systemic risks to prevent damage to investors, 
intermediaries and capital market infrastructure at 
a wider level.

Strategy 6: Enhance laws’ capability to prevent offenses 
and improve law enforcement in the capital market.   
1. Enhanced law enforcement. 
  In 2020, SEC improved the efficiency of preventive 
and suppression measures and collaborated with the Stock 
Exchange of Thailand on a continuing basis regarding 
guidelines for strengthening preventive measures and 
making it more difficult for ex-offenders to re-enter the 
Stock Exchange to trade securities. Also, the investigative 
process was improved to facilitate speedy investigation.  
  In addition, SEC conducted feasibility studies on 
the use of technological tools for collecting, examining 
and locating evidence in a bid to increase law enforcement 
efficiency. These include: 

  • Digital asset trading surveillance solutions, 
which are appropriate and correspond with digital 
asset trading business models; 
  • A project to develop computer-aided tools 
for detecting securities price manipulation; and
  • Tools for collecting evidence by finding 
relationships among individuals from various sources, 
such as social media, online media, etc. 
2. Developed knowledge and created collaboration 
with judicial personnel.
  Seminars for public prosecutors and judges were 
held continuously to build knowledge and understanding 
and allow SEC’s law enforcement staff to share their 
experiences and suggestions with public prosecutors 
and judges. These seminars are aimed at ensuring that 
public prosecutors and judges can efficiently handle 
cases involving the offenses under SEC’s supervision, 
such as offenses under laws concerning issuance and 
offering of securities to raise funds from the public 
and business takeovers, unfair securities trading 
practices, etc. 

Strategy 7: Monitor and assess systemic risks in 
a timely manner to prevent widespread damage 
and limit contagious impact on investors, intermediaries 
and market infrastructure   
  SEC keeps itself updated on changing situations 
concerning systemic risks in all aspects. It also conducted 
the following activities: 
  • Reviewed risk registries of the capital market 
in 2020 and developed risk indicators for the capital 
market and risk management plans that cover key risks 
and reflect impact from the COVID-19;  
  • Collaborated with fund management companies 
to conduct stress tests for mutual funds, with simulations 
that reflect situations with the COVID-19 pandemic;
  • Analyzed impact of the COVID-19 and 
conducted stress tests for mutual funds with respect 
to portfolio loss and impact on securities companies’ 
funds to detect their vulnerabilities in order to be able 
to handle possible consequences of the COVID-19; 
  • Worked with the Bank of Thailand in issuing 
more measures to add liquidity for bond mutual funds 
that suffer a lack of liquidity; and
  • Made contingency plans that support both 
capital market participants and the supervisory body, 
held internal emergency drills and launched an internal 
handbook regarding factors that may affect the capital 
market.  
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Supervision of Business Operators

 A. Supervision of Securities Companies 

  The SEC supervises, oversees, and monitors risks 
associated with business operations by securities 
companies, with the aim of protecting the investors by 
ensuring that the securities companies provide good quality 
services in accordance with professional standards for 
their investors, take the best interest of their investors into 
consideration, and ensure that the capital market is 
transparent, secure, and reliable. In order to achieve these 
goals, the SEC has adopted different supervisory approaches, 
namely, the issue of criteria and the exercise of its authority 
under the law, the driving force of the market; and the 
self-disciplines of the officers. The SEC, therefore, has 
driven and encouraged securities companies to adopt 
a self-supervision practice, to ensure that their business 
operations are efficient, consistent, and keep abreast 
of the risks associated with the type of business.

  Key performances in the supervision of 
securities companies
  The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 
affected the business operations of securities companies, 
particularly the change to working-from-home mode for 
the employees, which entails risks associated with the 
business operations, the provision of services, the custody 
of assets, and the information of the investors. Therefore, 
in order to increase the efficiency of supervision and to 
manage potential risks in a timely manner, the SEC has 
applied technology to monitor the operation of the business 
operators, and has adopted a self-assessment questionnaire 
(SAQ) for assessing the risks of the securities companies, 
the good corporate governance of the boards of directors, 
and the use of technology in the business operation, 
as well as adjusting the model of on-site inspection, for 
example, requesting all relevant documents and evidence 
via electronic means, or conducting interviews via 
teleconference in order to replace the normal inspection.  
In addition, the SEC has communicated with securities 
companies in order that they would be aware of changes 
in risk factors, for example, the working-from-home practice 
by investment consultants, and more stringent inspection 
in line with the risk factors. 

  The SEC’s annual inspection in 2020 gave a particular 
emphasis on the following work systems of securities 
companies:  

  (1) Good governance of the boards of directors: 
As the boards of directors play a crucial role and have 
responsibilities in creating an ecosystem of good corporate 
governance, the SEC, therefore, issued guidelines on the 
roles and expectations in performing the duties of the 
boards of directors, and organized seminars for directors 
and senior executives in 2019. Later in 2020, the SEC 
issued a self-assessment questionnaire (SAQ) on the 
performance of duties of directors in accordance with 
the guidelines, with a view to assessing the quality of their 
performance of duties, and will publish the best practices 
in respect of the best of business operations.
  (2) Financial position and stability of securities 
companies: The financial positions  and stability of securities 
companies must be able to accommodate the risks 
associated with the business operations, and the maintenance 
of net capital in line with the specified criteria. With its 
awareness of the accurate preparation of net capital, 
the SEC conducted a specific inspection in order to ensure 
that securities companies accurately prepare the net 
assets, and have an appropriate inspection control system.
  (3) Know-Your-Customer (KYC), Customer Due 
Diligence (CDD), and provision of services for groups 
of vulnerable clients: Efficient KYC/CDD system enables 
securities companies to give advice and provide appropriate 
services for their customers, according to their needs, and 
in line with the risk appetite. In addition, the KYC/CDD 
system will help prevent inappropriate action, such as 
the use of nominee accounts for unfair action in securities 
trading, and will ensure that the groups of vulnerable 
clients receive appropriate investment advice and services 
from securities companies.
  (4) Custody of client assets and information: 
This is to ensure that the securities companies have 
appropriate and stringent operating systems and measures 
relating to the custody of client’s assets and personal 
information. The access to information is determined on 
a need-to-know basis, and personal information is managed 
in compliance with the Personal Data Protection Act, to 
ensure that the client’s assets and information are safe, 
complete, and returnable upon their request.
  (5) Giving advice to investors: The outbreak of 
the COVID-19 pandemic has affected investors’ confidence 
and has resulted in investors redeeming a large number 
of investment units in fixed income funds. The SEC 
reviewed this matter to ensure that the investors were 
given accurate and complete information sufficient for 
their investment decision-making. 
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  (6) Use of technology for the provision of 
customer service and business operations: Securities 
companies increased the use of various technology for 
the provision of customer service, such as the use of cloud 
for data storage, the provision of trading programs, and 
the use of other technologies in support of the business 
operations. The SEC, therefore, monitored their use of 
technology in support of consideration for determining 
the relevant policies and supervision, so as to prevent 
the risks associated with the business operation and 
the protection of investors. 
  The information on the supervision of securities 
companies shows that most securities companies have 
shown importance to the above systems, and that the risk 
assessment results are within the risk appetite. However, 
if any system of any securities company is illegal, the SEC 
will consider imposing a punishment.  In the case of any 
deficiency, the SEC will instruct and advise the relevant 
securities companies to make improvement, so as to 
ensure that the systems will be more prudent. 

  Key performance in the supervision of the 
personnel of securities companies

  The personnel under supervision consists of 
executives, investment consultants, and other personnel 
approved by the SEC, such as analysts, investment 
planners, etc. Over the past year, the SEC gave priority 
to the supervision of the personnel of securities companies 
by communicating the expectations in the business 
operation, and observations from inspection, reviewing 
the understanding of the business operators and the 
relevant personnel.
  With regard to the supervision and the imposition 
of punishment for investment consultants in 2020, the 
majority of offenses were mainly from the exploitation 
of the opportunity for dishonest performance of work, 
or the seeking of interest from investors, or the failure 
to perform duties with responsibility as a professional 
practitioner. As an example, deceitfully requesting 
a client to transfer money but failing to proceed with 
the transaction; using the client’s trading account for one’s 
own interest; providing inaccurate and incomplete 
information to investors; or assuming delegation from 
a client for securities trading on his or her behalf, etc., 
for which the SEC imposed punishment in accordance 
with the severity of the offense. In addition, the SEC 
disseminated information to personnel in the capital market 
and the investors, to ensure that investors become more 
prudent and are able to take care of themselves. 

B. Supervision of LBDU Brokerage Business 

  The supervision of limited brokers, dealers and 
underwriters of investment units (LBDU), such as banks, 
life insurance companies, and investment unit brokerage 
companies, is one of the important pillars in building 
investors’ confidence in the capital market, and is in line 
with the SEC’s strategy in promoting the general public 
to receive quality financial services and enjoy good 
financial health, with sufficient investment and savings 
for the long-term. The supervision of LBDU aims at 
ensuring that business operators provide services for their 
clients with fairness, preventing the improper sale of 
securities or giving inappropriate recommendations, 
committing no irresponsible action or fraud against 
the clients’ assets, as well as proposing and giving 
advice on the investment products in the best interest 
of their clients.     
  For the activities in 2020, the SEC applied various 
supervisory formats and tools in order to respond to 
the operational targets and the business operators’ needs, 
and to be in line with the rapidly changing environment 
and investment circumstances as follows: 
  • On-site inspection at the places of business of 
the operators, to ensure that their operating system and 
personnel are ready for the provision of services to 
investors, and that they give appropriate investment 
advice in accordance with the targets, risk appetite, and 
investment restrictions, with accurate and up-to-date 
information; 
  • Use of SAQ for assessing risks of the business 
operators. 
  • Development of a database system for off-site 
monitoring purposes, by reviewing the understanding 
in the preparation of annual supervision report for the 
business operators, in order to use the information for 
analyzing and planning off-site monitoring;    
  • Integrated cooperation with the Bank of Thailand 
and the Office of Insurance Commission, in order to 
improve the efficiency of the supervision and decrease 
redundancy, which is a burden for business operators 
who are banks and life insurance companies;    
  • Supervision of the service personnel such as 
investment consultants or investment planners, in order 
to ensure the performance of duties with professional 
responsibility in the best interest of the investors, and to 
impose suitable punishment in accordance with the 
offense. 
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structure, operating systems, and personnel, for an efficient 
business operation and a continuous provision of services.
  (2) Management of mutual funds, private funds, 
and provident funds in the best interest of the clients:  
The SEC inspected the securities companies and asset 
management companies, in order to assess their operating 
systems. This may affect the investors and the overall 
capital market, with a focus on reviewing the roles of their 
board of directors and senior executives with regard to 
the promotion of a service culture in the best interest 
of clients; the supervision and performance of the duties 
of operations supervisors, risk management, internal audit, 
and important operating systems; for example, the analysis 
process for the selection of bonds and investments, the 
management of conflicts of interest, and compliance with 
the criteria and standards of business operations.
  (3) Performance of duties of the fund supervisor 
to ensure the asset management companies’ 
compliance with the relevant laws: the SEC inspected 
the commercial banks which act as  fund supervisors, in 
order to assess their operating systems to ensure the 
asset management companies’ compliance with the 
relevant laws. The SEC delivered the SQA to assess 
the fundamental risks of the operating system, and 
performed an on-site inspection in order to review their 
operation as specified in the SQA, particularly the material 
operating system, i.e., supervision in compliance with 
the requirements as specified in the fund schemes, and 
the relevant notifications, for example, the control of 
investment and investment ratios, the determination and 
certification of net asset value (NAV) of the mutual funds, 
the control of mutual fund expenses, as well as the 
supervision of performance of duties as the fund 
supervisor of property funds and infrastructure funds.
  (4) Events affecting the investors and the 
overall capital market: In 2020, the bond market in foreign 
countries witnessed a significant fluctuation, resulting 
in the unitholders’ redemption of investment units from 
certain types of mutual funds, and the dissolution of funds 
by the investment management business operators, as 
well as complaints in various cases. Therefore, the SEC 
monitored these cases closely to ensure that action 
was taken in compliance with the SEC’s regulations, 
and in the best interest of the investors.
  (5) Assessment of I Code Compliance: the SEC 
conducted an assessment of the I Code compliance of 
the asset management companies and securities 
companies, in order to apply the results thereof in 
formulating a development plan for implementation in 

C. Supervision of Asset Management Companies

  In 2020, the SEC’s supervision focused on the 
maintenance of standards by which investment management 
business operators shall operate their businesses, and 
provide services in the best interest of their clients, and 
increase investors’ confidence in investment through 
funds for developing the fund management business 
in a sustainable manner. The SEC also emphasized the 
importance of improving good governance and standards 
of investment management business operators in terms 
of the issuance and offering for sale of mutual fund 
products, the management of conflicts of interest, and 
investments based on investment governance for 
institutional investors. The outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic worldwide, and in Thailand, has significantly 
affected the investment management business. The 
investment management business operators were forced 
to use the contingency plan and instructing their employees 
to work from home for the safety of both the employees 
and the clients. The SEC coordinated closely with  
investment management business operators to ensure 
that they would be able to provide investment services 
continuously and smoothly. 
  Despite the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic 
in 2020, the SEC was able to supervise the investment 
management business operators in accordance with 
the specified plan. The investment management business 
operators gave their cooperation in the adjustment of 
the SEC’s supervision format in line with the situation, 
such as by teleconference, the use of SQA, and the use 
of technology for the transmission of information and 
communications. As a result, the SEC was able to supervise 
the investment management business operators in the 
form of on-site inspection, off-site monitoring, and 
preventive control of important matters, in order to 
assess their operating system, which could affect both 
investors and the overall capital market as follows: 
  (1) Granting of licenses and consideration of 
the readiness of the operating system for business 
operation: In 2020, there was a continuous increase in 
persons who were interested in engaging in fund management 
business. This was shown by the increase of new applicants 
for licenses, and business operators who have a securities 
business licenses but are desirous to expand their business.  
The SEC considered the readiness of their operating 
system and personnel for the operation of the investment 
management business, to ensure that the business 
operators have appropriate and sufficient management 
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2021, and to upgrade the compliance of I Code in the 
qualitative and quantitative aspects, such as encouraging 
the integration of consideration of the environmental, 
social, and good governance factors in the investment 
process, and the increase in the amount of investment, 
etc.
  (6) Issuing of mediums to promote knowledge 
on preventive control  for business operators: the SEC 
organized online seminars with the regulatory authorities 
in order to summarize the subject matters of notifications 
which came into effect in 2020, and to summarize  
observations from the inspection of the compliance 
officers of the investment management business operators. 
In addition, the SEC launched the Fun (D) to Go (the 
series) program in order to communicate with and 
disseminate information on various aspects relating 
to the investment management business via the SEC 
online channels, and these were well received.  

D. Supervision of Digital Asset Business Operators

  The SEC upgraded the supervision of the business 
operation to be more appropriate in order to protect 
the assets of investors as follows:    
  (1) Revising of the criteria and conditions for 
operating the digital asset business, i.e., the safekeeping 
of clients’ assets to increase protection for their assets, 
and the establishment of a regulatory agency for the 
digital asset business operators;  
  (2) Issuing a notification to prescribe the digital 
asset custodial wallet provider business as another digital 
asset business, whereby an operator must file an 
application for a license to the SEC before providing 
a service, in order that the digital asset business operator 
shall deposit most of its clients’ assets with this provider, 
and that the digital asset business operator who keeps 
its clients’ digital assets is required to act as a wallet 
provider and provide services to its clients to open
a wallet account with such operator, or a digital asset 
business operator who is also a wallet provider. This is 
to ensure that the supervision of the keeping of the 
investors’ digital assets is more secure and efficient. 
In addition, the “digital asset advisory service” and the 
“digital asset fund manager” are also added as new types 
of digital asset business. This is to ensure that investors 
will receive services that are in line with the same standards 
as other types of digital asset business operators. 

  (3) Proposing to the Minister of Finance to 
consider and issue the following digital asset business 
licenses:
   • Digital asset exchange license and 
digital asset brokerage license to Upbit Exchange 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.;  
   • Digital asset exchange license and digital 
asset brokerage license to GMO-Z.com Cryptonomics 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.;
     • Digital asset brokerage license to Satoshi 
Co., Ltd. 
  (4) Granting a relaxation for the submission of 
financial statements of the digital asset business 
operators who were affected by the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in that their financial statements 
for 2019 could be submitted within one month from 
the date of the auditor’s report, but no later than 
30 September 2020.
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Key Activities in Response to the COVID-19 Situation

  The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic at 
the beginning of 2020 significantly affected all sectors 
in the Thai capital market. In response to the pandemic, 
the SEC implemented urgent measures in order to 
maintain the creditability of the Thai capital market 
and reduce any risks which would cause far-reaching 
damage. Accordingly, the SEC set the priority and 
urgency of its action plans, brought together and 
allocated its resources, whether they be personnel, 
information, or time, as well as cooperating with 
various agencies with a view to jointly mitigating the 
impact of the pandemic, thus enabling all sectors of 
the capital market to continue their business operations 
and to survive these difficult situations in the context 
of economic, social, and environmental change, and 
in line with the operations of foreign regulators. The 
SEC’s key activities in response to the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic are as follows:

(1) Close and continual monitoring of the bond 
market
 • Working proactively by analyzing the market 
condition in a timely manner, with a close and continual 
monitoring of the trends of credit ratings and the 
financial positions of bond issuers, particularly the ability 
to repay debts of the issuers of risk bonds; 
 • Monitoring the payment plans of bond issuers 
and giving advice to the bond issuers in the case that 
a bond rollover is possible;
 • Inquiring of the issuers and offerors for sale of 
bonds of their debt repayment plans under the terms, 
and their sources of reserve funds; such as credit lines 
from commercial banks, loans from directors or shareholders, 
particularly in the case that a bond rollover is not possible;
 • Exploring and seeking solutions on a case-by-case 
basis; for example, requiring a bond issuer to acquire 
funds for partial repayment of debts, or to place additional 
security or seeking approval from holders of bonds 
for the postponement of maturity dates; 
 • Setting up a help center for the bonds of Thai 
Airways International Public Company Limited (THAI) 
with respect to the filing of debt repayment applications 
via the electronic system from 23 September to 2 
November 2020. There were 117 bondholders who received 
assistance and 203 persons who made inquiries about 
bonds from the THAI bond hotline service from 14 
September to 2 November 2020.

 • Setting up a supervisory and development 
committee for the bond market, giving suggestions 
on policies, and coordinating with the stakeholders/
participants in the capital market, and upgrading the 
ecosystem as follows:
  (1) to encourage the issuance of various bonds 
to accommodate fundraising needs; 
  (2) to give appropriate protection for investors 
through an information disclosure mechanism and sales 
intermediaries;  
  (3) to explore formats for offering for sale which 
will enable the individual investors to have better access 
to quality bonds; 
  (4) to develop liquidity in the secondary market 
of corporate bonds;  
  (5) to create a responsive mechanism if any problem 
occurs, so that it will be resolved in a short period; 
  (6) to encourage analysis of bonds for use as 
information in decision-making by  investors; 
  (7) to encourage the establishment of organizations 
which provide bond guarantees. 
 • The first meeting was held with the bondholders’ 
representatives, via the electronic system, on 27 April 2020, 
to reiterate and review their understanding on strictly 
performing the duty to protect the bondholders’ interests. 
The SEC Office acted as the center for contacting, 
monitoring, and the reporting of the financial positions, 
results of performance, and credit ratings of the bond 
issuers; monitored the bond issuers’ compliance with 
bond terms and conditions; held meetings of bondholders, 
as well as claimed damages for bondholders. In addition, 
The SEC Office issued letters to the bondholders’ 
representatives to ensure their understanding of the 
guidelines for holding bondholders’ meetings, the granting 
of proxies, or conducting an electronic conference, in order 
to support those cases whereby the bondholders are 

The SEC opened the “THAI Bond Coordination Center” 
to provide services for individual bondholders.  
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(2)  Resolving Problems on Dissolution of Mutual Funds 
 • Following the dissolution of four bond funds in 
March 2020, the SEC, in cooperation with the relevant 
agencies, expeditiously issued measures for enhancing 
the liquidity of bond funds on a temporary basis, resulting 
in no more dissolution of bond funds, as follows: 
  - Increasing the limit for mutual funds to take 
on loans or enter into sales transactions, which contained 
the repurchase agreements (repo) at the rate of not exceeding 
30% of the net asset value (NAV) of the mutual fund at 
the end of a particular date (from the original rate of 10%).  
  - Increasing the single entity limit ratio for 
term funds at the rate of not exceeding 25% of the 
total asset value (NAV), in order to enable the asset 
management companies to establish the term funds 
for the purchase of more bonds from Daily Fixed Income 
(Daily FI) funds during this difficult situation. 
 • Closely monitoring the impact from the fluctuation 
of bonds and equity instruments towards bond funds, 
equity funds, and provident funds. However, no unusual 
circumstances or expedited redemption of investment 
units were found.  

(3)  Coordinating and Taking Actions with Relevant 
Agencies to Build Confidence in the Capital Market 
 • Close cooperation and coordination with the Ministry 
of Finance and the Bank of Thailand in issuing measures 
for supporting stability in the financial market and building 
confidence in the capital market.

 • Close coordination with the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand and relevant associations and clubs, such as 

the Federation of Thai Capital Market Organizations, the 
Association of Securities Companies (Thailand), the 
Association of Investment Management Companies, the 
Thai Bond Market Association, and the Custodian Club, 
in reviewing and assessing the readiness of business 
operators, and liaising with the relevant agencies to 
provide assistance to those business operators who 
require assistance from the SEC. 

(4)  Planning and issuing mitigation measures for 
participants in the capital market  
  With an awareness of the economic decline and 
the potential lack of liquidity of the business sector in 
the capital market, as a result of the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic at the beginning of 2020, the SEC 
took the following action:
 • Issuing measures in support of the super saving 
funds (SSF), with their investment policy in listed companies 
(SSF Extra (SSFX) funds (from 1 April – 30 June 20207) 
to be consistent with government policies that focused 
on the economic stimulus within the country in the first 
half of the year 2020. 
 • Issuing the criteria which enabled the business 
operators to have access to sources of funds to enhance 
their liquidity on a long-term basis, such as high yield 
bond fund, distressed bond fund, and securitized bond 
(by creating a mechanism of a guarantor agency).
 • Encouraging SME/startup business operators and 
smart farmers to raise funds through the capital market, 
in order to sustain and recover their businesses. The 
SEC shared knowledge on fundraising channels for 
these operators via different channels and formats to 
meet the target groups’ needs.
 • Revising the consideration procedures for granting 
approval for auditors in the capital market, and the quality 
control systems of audit firms, by means of increasing 
channels for filing applications via electronic means, 
reducing the examination of working papers of  auditors, 
and applying the remote inspection procedure for 
reviewing the quality control systems of audit firms. both 
inside and outside the capital market, in order to maintain 
the quality of the supervision of auditors to be in line with 
international standards, and to ensure that Thailand’s 
financial reporting system is reliable at all times. The SEC 
will conduct the inspection of the work of the auditors 
after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has 
shown signs of improvement. 

The Ministry of Finance, the Bank of Thailand, and the 
SEC jointly held a press conference on measures in 
response to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic

7 There were 15 fund management companies offered for sale 20 SSFX funds, with a total offering value of 9,655.54 million baht and 
 a total of 112,212 investors (as at 30 June 2020).

desirous to hold a bondholders’ meeting to revise bond 
terms and conditions in various matters, such as a request 
for relaxation of financial conditions and the extension 
of the debt payment period.
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 • Making a recommendation for the Minister of 
Finance to give a relaxation of contributions to provident 
funds under the Section 10/1 of the Provident Fund Act, 
that is, suspension or postponement of contributions 
to provident funds by those employers who are affected 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Accordingly, the Ministry 
of Finance issued the Notification Re: Determination of 
Business Types, Duration and Conditions for Employees 
or Employers to Suspend or Postpone Respective 
Contributions to Provident Funds in Areas Affected by 
Economic Crisis, Public Disasters or Incidents Impacting 
Economic Situation dated 29 April 2020, in order that 
the employers and employees would be able to suspend 
or postpone their contributions to provident funds for 
the contribution periods from May to December 2020. 
 • Issuing the guidelines for the disclosure of 
information on the impact from the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in order for the securities companies 
to use the disclosure of information to the investors. 
The information also includes the direct and indirect 
impact on business operations for investors to use in 
monitoring and assessing the financial positions and 
operating results in support of their decision-making.
 • Discussions with the Department of Business 
Department, Ministry of Commerce; the Ministry of Digital 
Economy and Society; and the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand. in order to resolve issues relating to the holding 
of annual general meetings of listed companies, by issuing 
circular letters and preparing responses to frequently 
asked questions, for use as guidelines related to the 
holding of the annual general meetings of shareholders.

(5)  Mitigating fluctuations in the capital market
  The abrupt and highly unpredictable outbreak of 
the COVID-19 pandemic in the early period affected 
the Stock Exchange of Thailand’s operations, and caused 
severe fluctuations in securities trading which resulted 
in securities prices being significantly changed and 
decreasing8. Therefore, the SEC took the following action:
 • Setting up a war-room in the office and online 
platforms, to closely monitor any fluctuations in the capital 
market, to assess the relevant risks, and to use information 
for the revision of various measures in a timely manner;   
 • Issuing measures for risk control in the capital 
market by granting approval of criteria for the agencies 
under its supervision as follows:     
  - For example, The Stock Exchange of Thailand, 
implemented measures in the case of any event which 

may affect the Stock Exchange of Thailand, the suspension 
of securities trading, and the control or discontinuation 
of short sale or securities trading through the direct 
market access (DMA) system, adopting the criteria for 
reviewing trading orders prior to submission to the trading 
system of the Stock Exchange of Thailand, adopting 
the criteria for using automatic programs, and other 
trading criteria, in order to respond to the current 
business environment, and to reduce obstacles in entering 
into transactions, and to enhance supervisory efficiency, 
and to build equality in using the services by investors. 
  - For the futures contract market, for example, 
the periods for the change of securities prices each day, 
and criteria relating to difficulties which affect securities 
trading, as well as the format and content of futures 
contracts.   
 • Monitoring the maintenance of net capital ratio 
(NCR) of business operators in the capital market, which 
enabled the SEC to obtain information on the financial 
positions of securities companies in support of its 
decision-making, and to grant approval to the criteria of 
Thailand Clearing House Co., Ltd. for the efficient 
monitoring of the financial positions of securities companies.  
However, there were no securities companies that 
dissolved their business during the COVID-19 situation.

(6) Supporting the continuous operations of the 
business sector and important operating systems  
 • Assessing the situation before the announcement 
of the complete lockdown, and issuing a circular letter 
to business operators to make preparations for continuous 
business operations and the provision of services 
under the Emergency Decree. 
 • Continuous monitoring of the business operations 
of the securities companies on a daily basis. No 
securities company was found that had issues on its 
business operations due to the COVID-19 situation.    
 • Issuing a circular letter to all groups of business 
operators in the capital market to take action in 
accordance with the guidelines for business continuity 
management and business contingency plans. 
 • Alleviating the burden of the business operators 
and increasing their flexibility in operations, such as the 
relaxation of the rules for holding annual general meetings 
of shareholders. and meetings of holders of investment 
units or trust units, the amendment of the criteria on 
the inspection of assets of funds and trusts, the extension 
of periods for training and filing of renewal application 

8 The Stock Exchange of Thailand index suffered the biggest drop from 1,579.84 points (at the beginning of the year) to 969.08 points
 (-38.65%) on 13 March 2020 and recovered in June 2020, ending at 1,454.54 points (at 12 November 2020, it was at 1,336.31 points).
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(7) Social activities
 • The SEC made a donation of 1.5 million baht to 
Chaipattana COVID-19 Aid Fund (and Other Pandemics) 
launched by the Chaipattana Foundation, in order to 
financially aid hospitals and medical personnel in the 
procurement of necessary medical equipment and 
supplies for COVID-19 patients in hospitals nationwide.   

 • The SEC launched “SEC Happiness Sharing 
Cabinet” Project,  providing two Pansuk (happiness 
sharing) cabinets in front of and at the back of the SEC 
Building for people affected by the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic in the neighboring community, in 
order to help reduce their expenses and alleviate their 
difficulties from the cost of living. 

  

 • The SEC donated rice, dried food, and essentials, 
to those people affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic, to Samian Nari Temple, which gave these 
essentials and set up an almshouse to provide meals 
according to the initiatives of His Holiness the Supreme 
Patriarch in April 2020.

 • The SEC donated 400 meal sets and drinking 
water to the Chatuchak District Office, in order to deliver 
to those people affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic in the Chatuchak district. 

for the personnel in the capital market, the relaxation of 
the submission of financial statements, and the reduction 
of annual fees payable in 2020 for those companies 
that issue securities in the category of shares, debentures, 
derivative warrants, and trusts for the investment in real 
properties, etc.  The SEC took these actions in a quick 
and timely manner, and this caused the business sector 
to benefit from these measures appropriately under 
the situation.
 • Organizing online trainings and seminars to 
disseminate knowledge and understanding for the relevant 
investors, such as Facebook Live on (1) SDG bond; 
(2) Strengthening Good Corporate Governance by Audit 
Committee and Independent Director: Experiences from 
Fraud Cases; and (3) New Normal and Cyber Threats 
for the safety and convenience of the participants.

Seminar to encourage audit committee members, 
independent directors, and persons related to the financial 
reporting system to learn of fraud cases and to use the 
available mechanisms and tools for the efficient 
performance of their duties
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1. Review of the proposed amendment to the 
Securities and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992) (the 
“SEC Act”),  for example, the supervision and the 
development of bonds, the preparation and the submission 
of interim financial information of listed companies, 
and the implementation of measures for enforcing 
civil/criminal laws to ensure the utmost efficiency in 
law enforcement.  

2. Revision of various criteria 
 • Revision of the criteria relating to the renewal of 
approvals of personnel in the capital market businesses 
by adding the mandatory requirement of a training 
program on sustainable investment, with an emphasis 
on ESG, to be conducted every two calendar years, 
for the renewal of approvals of investment consultants, 
investment planners, investment analysts, agricultural 
product trading officers, fund managers, and investment 
managers in futures contracts.
 • Improvement of the supervision of the bond 
market by revising the criteria for issuing and offering 
the sale of bonds to high net worth (HNW) investors, so 
that they may  have protection similar to that of general 
investors; limiting the types of investors who will have 
access to a private placement, in order to offer for sale 
to those who know the issuing companies well or are 
able to access the information of the issuing company 
or to assess the issuing companies’ risk; determining 
the duty of the securities registrar to report any default 
of debt repayment to the representatives of debenture 
holders and the SEC, in order that they have sufficient 
information to manage any default of debt repayment 
in a more timely manner; and changing the period for 
submitting financial statements of the bond issuers 
from a yearly basis to a half-yearly basis.
 • Revision of the criteria for the supervision of 
perpetual subordinated bonds to be in line with investor 
behavior, as this type of bond is complicated and entails 
higher risk exposure than other bonds in general. Only 
bond issuers with a credit rating of investment grade will 
be permitted to offer this type of bond for sale to 
general investors or high-net-worth investors.   
 • Review of the criteria for the issuance and offer 
for sale of sustainability-linked bonds, to ensure 
a corresponding practice in line with the fundamental 
criteria for the issuance and offer for sale of such bonds 
and the relevant international standards. 
 • Review of the criteria relating to the principles 
and the draft notifications under Section 89/15 of the 
SEC Act                   

 • The appointment of a working team, in October 
2019 to study and suggest guidelines for revising the 
law governing the digital asset business. The suggestions 
of this working team were noted in order to revise the 
law, making more efficient implementation. In April 
2020, the criteria for the supervision of real estate-backed 
ICO were revised so as to enhance its regulatory 
practice in comparison with the supervision of the 
securities businesses, and these suggestions were 
used in support of the revision of the relevant laws.
 • Restructuring of the business operations of the 
Stock Exchange, with a view to ensuring its operation 
is in line with the strategic plans to drive the capital 
market and to make it ready for the rapidly changing 
environment and new challenges in the digital age. 
This practice requires that the Stock Exchange directly 
holds shares in its subsidiaries which engage in any 
business relating to the Stock Exchange, or relating to 
securities trading on the Stock Exchange.

3. Other highlights
 • Doing Business
  The SEC gave importance to the World Bank’s 
Ease of Doing Business assessment. This aims to measure 
the capability of the governmental sector in facilitating 
business operations with our determination to develop, 
particularly in the protection of minority shareholders.  
The SEC attended a teleconference with the World 
Bank’s assessor, jointly with representatives of the Office 
of the Judiciary, and the Lawyers Council of Thailand 
under Royal Patronage, to clarify the SEC’s responses 
to the World Bank’s Doing Business Survey, and to 
demonstrate its development of supervisory practices 
that are more in line with World Bank standards.
In addition, the SEC organized a meeting, presided 
over by the Deputy Prime Minister (Mr. Supattanapong 
Punmeechaow), to bring more understanding to the 
World Bank’s Doing Business Survey, and to exchange 
ideas with concerned persons, as well as to jointly 
propose action plans for the protection of minority 
shareholders in meetings, and the development of 
government services to facilitate business operations, 
with the aim of upgrading Thailand to be one of the 
top 10 countries for ease of doing business. The SEC 
believes that the better results of credit ratings will 
attract more investment in Thailand and generate 
an opportunity for the Thai capital market to learn, 
improve, and determine supervisory guidelines that 
are more consistent with international standards.
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 • Development of an infrastructure system to 
increase efficiency in investment in provident funds 
  The SEC initiated the development of an 
infrastructure system to put together the information 
of provident fund members, with a view to reducing 
the diffraction of information and standardizing the 
necessary information in digital formats; to pave the 
way for the development of members’ access to 
provident fund information; and to accommodate the 
provision of more services or investment suggestions 
specific to the members.
 • Support of procedures for exercising rights 
to class action litigation   
  The SEC has encouraged the institution of class 
action litigation in claiming damages from offenders 
under the law governing securities and exchange, and 
the exercise of rights provided by the law. A program 
has been initiated to support the procedure for 
exercising rights by class action litigation, comprising 
two major action plans as follows: (1) the publication 
of knowledge on class action litigation under the law 
governing securities and exchange on the SEC’s 
website, which was completed in 2020; and (2) the 
seeking of appropriate guidelines and procedures to 
encourage the institution of class action litigation, so 
that a greater amount of  damage will be remedied in 
the Thai capital market, by joining hands with the Thai 
Investors Association, the Lawyers Council of Thailand 
under Royal Patronage, and the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand, etc.

4. M e m o ra n d u m s  o f  U n d e rs t a n d i n g  w i t h 
Organizations 
 • The SEC and the Bank for Agriculture and 
Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC) signed a memorandum 
of understanding on “Dissemination of Financial and 
Investment Literacy and Promotion of Savings for 
Students and Youth” for cooperation to disseminate 
financial and investment knowledge, to promote a 
savings culture, and to train their staff members on 
knowledge and understanding on finance, so that 
they will be able to transfer this knowledge to students 
and youth in over 2,000 schools under the BAAC 
School Bank Project nationwide.

 • The SEC, in collaboration with 24 public 
organizations, private entities, and educational 
institutions, signed a declaration of intent on “Promotion 
of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Gender Discrimination” 
to express their intention to take necessary action 
under the Gender Equality Act B.E. 2558 (2015),  
a law enacted in line with the Constitution of the 
Kingdom of Thailand B.E. 2560 (2017).               

 • The SEC and the Capital Market Development 
Fund (CMDF) signed a memorandum of understanding 
in order to support the Thai Capital Market Digital 
Infrastructure Project. This project was initiated and 
launched by the SEC on 3 September 2019, with a 

The SEC, in cooperation with the Lawyers Council of 
Thailand under Royal Patronage, organized a seminar 
on “The Role of Lawyers on the Enhancement of Class 
Action Litigation to Aid Defrauded Investors in the 
Capital Market.” 
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 • The SEC signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the Office of Small and Medium Enterprise 
Promotion (OSMEP) and the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand, and four other public financial institutions, 
namely Krung Thai Bank, Government Savings Bank, 
Small and Medium Enterprise Development Bank of 
Thailand, and Export-Import Bank of Thailand, in order 
to promote the growth of SME and startup business 
operators through the capital market mechanism, and 
to prepare SMEs so that they will have access to 
sources of funds in the capital market and develop 
their businesses to become major business operators.
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view to drive the policy on the application of the 
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) for the development 
of infrastructure for the entire process of the Thai 
capital market; from the issuance and offering for sale 
of securities, the trading of securities, the payment of 
securities price and delivery of securities, and the 
provision of services to investors, that will be the 
driving factor for the Thai capital market to be able to 
compete in the digital market and society under the 
new normal situation. 

 • The SEC and the Department of Civil Litigation, 
Office of the Attorney General, signed a memorandum 
of understanding for collaboration in the enforcement 
of civil penalties on persons who commit offenses in 
the capital market. The collaboration will also include 
the provision of academic and personnel support, as 
well as the exchange of experience between the two 
organizations, in order to ensure that civil penalties 
are imposed in a more efficient manner.  

 • The SEC and the Office of Small and Medium 
Enterprise Promotion (OSMEP) signed a memorandum 
of understanding for supporting small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SME) so as to have access to the source 
of funds in the capital market, in line with the mission 
of these two organizations that aims to promote, support, 
and develop SMEs for their growth and competitiveness 
in the global market.
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1.   Background 

  Under a rapidly changing environment, the Thai capital market has been confronted with a series of opportunities 
and challenges. The Thai Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) has therefore developed a strategic plan 
for 2021–2023, taking into consideration all aspects, covering the changes and developments of, and connections 
with, the National Strategy and its Master Plans, as well as the current situation and trends, particularly with respect 
to the spread of the COVID-19, which has led to intense market fluctuations and widespread impacts. In addition, 
opinions were sought and comprehensive understanding of the directions and goals were built among stakeholders 
in the capital market. This is in a bid to establish a practical strategic plan that corresponds with the national 
strategic directions, truly responds to all the stakeholders’ needs and efficiently drives the capital market and 
the overall economic sector in both the short and long terms. 

2. SEC Strategic Plan for 2021–2023

  SEC has set priorities to address both urgent issues of supporting the liquidity and growth of the Thai economy 
so that it recovers and strengthens, and fundamental issues of building confidence and resilience of the Thai capital 
market while establishing a robust foundation to support sustainable growth. To this end, SEC has maintained 
the four goals, namely “Sustainable Capital Market; Financial Inclusion and Reduction of Inequality; Competitiveness 
and Connectivity; and Trust and Confidence,” and seven key strategies from the Strategic Plan for 2020–2022, 
and has added the goal of “Recovery and Strengthening” and certain ad-hoc strategies to enable the capital market 
to drive the national economy. Of all these goals, SEC places utmost priority on the goal of “Trust and Confidence,” 
which is the main pillar for regulators and the foundation for the achievement of the other goals. Details of the 
Strategic Plan are as follows.

SEC Strategic Plan for 2021–2023
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A. Recovery & Strengthening

  Goal: Recovery and Strengthening
  Capital Market provides regulations that do not 
hinder business operators , tools that support liquidity 
for businesses affected by the COVID-19, and tools 
that enable SMEs and startups to raise funds according 
to their sizes and needs.

  Supporting liquidity

  1. Rationale
   The necessary lockdowns to contain the spread 
of the COVID-19 have led to severe negative impacts 
on the economy. Some businesses now have lower debt 
repayment capacity, while some businesses have limit 
ability to consistently raise funds. A lack of channels and 
tools that promote liquidity leaves some businesses no 
choice but to close down, which leads to intensified 
unemployment and national inequality problems. 

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   Accommodating rules will be put in place to 
encourage the use of tools that improve financial 
liquidity for  the real estate industry and businesses 
affected by the COVID-19 crisis. These tools include 
(1) REITs with Buy Back Condition, which allow real 
estate businesses to raise funds by selling their properties, 
with the option to buy them back in the future; (2) Private 
REITs, which add more investment channels to institutional 
investors and trust managers; (3) High Yield Bonds, 
which provide a bridge financing to bond issuers while 
providing the exit channel for high yield bond investors; 
(4) Distressed Bonds, which accommodate distressed 
bonds from direct investment, as well as those are 
transformed under High Yield Bond Fund/Trust; and 
(5) COVID-19, specific investment in securities of 
companies affected by the COVID-19 crisis.

  SME & startup growth & financing

  1. Rationale
   SMEs and startups are among the key drivers 
of the Thai economy. However, they could be vulnerable 
and have limited capacity to manage risks and access 
funding sources. The COVID-19 situation only worsens 
their capacity. It presents a challenge for the government 
sector, SEC and other involved agencies to work together 
in an integrated way, in a bid to boost their financial 

liquidity so that these businesses are able to handle the 
crisis and have enough funds to recover and to support 
their business improvements, which will lead to more 
business opportunities and sustainable growth. 

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023   
   2.1 Establish rules to enable secondary  trading 
of SMEs’ shares in order to create an environment that 
accommodates fundraising for SMEs and startups;
   2.2 Study the landscape to enhance liquidity 
and promote the ecosystem for crowdfunding; 
   2.3 Providing information about fundraising 
channels for SMEs, which include (1) One-Stop Service—
a comprehensive information platform ; (2) the Smart 
Entrepreneur initiative, which helps prepare SMEs 
and startups for fundraising through the capital market; 
and (3) the SEC FinTech for SMEs and Startups 
seminars, aimed at building awareness and encouraging 
business companies to apply technology and innovations 
in their fundraising schemes and business operations. 

  3. Other support projects: SEC will hold projects 
relating to auditors, with the objectives to (1) increase 
the number of auditors in the capital market so that there 
are enough auditors to serve listed companies and companies 
preparing to be listed on the stock exchange; (2) improve 
the efficiency of local audit firms; and (3) make sure 
there are enough auditors to support SMEs preparing 
to go public. 

  Goal: Competitiveness and Connectivity
  The capital market provides an environment that 
accommodates the competitiveness and international 
connectivity of market participants and the Thai capital 
market. Digital technology is used to enhance efficiency, 
improve transparency, and reduce operating costs of 
market participants while the capital market supervision 
is fair, reliable, and responsive to cyber resilience. 

  Enabling regulatory framework & connectivity

  1. Rationale
   The COVID-19 outbreak has forced businesses 
and market participants to adapt quickly, implement 
technology and innovations to increase efficiency and 
reduce costs, and change their business models to be in 
line with investors’ changing behaviors. Rules incompatible 
to the changing context and not suitable for the sizes 
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 Enhance supervision and law enforcement and 
improve risk management capability to strengthen 
trust and confidence towards the Thai capital market.

  Goal: Trust and Confidence
  Trust and confidence are strengthened by enhancing 
supervision and law enforcement. Systemic risks are 
promptly addressed and contained to prevent damage 
to investors, intermediaries and capital market 
infrastructure at a wider level.

  Effective supervision & enforcement

  1. Rationale
   The International Organization of Securities 
Commission (IOSCO) has identified three priority areas 
for improvement by capital market regulators, namely 
(1) protecting investors; (2) ensuring that markets are fair, 
efficient, and transparent; and (3) reducing systemic risks, 
particularly in the current situation, where traditional 
crimes are more advanced and complicated and the 
development of technology has led to emerging crimes. 
It is SEC’s challenge to implement effective measures, 
from upstream to downstream, to prevent crimes, 
supervise the market and enforce laws.

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for
2021–2023 
   2.1 Preventive measures: (1) inspect securities 
companies, asset management companies and Limited 
Brokers Dealers and Underwriters (LBDUs) that pose 
high risks; (2) develop a system for off-site monitoring, 
such as securities companies, digital asset exchange, 
digital asset brokers, and digital asset dealers; (3) promote 
good governance and a compliance culture of securities 
companies, asset management companies and LBDUs 
by one-on-one visit; and (4) support operational plans for 
Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing 
of Terrorism.
   2.2 E-enforcement: (1) develop software or 
improve existing software to accommodate digital asset 
trading surveillance; (2) develop a system that uses 
financial data and related data of listed companies to 
analyze and detect irregularities; (3) develop software 
or tools for identifying behaviors and proving and collecting 
evidence; and (4) improve fraud detection by selecting 
audit working papers based on holistic risk-based 

and types of business, as well as complicated procedures 
only increase the burden, including a compliance cost, 
for market participants to bear in order to comply with 
those rules. SEC is aware of repealing these problems 
urgently. Meanwhile, SEC participates in international 
forums at all levels and maintains the standards of the 
Thai capital market so that it is accepted internationally. 
SEC also promotes cooperation between the Thai capital 
market and regional and global financial hubs to create 
connectivity of financial products and services. The 
cooperation with other ASEAN countries and the CLMV 
countries (Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam) 
is also strengthened in order to attract investors and to 
increase regional competitiveness and mutual growth.

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   2.1 Boost the competitiveness of the capital 
market 
    • SEC is holding the Regulatory Guillotine 
initiative to improve rules to facilitate the business 
sector and remove unnecessary costs. The procedures, 
the document filing requirements and other details are 
being reviewed to be in line with the changing context, in 
an attempt to increase the Thai market’s competitiveness. 
   2.2 Create international connectivity
    • Increase the Thai capital market’s 
presence in international forums, by collaborating with 
foreign agencies to exchange knowledge and establish 
good relationships with other regional countries. SEC is 
also promoting the Thai capital market’s role so that it 
achieves a competitive edge in the global market.  
    • Strengthen our connections with 
financial hubs as well as regional and global markets, 
which will lead to connectivity of capital market products 
and services of these markets.
    • Promote the Thai capital market’s 
role as a CLMV springboard by supporting capacity 
building to neighboring countries

  3. Other support projects: SEC is amending 
regulations on securities business licenses to be in line 
with the changing landscape,  so that the regulations 
do not present obstacles to market participants, which are 
trying to adapt. The new regulations will also support digital 
technology, provide for fair competition and allow Thai 
market participants to no longer compete with other 
countries from a disadvantageous position.

B. Resilience 
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approach in order to detect red flag of listed companies. 
   2.3 Improve litigation efficiency by equipping 
involved SEC staff with professional litigation skills.
   2.4 Amend the Securities Act to remove 
obstacles, increase access to finance,  improve supervision 
in line with international standards, and increase law 
enforcement capabilities: Amend the law with respect 
to (1) the provisions concerning debt securities; (2) the 
requirement to submit quarterly financial statements; 
(3) the organizational structure of the capital market 
regulatory body; (4) enhancing the effectiveness of the 
law enforcement and supervisory mechanism with regard 
to auditors and audit firms in the capital market; (5) 
the definition of securities, so that it includes digital 
investment tokens, digital utility tokens, and other digital 
securities; (6) the provisions regarding major shareholders; 
(7) the provisions regarding secondary markets and 
institutions related to securities business (securities 
exchange and over-the-counter centers); (8) the efficiency 
of law enforcement for revising punishment measures 
by considering character and seriousness of each offence; 
(9) witness protection measures in capital market cases; 
and (10) SEC’ Officers have the power to prepare 
inquiry files. 

  3. Other support projects
    • Proactive measures, such as (1) educate 
listed companies about practices to prevent insider trading; 
(2) provide hotline consultation and hold training for 
auditors about risk areas; (3) strengthen rules that govern 
digital asset custodian; and (4) review regulatory practices 
and competition among digital asset business operators; 
    • Tighten actions against persons 
involved in price manipulation;
    • Hold the Smart Investor project to 
educate investors about how to protect themselves 
from scam and give them tips and warning; and 
    • Encourage class action and establish 
an investor remediation fund to offer remedies to 
investors who suffer damage from illegal activities in 
violation of the laws enforced by SEC.

  Systemic risk

  1. Rationale
   While the IOSCO emphasizes the importance 
of reduction of systemic risk, the COVID-19 outbreak 
has inevitably affected the Thai capital market. The 
subsequent capital market volatility could cast further 

impacts on the financial sector and the real sector, 
eventually leading to systemic risk. The SEC has therefore 
put in place a mechanism for monitoring, preventing and 
managing systemic risks to prevent widespread impacts 
and mitigate consequences while strengthening 
confidence towards the capital market. 

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   2.1 Provide mutual fund liquidity risk 
management tools to asset management companies, 
so that they have tools and mechanisms for managing 
liquidity risks in abnormal circumstances and reducing 
systemic risks of bond mutual funds.
   2.2 Monitor and analyze risks, and improve 
risk management in order to detect vulnerability and 
provide alerts so that appropriate risk management 
measures can be implemented promptly. Report the 
results of risk monitoring and progress on risk 
mitigation plans, and review capital market risk matrix 
and key risk indicators. 
   2.3 Improve crisis assessments by conducting 
supervisory stress test on securities companies and 
Thailand Clearing House Co., Ltd. through joint test 
scenarios so that the overall impacts on securities 
companies and Thailand Clearing House Co., Ltd. can 
be accurately assessed. Enhance supervisory stress 
test on asset management companies by improving 
scenarios that reflect the current situation.
   2.4 Crisis preparedness test and improve 
emergency plan for crisis management so that crisis can 
be managed promptly and widespread impacts on the 
financial system can be prevented. Conduct joint crisis 
management exercise with other regulatory agencies 
in the financial sector, exercise implementation of  
emergency and crisis plan exercise with asset 
management companies, and. Review business 
continuity plans.

  Goal: Sustainable Capital Market
  The capital market is ready to seize opportunities 
from the ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) 
trend by building an ecosystem that supports ESG 
convergence and ensures quality disclosures according to 
standards. This will promote fund allocation to companies 
that focus on environmental, social and corporate governance. 

Building a strong foundation of the Thai capital 
market for sustainability
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  Sustainable capital market

  1. Rationale
   World are facing natural and environmental 
problems, which have widespread impacts and domino 
effects on both the economy and human well-being. 
Meanwhile, the United Nations has emphasized the 
importance of sustainable development goals. The 
awareness in this regard is also reflected on the capital 
market as investment demands for ESG-related assets 
increase continuously9. That is, the ESG trend is no longer 
limited to only a niche market but instead becomes 
a mainstream market. SEC is aware of this significant 
trend and thus includes a sustainability framework into 
its strategic direction while building an ecosystem that 
supports ESG in all aspects in a bid to attract investors 
to the Thai capital market. ESG will be used as a mechanism 
that creates positive impacts on the environment and 
the society in line with the UN sustainable development 
goals. 

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   2.1 Establish rules that support fundraising 
tools: (1) issue rules on sustainability-linked bonds 
that enable companies who have sustainability objectives 
to raise funds in a flexible way and in accordance with 
their needs; (2) provide continuous support to the public 
and private sectors with respect to fundraising and 
build understanding of the benefits of raising funds for 
social and environmental initiatives through capital 
market tools.
    2.2 Develop regulations or a handbook on 
investment in sustainable funds in a bid to allow product 
offerings that respond to an increasing demand in such 
funds, and to enhance the procedures of product 
offerings and investment by integrating the ESG 
principle into asset management firms’ practices.  
   2.3 Raise the standards of sustainability 
information disclosures by requiring listed companies 
to prepare ‘One Report.’ Continuously hold training to 
promote listed companies’ awareness of the benefits of 

the ‘One Report’ and to get them ready to make such reports. 
Encourage reviewers’ appraisal of the quality of ESG 
information disclosures in ‘One Report’ to know whether 
listed companies have adopted ESG practices in their 
business operations, and to determine measures to 
promote and enhance ESG standards.
   2.4  Build understanding and prepare 
interested persons for becoming product reviewers 
who can review and assure that securities offerings 
comply with sustainability standards. A pilot project 
will be held on social bonds 

  3. Other support projects
    • Increase group of institutional 
investors adopting  the Investment Governance Code 
(I Code), particularly PVDs, securities companies and 
credit rating agencies;  
    • Educate/promote awareness of the 
importance of ESG among retail investors; 
    • Promote the role of listed companies 
as a driver of sustainable development goals: Encourage 
listed companies to adopt SDGs in their business 
operations and policy direction identification; 
    • Cooperate with involved organizations 
to develop an ESG roadmap for the capital market, 
to have clear ESG directions and frameworks;  
    • Drive sustainable development goals 
for institutional investors and international organizations, 
such as the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) and the Principles for Responsible Investment, 
to help investors adopt SDGs in their investments. 

  Goal: Financial Inclusion and Reduction of 
Inequality
  The capital market helps reduce inequality in 
Thailand by offering channels, tools, and sufficient 
information to the public for their long-term financial 
well-being, covering their retirement years.  

9 From early 2020 until the third quarter, flows into sustainable funds in the United States reached USD 31 billion (as of 29 October 2020, 
 according to Morningstar Direct). Meanwhile, investments in green bonds, social bonds and sustainability bonds in Thailand in 2018, 2019 
 and 2020 reached 10.12, 30.04 and 86.4 billion baht, respectively.
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  Financial well-being

  1. Rationale
         Thailand becomes an aged society in 2021. 
Unfortunately, the majority of Thai people still lack financial 
literacy10. The recent COVID-19 outbreak has only lowered 
household wealth and weakened the ability to make debt 
payments. This is reflected through the rising household 
debt to GDP. It significantly affects the readiness for 
retirement. SEC has therefore geared up to enhance 
the financial literacy of targeted groups and collaborated 
with involved organizations. 

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   2.1 Educate/provide information to investors
    • Hold the “Promoting Money Management 
Awareness Among Thais” project by developing 
financial literacy plan for Thai people to promote 
financial and investment knowledge. 
    • Hold the “Encouraging Young 
Generation to Become Capital Market Investors” 
project to encourage investment skills into life skills. 
    • Develop a system for structured data 
required in a ‘One Report,’ to facilitate listed companies 
and enable users to easily use such data for analysis 
and comparison.
   2.2 Mutual funds
    • Conduct a “Survey on People’s Investment 
in Mutual Funds” project and develop the expansion 
of investor base plan: This will enable SEC to add 
measures that directly promote people’s access to mutual 
funds, and to understand the nature, behaviors, opinions, 
and attitudes towards investment in mutual funds. SEC 
is considering promoting distribution of funds through 
online channels, or insurance, which is a channel that 
leads to mutual fund investment, to allow investors to 
have easier access to investment through such channels.
    • Improve the database of unitholders’ 
information to optimize using such information in making 
policy decisions and to expand unitholders’ base.
    • Promote dissemination of information 
for investment decision making: (1) publication of 
easy-to-digest information that is sufficient for making 

investment decisions: improve prospectuses and fact 
sheets of mutual funds so that investors have enough 
information and are able to make better informed 
decisions; (2) development of fund comparison tools 
to allow investors to compare mutual funds for their 
decision making.

  3. Other support projects
    • Hold “The Smart Investor” project to 
promote investors’ awareness of the importance of 
making long-term investments through various tools, 
including investment in digital assets and channels, 
and helps them protect themselves from scam. 
    • Improve PVD information disclosures 
and database to allow SEC to use such information to 
enhance its supervision. 

  Goal: Competitiveness and Connectivity 
  The capital market uses digital technology to 
enhance and raise its efficiency. Market players can make 
use of digital infrastructure. Supervision is reliable. 

  Digital for capital market

  1. Rationale
   The Thai capital market has an increasing trend 
of using new technology to provide investment services 
and products. Furthermore, the spread of the COVID-19 
has sped up consumers’ use of online platforms, which 
affects business models. Businesses that are quick to 
use technology appropriately become more competitive 
than their rivals. The use of technology, however, brings 
more cybersecurity threats. SEC therefore encourages 
the use of digital technology to improve and develop 
infrastructure in various aspects, and urges market 
participants to follow security measures to prevent 
cyber threats, for the stability of the capital market and 
overall economy.

  2. Developmental Direction and Key Initiatives for 
2021–2023
   2.1 Develop digital infrastructure
    • Develop digital infrastructure (DIF) 
throughout the process, covering from offerings to 
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  The SEC has laid out the Internal Excellence Plan 
with a focus on the organizational development and 
staff capacity building to ensure that the SEC Mission 
is carried out sustainably and efficiently with support 
from the robust foundation of the organization in various 
aspects, i.e., corporate culture, personnel, work process, 
information technology and stakeholder engagement. 
In this regard, the SEC has created the DECIDE 
Principles – Delegation, Empowerment, Communication, 
Integration, Development and Engagement – as 
a pillar for organizational development. The Internal 
Excellence Plan covers five areas as follows: 

  1. Governance and corporate culture: Promoting 
four corporate values, i.e., Open, Insightful, Collaborative 
and Integrity. A special focus is given to open-mindedness, 
integrated cooperation with stakeholders, employee 
empowerment to showcase their achievements, and 
delegation of key responsibilities. In addition, the SEC 
drives towards adoption of Environmental, Social, 
Governance (ESG) work process and promotes 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities on 
a regular basis to generate benefits for the society 
and create a model for the regulated entities to join 
the drive towards sustainability; 

  2. Employee empowerment: Building employees’ 
capability conducive to developmental directions and 
strategic implementation. For example, digital literacy and 
English language competency and key function-oriented 
skills, etc., including creation of an employee career 
path and a succession plan for executives;

  3. Performance efficiency: Enhancing efficiency 
of work performance and provision of convenient and 
fast services for the public, reducing burdens and increasing 
transparency and fairness through technology-driven 
approaches, and promoting research development to 
support key policies and risk alerts.

  4. Data and technological infrastructure: 
Establishing a data-driven regulatory agency by making 
preparations for infrastructure and data conducive to 
integration and connectivity, risk alerts, security and 
compliance with the laws and related standards.

  5. Stakeholder engagement and response to 
their demands: Developing work process responsive to 
the public’s and stakeholders’ demands, and expanding 
comprehensive service channels accessible for all 
sectors.

Internal Excellence Plan

clearing and settlement, to increase effectiveness and 
transparency as well as reduce costs in fundraising. 
A pilot project will be held on debt securities. 
    • Encourage the development of Account 
Aggregation for compiling the information of investors 
who have investment accounts with multiple service 
providers, so that investors can conveniently access their 
information and investment portfolios, and are able to see 
all their account information from a single location. 
A pilot project will be held on debt securities.
    • Improve Professional Link Digital 
Platform for capital market professionals throughout 
the process, from application for approval, training for 
renewals, fee payments, suspension and revocation of 

the approval, and other related processes. Initially, a pilot 
project will be held on personnel in the capital market 
businesses. 
   2.2 Enhance cyber resilience by encouraging 
market participants to have in place IT systems that meet 
international standards in order to prevent cyber threats. 
SEC will (1) inspect IT systems of market participants 
to ensure that they focus on the theme of cybersecurity; 
(2) conduct cyber exercises for both the capital market 
and financial market; and (3) hold activities to build 
cybersecurity awareness among participants in the 
capital market.
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SEC Board

Mr. Pichit Akrathit
Chairman

Appointed 
2 June 2020 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Pichit Akrathit obtained a B.A. in 
Economics and an M.B.A. from Thammasat 
University and a Ph.D. in Economics from 
the University of Texas at Austin, USA. 
Prior to this appointment, he had served in 
several key positions. For example, Deputy 
Minister of Transportation, Chairman of 
the State Railway of Thailand, Director 
and Head of the Audit Committee of the 
Government Pension Fund, Director of 
Thailand Future Exchange PCL, Chairman 
of the Board of Directors of Small and 
Medium Enterprise Development Bank of 
Thailand, Director and Chairman of the 
Risk Management Committee of the Stock 
Exchange of Thailand, Director of Thailand 
Securities Depository Co., Ltd., Chairman 
of the Thai Credit Guarantee Cooperation 
and Director and Executive Director of 
the Export-Import Bank of Thailand.

Other current roles
Expert Member of the State Enterprise 
Policy Committee and Director of the State 
Enterprise Evaluation Committee, the State 
Enterprise Policy Office, the Ministry of 
Finance.

Mr. Boonyarit Kalayanamit
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Commerce 
Commissioner 

Appointed 
1 October 2018

Experience and contributions
Mr. Boonyarit Kalayanamit obtained 
a Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration from Kasetsart University 
and a Master of Arts in Economics from 
Western Michigan University, USA. Prior 
to taking office as Permanent Secretary of 
the Ministry of Commerce, he held various 
key positions, including Director-General 
of the Department of Internal Trade, 
Director-General of the Department of 
International Trade Negotiations, Thai 
Ambassador to the Permanent Representative 
Word Trade Organization in Geneva and 
Inspector General of the Ministry of 
Commerce.

Other current roles
Director of the Office of Insurance 
Commission and Director of the Board of 
Tourism Authority of Thailand. 

Mr. Krisada Chinavicharana
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Finance 
Commissioner 

Appointed 
1 October 2020

Experience and contributions
Mr. Krisada Chinavicharana obtained 
an LL.B. from Chulalongkorn University and 
an M.B.A. from University of New Haven,
USA. Prior to taking office as Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministry of Finance, he had 
served in several key positions at the Ministry 
of Finance. For example, Director-General 
of the Customs Department, Director-General 
of the Excise Department, Director of the 
Fiscal Policy Office, Fiscal Policy Advisor, 
Deputy Director and Director of the Legal 
Affairs Bureau, the Fiscal Policy Office. 
Positions at other agencies include Chief 
Secretary (Economics and Finance), the 
Office of Economic and Financial Affairs, 
Royal Thai Embassy to the United Kingdom 
and Europe based in London, Director of 
Bangchak Corporation Plc., Director of 
the Bank of Thailand, Member of the 
National Reform Steering Assembly, Director 
of the Aeronautical Radio of Thailand Ltd., 
Director of the Electricity Generating 
Authority of Thailand, and Director of the 
Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural 
Cooperatives. 

Other current roles
Chairman of the Government Pension Fund, 
Director of the State Enterprise Policy Office, 
Chairman of Krungthai Bank Plc., Director 
of the Office of Insurance Commission, 
Director of the National Economic and Social 
Development Council, Director of the 
Anti-Money Laundering Office, and Director 
of BCPG Plc.
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Mr. Sethaput Suthiwartnarueput  
Governor, Bank of Thailand
Commissioner 

Appointed  
1 October 2020 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Sethaput Suthiwartnarueput obtained 
academic degrees in Economics, namely 
a B.A. (highest honors) from Swarthmore 
College, and an M.Phil. and a Ph.D. from 
Yale University, USA. His previous key 
positions include Director of Osotspa Plc.,  
Director of Puey Ungphakorn Institute 
for Economic Research and Member of 
the Monetary Policy Committee, the Bank 
of Thailand, Independent Director and 
Chairman of the Risk Management Committee,  
Member of the Nominating and Remuneration 
Committee and Member of the Corporate 
Governance and Sustainable Development 
Committee of PTT Exploration and Production 
Plc., Executive Chairman of Thailand Future 
Foundation, Director of TMB Bank Plc.,  
Executive Vice President and Chief 
Economist of Siam Commercial Bank Plc.,  
President of SCB Asset Management,                
Senior Vice President of the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand,  Senior Economist at the World 
Bank, Washington D.C., and Business 
Analyst, McKinsey & Co., New York, USA.

Other current roles
Member of the National Economic and 
Social Development Council, Member of 
the Office of Insurance Commission, and 
Deputy Chairman of the Bank of Thailand 
Board. 

Mr. Sarawut Benjakul 
Commissioner   
 

Appointed 
11 May 2015 – 10 May 2019 
(the first term) 
11 May 2019 (the second term)

Experience and contributions
Mr. Sarawut Benjakul obtained an LLB 
(Honors) from Ramkhamhaeng University, 
Barrister at Law from the Institute of Legal 
Education Thai Bar Association, Master of 
Laws in Commercial Law from University 
of Bristol, United Kingdom, Master of Laws 
in International Legal Studies from the 
American University and Master of Laws 
from Howard University, USA. He has 
versatile experiences in laws and served 
in several  key posit ions,  including 
Secretary-General of the Office of the 
Judiciary, Secretary-General of the Institute 
of Legal Education Thai Bar Association, 
Chairman of the Board of State Railway 
of Thailand, Chief Judge of Sakonnakorn 
Juvenile and Family Court, Chief Jude of 
Office of the President of the Supreme 
Court and Deputy Secretary of General 
Office of the Judicial Affairs.

Other current roles
Special Advisor to the Office of the Judiciary, 
Chairman of the Airports of Thailand Plc., 
Expert Member (Monetary and Banking) of 
the Special Case Committee, the Department 
of Special Investigation, Ministry of Justice, 
Chairman of the Council of Mahasarakham 
University, Honorary Member of Prince of 
Songkla University Council and the Council 
of King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology 
Ladkrabang, Chairman of the Transaction 
Committee of the Anti-Money Laundering 
Office, and Member of the Board of Directors, 
the Metropolitan Electricity Authority.

Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat 
Commissioner   
 

Appointed  
23 January 2016 – 3 November 2016 
(the first term) 
4 November 2016 (the second term) 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat obtained 
a bachelor’s degree in Economics from 
Chulalongkorn University and a master’s 
degree in the same field from Thammasat 
University. He held various positions, 
including Senior Executive Vice President, 
Chief Executive Officer and Risk Officer 
of Siam Commercial Bank Plc., Director 
of SCB Securities Co., Ltd., Director of 
Vinasiam Bank (Vietnam), Director of 
Thai Rating and Information Services 
Co., Ltd., and Director of TRIS Rating 
Co., Ltd.   

Other current roles
Chairman of the Audit Committee and 
Director of Banpu Power Plc., Director 
of TMB Bank Plc. and Independent 
Director of AP (Thailand) Plc.
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Mr. Viput Ongsakul 
Commissioner  
 

Appointed
24 September 2018

 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Viput Ongsakul obtained a bachelor’s 
degree in Industrial Engineering from 
Chulalongkorn University, Master’s and 
Doctorate Degrees in Industrial Engineering 
from Texas Tech University, USA. He was 
a Dean of NIDA Business School and an 
Assistant President for Quality Assurance 
at the National Institute of Development 
Administration (NIDA), Member of the 
Academic Council and the Committee of 
Monitoring and Evaluation, Suratthani 
Rajabhat University.

Other current roles
Associate Professor at NIDA Business 
School, Advisor Affiliate of Center for 
Competitiveness, University of Fribourg, 
Switzerland, the Monitoring and Evaluation 
Sub-committee, the Digital Economy and 
Society Development Fund, Office of the 
National Digital Economy and Society 
Commission and the Academic Sub-committee, 
Government Easy Contact Center (GECC), 
Office of the Permanent Secretary, the 
Prime Minister’s Office,

Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa
Commissioner  
 

Appointed  
8 May 2019

 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa obtained a BA in 
English Literature and Economics from 
Georgetown University, an MA in Law 
and Diplomacy from Fetcher School of 
Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, and 
a PhD in Economics from University of 
Pennsylvania, USA. Prior to this appointment, 
he held various positions, including 
Governor and Member of the Audit Committee 
and the Corporate Governance and 
Social Responsibilities Committee of the 
Stock Exchange of Thailand, CEO and 
President of CIMB Thai Bank Plc. and 
TMB Bank Plc., and Director of Export-Import 
Bank of Thailand.

Other current roles
Board Director and Member of the 
Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank 
of Thailand, Country Chairman of Jardine 
Matheson (Thailand) Ltd., Independent 
Director of Prudential Life Assurance 
(Thailand) Plc., Independent Director of 
Bangkok Dusit Medical Services Plc., 
Independent Director of Samitivej Plc., and 
Independent Director of Thai Wah Plc.

Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich
Commissioner   
 

Appointed   
11 May 2019

 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich obtained a Bachelor 
of Accounting (2nd Class Honors) and a 
Diploma in Accounting from Chulalongkorn 
University, Certified Public Accountant, 
Executive Management Program from 
Ivey School of Business, University of Western 
Ontario, Canada. He also attended the 
Leading Professional Services Firms from 
Harvard Business School, Boston, USA 
and an Honorary Doctorate Degree in 
Accounting from Kasem Bundit University. 
Prior to this appointment, he was a Council 
Member, IFRS Advisory Council, IFRS 
Foundation, London, United Kingdom, 
President of the Federation of Accounting 
Professions under the Royal Patronage 
of His Majesty the King, Member of the 
Sub-committee on Reform of International 
Economy and Other Economic Matters, 
the National Reform Council.  

Other current roles
Advisor to the Prime Minister, Director of 
State Enterprise Policy Committee, Chairman 
of the Board of the Thai Institute of Directors 
Association, Commissioner (Accounting) 
of the Office of Insurance Commission, 
Commissioner (Accounting) of the Committee 
on Dumping and Subsidy of the Ministry 
of Commerce, Independent Director and 
Chairman of the Audit Committee of Siam 
Commercial Bank Plc. and the Audit 
Committee and Chairman of the Sustainable 
Development Committee of Advanced 
Info Service Plc.
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Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga
Commissioner  
 

Appointed   
11 May 2019

 

Experience and contributions
Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga obtained 
a  Ba che lo r  o f  Account ancy  f rom 
Chulalongkorn University, an MBA from 
University of Wisconsin at Madison, USA. 
Prior to this appointment, she was Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministry of Commerce. 
She had also served as Director-General 
of the Department of Internal Trade,         
the Department of Intellectual Property, 
the Department of International Trade 
Promotion, and the Department of Trade 
Negotiations.

Other current roles
Independent Director and Member of the 
Audit Committee of PTT Plc., Independent 
Director and Chairman of the Corporate 
Governance Committee of Asset World 
Corp Plc., and Chairman of the Gem and 
Jewelry Institute of Thailand.

Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol
SEC Secretary-General
Commissioner and Secretary 

Appointed  
1 May 2019

 

Experience and contributions
Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol obtained 
an L.L.B (1st Class Honors, Gold Medal) 
from Chulalongkorn University, Barrister 
at Law from the Institute of  Legal Education 
Thai Bar Association, an L.L.M (International 
Business Law) from Harvard Law School, 
Cambridge Massachusetts and an M.B.A. 
from Walter A. Haas School of Business, 
University of California at Berkeley, USA. 
Prior to this appointment, she had served 
in several key positions at the Ministry of 
Justice, including Director-General of 
the Legal Execution Department, and 
Director-General  of  the Probat ion 
Department, Inspector, Deputy Spokesperson, 
Deputy Director of the Office of Justice 
Affairs, and Deputy Director-General of 
the Rights and Liberties Protection 
Department.

Other current roles
Member of the Public Sector Development 
Commission, the Office of the Public Sector 
Development Commission, Member of 
the National Reform Committee on Public 
Administration, Director of the Bank for 
Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, 
Director of Dhanarak Asset Development 
Co., Ltd., Director of the Law Reform 
Committee, the Office of the Council of 
State, Director of the Thailand Oil Palm Board, 
and Advisor  to  the Commit tee on 
Economics, Monetary and Finance, 
the Senate.
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Capital Market Supervisory Board

Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol 
SEC Secretary-General 
Chairman

Appointed 
1 May  2019

 

Experience and contributions
Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol obtained 
an L.L.B (1st Class Honors, Gold Medal) 
from Chulalongkorn University, Barrister 
at Law from the Institute of Legal Education 
Thai Bar Association, an L.L.M (International 
Business Law) from Harvard Law School, 
Cambridge Massachusetts and an M.B.A. 
from Walter A. Haas School of Business, 
University of California at Berkeley, USA. 
Prior to this appointment, she had served in 
several key positions at the Ministry of 
Justice, including Director-General of the Legal 
Execution Department, Director-General 
of the Probation Department, Inspector, 
Deputy Spokesperson, Deputy Director 
of the Office of Justice Affairs, and Deputy 
Director-General of the Rights and Liberties 
Protection Department.

Other current roles
Member of the Public Sector Development 
Commission, the Office of the Public Sector 
Development Commission, member of 
the National Reform Committee on Public 
Administration, Director of the Bank for 
Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, 
Director of Dhanarak Asset Development 
Co., Ltd., Director of the Law Reform 
Committee, the Office of the Council of 
State, Director of the Thailand Oil Palm 
Board, and Advisor to the Committee on 
Economics, Monetary and Finance, the 
Senate.        

Mr. Lavaron Sangsnit  
Director-General, Fiscal Policy Office
Board Member

Appointed 
1 October 2018 – 30 September 2020*

 

Experience and contributions
Mr. Lavaron Sangsnit obtained a bachelor’s 
degree in Economics from Chulalongkorn 
University and a master’s degree in 
Economic Policy and Planning from 
Northeastern University, USA. He had served 
in significant positions, including Inspector 
General of Ministry of Finance, Advisor on 
Financial Policy, Director of the Bureau of 
Financial Policy and Financial Institutions, 
Director of the Bureau of Financial 
Protection Policy.

Other roles  
He was a spokesperson of the Ministry 
of Finance, board member of the Bank 
of Thailand, member of the Financial 
Institutions Policy Committee, Bank of 
Thailand. Chairman of the Deposit Protection 
Agency, board member of the Tobacco 
Authority of Thailand, Chairman and member 
of the Risk Management Committee of 
Krungthai Asset Management, and 
Chairman and member of the Executive 
Committee of Aeronautical Radio of 
Thailand Ltd.

Remark: *On 1 October 2020, he was 
appointed as Director-General of the  
Excise Department.

Mrs. Sirivipa Supantanet 
SEC Deputy Secretary-General
Board Member 

Appointed 
12 June 2019

 

Experience and contributions
Mrs. Sirivipa Supantanet obtained a Bachelor 
of Accountancy from Chulalongkorn 
University and an MBA (Finance) from 
Western Michigan University. Prior to this 
appointment, she was Assistant Secretary-
General and had served as Director of 
the Corporate Finance-Equity and 
Infrastructure Department, the Corporate 
Finance-Equity Product Department, the 
Corporate Governance Department, and 
the Market Supervision Department, and 
Senior Assistant Director of the Broker-Dealer 
Supervision Department. Before joining 
SEC, she was analyst at the Financial 
Institution Monitoring and Analysis 
Department, the Bank of Thailand.   
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Mrs. Pornanong   Budsaratragoon 
Board Member  

Appointed 
8 April 2014 – 24 July 2018 (the first term) 
25 July 2018 (the second term) 

Experience and contributions
Mrs. Pornanong Budsaratragoon obtained 
a BBA in Quantitative Analysis from 
Chulalongkorn University, an MBA in 
Management of Information System from 
University of Dallas, USA, and a DBA in 
Finance from Chulalongkorn University. 
Her previous posts include Chair of the 
Audit Committee and member of the 
Committee of the Agricultural Futures 
Exchange of Thailand.  

Other current roles
She serves as Head of the Banking and 
Finance Department and Chair of the 
Committee of Master of Science Program 
in Corporate Governance, Faculty of Commerce 
and Accountancy, Chulalongkorn University. 
Other key positions include expert member 
of the Working Group on Knowledge 
Requirements and Investment Consultant 
Curriculum, member of the Working Group 
on Examination and Assessment Standards, 
the Stock Exchange of Thailand, member 
of the Institute Council Thai-Nichi Institute 
of Technology, the Office of the Higher 
Education Commission, Advisor to the 
Investment Sub-committee, the National 
Savings Fund, Chair of the Sub-committee 
on Consideration of Regulations on Issuance 
and Offering of Debt Securities, Derivatives 
and Structured Products, Chair of the 
Sub-committee on Consideration of 
Regulations on Supervision of Business and 
Market Intermediaries and member of the 
Sub-committee on Consideration of Regulations 
on Asset Management, , the Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  

Mrs. Saranya Chindavanig 
Board Member  

Appointed 
18 January 2016 – 18 August 2020 
(the first term)
19 August 2020 (the second term)

Experience and contributions
Mrs. Saranya Chindavanig obtained a BBA 
in Accounting from Thammasat University, 
and an MBA from Eastern Michigan 
University, USA. She had served in key 
positions, including advisor to the Thai 
Listed Companies Association, Advisor to 
the Thai Institute of Directors Association, 
member of the Audit Committee of Thai 
Wacoal Plc.and Zen Corporation Group 
Co., Ltd., Director of the Corporate Finance 
Department and the Accounting Supervision 
Department of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission.

Other current roles
She is Chair of the Sub-committee on 
Consideration of Regulations on Issuance 
and Offering of Equity Instruments, 
Governance of Securities Issuing Companies 
and Securities Acquisition for Business 
Takeovers,  member of the Sub-committee 
on Consideration of Regulations on 
Supervision of Business and Market 
Intermediaries, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission.

Mr. Ekachai Chongvisal 
Board Member  

Appointed 
18 January 2016 – 18 August 2020
(the first term)
19 August 2020 (the second term)

Experience and contributions
Mr. Ekachai Chongvisal obtained a bachelor’s 
degree in Engineering (Honors) from 
Chulalongkorn University, an MBA in Finance 
with Beta Gamma Sigma (honor society) 
from Indiana University, Bloomington, USA. 
He held various key positions, including 
Chief Executive Officer and Director of 
the Association of Investment Management 
Companies, member of the Capital Market 
Committee of the Bank of Thailand, 
independent director of the Thai Bond 
Market Association, Director of Fitch Rating 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd., Director of TISCO 
Asset Management Co., Ltd., Director of 
SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd. and 
Director of Home Product Plc. 

Other current roles
He is Chair of the Sub-committee on 
Consideration of Regulations on Asset 
M a n a g e m e n t  a n d  m e m b e r  o f  t h e 
Sub-committee on Consideration of 
Regulations on Property Funds, Infrastructure 
Funds and Real Estate Investment Trusts, 
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara 
Board Member  

Appointed 
25 July 2018

Experience and contributions
Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara obtained a BSC in 
Chemical Engineering from Lehigh University, 
Bethlehem, and an MBA from Pepperdine 
University, Los Angeles, USA. He held 
various positions at Bangkok Bank Public 
Company Limited, including member of 
the Risk Management Committee and 
Secretary, Executive Vice President in 
charge of Accounting and Finance Division 
and Manager of Risk Management Division. 
In other organizations, he was Director 
of Bualuang Ventures Limited, Director 
of the Asian Bankers Association (ABA), 
Taiwan. Vice Chairman of BBL Asset 
Management Co., Ltd., Chairman of the 
Basel Club, the IFRS Club and the Thai 
Forex Club of Thai Bankers Association. 

Other current roles
He is Chairman of the Sub-committee on 
Consideration of Regulations on Sales Conduct 
and Provision of Investment Advice, Chairman 
of the Sub-committee on Consideration of 
Regulations on Property Funds, Infrastructure 
Funds and Real Estate Investment Trusts, 
member of the Sub-committee on Consideration 
of Regulation on Issuance and Offering of 
Debt Securities, Derivatives and Structured 
Products, expert member of the Auditing 
Advisory Committee, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, other key positions 
include expert member of the Financial 
Institutions Policy Committee, the Bank of 
Thailand, and external expert on Risk Management 
Standards for Financial Institutions and 
Companies under Commercial Bank Financial 
Business Group, the Bank of Thailand.
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Executives O�cers

Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol
Secretary-General

Mrs. Praoporn Senanarong

Mr. Sakkarin Ruamrangsri

Mrs. Nataya Niyamanusorn

Mrs. Waratchya Srimachand

Mrs. Charuphan Intararoong

Mr. Thawatchai Kiatkwankul

Miss Saovanee Suwannarong Mr. Anek Yooyuen

As of 31 December 2020

Mrs. Sirivipa Supantanet

Deputy Secretary-General

Assistant Secretary-General

Mr. Thawatchai PittayasophonMr. Kumpol Sontanarat

Miss Jomkwan Kongsakul

Remark: Miss Saovanee Suwannarong held office until 31 October 2020.
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Formation, Roles, and Practice Guidelines of the Boards
and Committees
1.  Board Structure

  Pursuant to the Securities and Exchange Act 
B.E. 2535 (1992), the SEC comprises two boards, 
namely:
  • The SEC Board is entrusted with policymaking 
for overall market supervision and development 
including appointment of various sub-committees to 
support the operation of the SEC Board.
  • The Capital Market Supervisory Board (CMSB) 
is in charge of issuance of rules, regulations and orders 
pertaining to securities offering and business undertaking 
in the capital market, appoints sub-committees to 
support CMSB’s work and reports the performance to 
the SEC Board.
  The SEC Office operates in accordance with 
policies assigned by the SEC Board and the CMSB 
with Secretary-General as the highest chief executive.
  1.1 SEC Board
    The SEC Board structure as stipulated in the 
Securities and Exchange Act consists of (1) Chairman 
appointed by the Cabinet, (2) Three ex-officio members 
comprising the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of 
Finance, the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of 
Commerce and the Governor of the Bank of Thailand, 
(3) Four to six expert members by the nomination of 
the Selection Committee and appointed by the Minister 
of Finance, at least one each in the legal, accounting 
and finance fields, and (4) Secretary-General of the SEC 
Office as Board member and Secretary. The Chairman, 
the expert members and the Secretary-General shall 
hold office for a four-year term and may be re-appointed, 
but not for more than two consecutive terms.
  1.2 Capital Market Supervisory Board (CMSB)
    The CMSB as stipulated in the Securities and 
Exchange Act consists of (1) Secretary-General as 
Chairman, (2) Deputy Secretary-General appointed by 
Secretary-General, (3) Director-General of the Fiscal 
Policy Office or the appointed Deputy Director-General, 
and (4) not more than four expert members appointed 
by the Minister of Finance upon the Selection Committee’s 
recommendation. At least two of the expert members 
must have experience managing listed company or 
securities company. The expert members shall hold 
office for a four-year term and may be re-appointed, 
but not for more than two consecutive terms.

2.  Check and Balance Mechanism

  To support the operation of the SEC Board to 
ensure transparency, fairness and integrity, the SEC 
Board has appointed committees and sub-committees 
to be an important mechanism of check and balance.
  2.1 Audit Committee
    The Audit Committee is responsible for 
supervising and reviewing the SEC Management in 
accordance with the Securities and Exchange Act, 
other laws related to the capital market, other applicable 
laws and regulations and the SEC Governance, including 
the Code of Ethics and the Anti-corruption Policy. 
The Audit Committee also provides independent 
recommendations on good governance, risk management 
and internal control. This is to ensure the SEC operation 
is appropriate, efficient and effective.
    The Securities and Exchange Act stipulates 
that the Audit Committee shall consist of not less than 
three but not more than five members. Of this total, at 
least two members shall be expert members of the 
SEC Board and the appointed members shall be 
competent or have experience in accounting, finance, 
law or capital market.  The term of office for the Audit 
Committee shall be as follows:
    (1) Audit Committee members who also serve 
on the SEC Board including expert members shall 
have a term of office identical to their term on the 
SEC Board.
    (2) Other members excluding the SEC Board 
shall hold office for a four-year term and may be 
re-appointed, but not for more than two consecutive 
terms. 
  2.2  Good Governance and Remuneration 
Sub-committee
     The Good Governance and Remuneration 
Sub-committee’s duty is to suggest policy and 
guidelines for development of good governance of 
the organization, including guidelines or criteria for 
the nomination, remuneration and evaluation of the 
SEC Board, the CMSB, the Sub-committees and the 
Secretary-General. The Sub-committee consists of 
up to four members including expert members from 
the SEC Board, each holding office for a two-year term.
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3. Assessment on Duty Performance of the SEC 
Board and the CMSB 
 
  Assessment on duty performances of the SEC 
Board and the CMSB is conducted annually, both on 
the group and individual levels, to review their respective 
duty performances and improve further development 
under good governance principles. 

4.  Ongoing Board Development
 
  The SEC Board and the CMSB emphasize the 
importance of sufficient inputs on new developments 
and technological implementation in the capital market. 
In 2020, the SEC invited Board members to participate 
in events that the SEC hosted or co-organized with 
other organizations, both locally and internationally. 
For example, the seminar entitled, “From ESG to SDGs : 
Integrating SDGs Impact Measurement and Management 
Framework in Business and Investment Strategies,” 
and the SEC Capital Market Symposium 2020. Some 
conferences and seminars were held virtually instead 
due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. This 
included director and senior executive briefing and 
preparation for personal data protection and Singapore 
FinTech Festival Expo 2020. In addition, the SEC invited 
experts in various fields to share knowledge on topics 
of interest at the time such as the Capital Market Digital 
Strategic Plan 2020-2022. This sharing of opinions and 
experiences allowed the SEC Board and the CMSB 
to lay out policies and directions for supervision and 
development of the capital market more efficiently.

5 .  The Meeting Attendance of the Boards and 
Sub-committees

   The SEC Board holds meeting at least once 
a month according to the pre-scheduled annual meeting 
calendar. The Secretary-General presents draft meeting 
agendas to the Chairman for approval. Once approved, 
the meeting agenda will be submitted to the SEC Board 
for consideration not less than seven days prior to the 
meeting. In order to make careful and prudent decisions, 
the SEC Board may ask for additional information from 
the Board’s Secretary. 
  Chairman of the SEC Board shall chair the monthly 
meetings. In the case where the Chairman is unable to 
attend any of such meetings, the Permanent Secretary 
of the Ministry of Finance shall assume the duties of 
chairing the meeting.
  To constitute a quorum, not less than half of the 
total members shall attend each meeting. Members of 
the SEC Management may attend the meetings with 
relevant topics. Any member of the SEC Board having 
a conflict of interest in any agenda item is required to 
declare such conflict and thus shall be excluded from 
participating in the consideration of such agenda item.  
  In this respect, the meetings of the CMSB, the 
Audit Committee and the appointed Sub-committees 
shall follow similar guidelines.

  Details of the meetings of each Board and the 
Sub-committees for the year 2020 are as follows:

  5.1 SEC Board

Position

Chairman

Ex-officio 
Members

Name

- Mr. Voravidh Champeeratana
- Mr. Pichit Akrathit

Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Finance
- Mr. Prasong Poontaneat
- Mr. Krisada Chinavicharana

Remarks

Appointed on 2 June 2020.

Appointed on 1 October 2020. 

Total Attendance/ No. of Meetings

Audit 
Committee

-
-

-
-

Appellate            
Sub-committee

-
-

-
-

Good Governance 
and Remuneration 
Sub-committee

-
-

-
-

SEC Board

8/8
9/9

9/12
2/5
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  5.1 SEC Board (continued)

  5.2  Capital Market Supervisory Board

Position

Ex-officio 
Members

Expert 
Members

Member and 
Secretary

Position

Chairman

Ex-officio 
Members

Expert Members

Name

Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Commerce
- Mr. Boonyarit Kalayanamit

Governor of the Bank of Thailand
- Mr. Veerathai Santiprabhob
- Mr. Sethaput Suthiwartnarueput

Mr. Sarawut Benjakul
Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat
Mr. Viput Ongsakul
Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa
Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich
Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga

SEC Secretary-General
- Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol

Name

SEC Secretary-General 
- Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol

SEC Deputy Secretary-General
- Mrs. Sirivipa Supantanet
Director General, Fiscal Policy Office
- Mr. Lavaron Sangsanit
- Mr. Attapol Attaworadej
- Miss  Kulaya Tantitemit   

Mrs. Pornanong Budsaratragoon
Mrs. Saranya Chindavanig
Mr. Ekachai Chongvisal
Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara

Remarks

Appointed on 1 October 2020.

Not attending two meetings
due to conflicts of interest. 

Remarks

- Holding office from 1 January – 30 September 2020. 

- Acting ex-officio member from 1 October – 22 November 2020.

- Acting ex-officio member from 23 November 2020 

- Mr. Wuttipong Jittungsakul, Fiscal Policy Advisor, was 

   assigned to attend the 4th, 17th and 18th meetings. 

Total Attendance/ No. of Meetings

Audit 
Committee

-

-
-

-
11/11
11/11

-
11/11

-

-

Appellate            
Sub-committee

-

-
-

-
-
-

4/4
-

4/4

-

Good Governance 
and Remuneration 
Sub-committee

-

-
-

-
-

3/3
-

3/3
3/3

-

SEC Board

13/17

10/12
4/5

17/17
16/17
17/17
14/17
14/17
15/17

15/17

Total attendance/
No. of meetings

18/19

19/19

17/19

18/19
19/19
18/19
17/19
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6.  Remuneration of the Boards and Executives
 
       6.1  Details of the remuneration of the boards and 
sub-committees 
   The Securities and Exchanges Act contains provisions 
that the SEC Board and the sub-committees appointed 

by the SEC Board shall receive remuneration as specified 
by the Minister of Finance. The CMSB and the sub-committees 
appointed by the CMSB shall receive remuneration as 
specified by the SEC Board. The details of the remuneration 
are as follows:

   Remuneration of Boards and Committees

Remuneration

Monthly stipend1/

Attendance fee/  
meeting1/

Additional monthly 
remuneration paid 
to expert members 
of the CMSB who 
have the specified 
characteristic2/

Chair

 -

15,000

-

Chair

56,250

 -

-

Chair

50,000

25,000

-

Chair

56,250

31,250

-

Member

45,000

 -

-

Member

40,000

20,000

140,000

 Member

45,000

25,000

-

Chair

 -

5,000

-

Member

 -

12,000

-

Member

 -

4,000

-

SEC Board Capital Market 
Supervisory Board

Audit
Committee

Legal Sub-committee/ 
Good Governance 
and Remuneration 
Sub-committee/

Appellate
Sub-committee

Draft Regulation 
Considering 

Sub-committee /
Other

Sub-committees

Unit: Baht

Remark:   1/ According to the Ministry of Finance’s Letter No. Gor Kor 1007/3874 regarding Improvement of Remuneration of 
  the SEC Board and the Sub-committees Appointed by the SEC Board, effective from 27 February 2017.
 2/ The specified characteristic means being an expert member who has been affected by the restriction of working 
  in any company or organization under the supervision of the SEC, in which case such expert member must be 
  able to perform additional work under the prescribed conditions.

   Remuneration of the SEC Board in 2020

Name

Mr. Voravidh Champeeratana
Mr. Pichit Akrathit

Total

533,125.00
673,125.00

Remuneration

Other 
Sub-committees

 -
-

Audit
Committee

 -
-

SEC Board

533,125.00
673,125.00

Position

Chairman
Chairman

Unit: Baht
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   Remuneration of the SEC Board in 2020 (continued)

Name

Mr. Prasong Poontaneat
Mr. Krisada Chinavicharana
Mr. Boonyarit Kalayanamit
Mr. Veerathai Santiprabhob
Mr. Sethaput Suthiwartnarueput
Mr. Sarawut Benjakul
Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat
Mr. Viput Ongsakul
Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa
Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich
Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga
Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol

Total

630,000.00
185,000.00
865,000.00
655,000.00
235,000.00

1,115,000.00
1,615,000.00
1,565,000.00
1,022,000.00
1,655,000.00
1,080,000.00
1,023,000.00

Remuneration

Other 
Sub-committees

 -
-

 -
-
-

150,000.00
-

60,000.00
132,000.00
225,000.00
165,000.00
108,000.00

Audit
Committee

  -
-

 -
 -
-
-

675,000.00
540,000.00

-
 540,000.00

-
-

SEC Board

630,000.00
185,000.00
865,000.00
655,000.00
235,000.00
965,000.00
940,000.00
965,000.00
890,000.00
890,000.00
915,000.00
915,000.00

Position

Member 
Member 
Member 
Member
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 

Member and Secretary

Unit: Baht

   Remuneration of the Capital Market Supervisory Board in 2020

Name

Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol
Mrs. Sirivipa Supantanet
Mr. Lavaron Sangsanit
Mr. Wuttipong Jittungsakul 
Fiscal Policy Advisor
Miss Kulaya Tantitemit   
Acting Director-General of the Fiscal 
Policy Office 
Mrs. Pornanong Budsaratragoon
Mrs. Saranya Chindavanig
Mr. Ekachai Chongvisal
Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara

Total

1,050,000.00
860,000.00
620,000.00

60,000.00

20,000.00

2,548,000.00
2,554,000.00
2,588,000.00
2,520,000.00

Remuneration as Chair/Member/Additional Remuneration

Additional 
Remuneration

 -
 -
 -
 -

 
-

1,680,000.00
1,680,000.00
1,680,000.00
1,680,000.00

Other
Sub-committees

-
 -
 -
 -

 -

28,000.00
14,000.00
68,000.00
20,000.00

CMSB

1,050,000.00
860,000.00
620,000.00

60,000.00

20,000.00

840,000.00
860,000.00
840,000.00
820,000.00

Position

Chair 
Member
Member
Member

Member

Member
Member
Member
Member

Unit: Baht

  6.2 Remuneration of the Management
    In 2020, the SEC Management consisting of 
Secretary-General, Deputy Secretary-Generals, and 
Assistant Secretary-Generals, altogether 13 persons, 
received compensations, for example, salaries, provident 
fund contribution, car allowance, petrol expenses and 

medical expenses totaling 90,484,035.09 baht.  
  6.3 Remuneration of auditor
         The remuneration of the auditor for the audit of 
the financial statements for the 2020 financial year 2020 
was 660,000 baht. 
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Organizational Management

Good Governance and Organizational Culture

  1. Creation of a culture to encourage the four 
core values and to be prepared for change: The SEC 
continues to organize activities to enhance its core values, 
such as enhancing the core values with an agile culture, 
and visiting the Anti-Corruption Museum, etc. Accordingly, 
the results of the survey on employee corporate values 
shows that the employees are rated at over 90% in 
every aspect. 

  2. Structure and work in support of the agility 
culture
   (1) Promoting a cross-departmental operation 
in order to integrate  knowledge and reduce problems 
in working in silos. 
   (2) Creating an agile culture in the working 
environment by organizing workshops for executives 
and staff at all levels, and monitoring progress for the 
practicality of the agile approach and work sequencing.
   (3) Holding Thank God It’s a Fine Day (TGIF) 
events by inviting expert speakers to help stimulate 
the SEC’s employees in their creation of new innovations 
and changes, and to implement the SEC Hackathon 
Project for the second consecutive year, with the aim 
of presenting an opportunity for the engagement of 
the SEC’s employees in conceiving and creating new 
innovations for the improved efficiency of work performance 
and the provision of their services.

  3. Clear management of work performance and 
a remuneration reflecting the work performance
   (1) Communicating KPIs and strategic plans to 
the SEC employees at all levels, in order to focus on 
common targets, and to ensure the fair management of 
work performance. 
   (2) Encouraging the SEC employees to set their 
targets in working together with their superior at least 
twice a year, in order to communicate their expectations 
and documenting their expectations and results of 
assessment in the system, and promoting communications 
between superiors and subordinates on a regular basis. 

  4. Improvement of the risk management so as 
to be in line with the international standards of COSO 
ERM 2017, and the cultivation of a risk management 
culture
   (1) Organizing workshops for executives in order 
to determine the risk appetite of the organization, and to 

Personnel Potentials

  1. Development of personnel potentials
   (1) Developing existing skills and creating new 
skills that are necessary for performing work by the SEC 
employees, in order to accommodate the strategic 
position for digital technology, and to improve the 
digital-related skills of the employees, by assessing 
the organizational capability and individual capacity 
in the digital aspect for the purpose of formulating 
the development plan of digital skills, and organizing 
training programs that are relevant and appropriate 
for each group of staff members.
   (2) Building a language proficiency in support 
of collaborative work with foreign organizations via 
online systems, in order for the SEC’s employees to 
choose the most suitable training courses that are 
beneficial.
   (3) Developing the in-process knowledge 
management, in order to compile and store important 
knowledge for conducting research in the interest of 
learning or decision-making in performing work in the 
future.  

  2. Continuous preparation of sufficient personnel
   (1) Implementing the strategic staffing analysis 
project for the recruitment plan, and the preparation 
of personnel in line with the organizational directions 
for the next five to ten years.  
   (2) Preparing the succession plans for executive 
positions and the individual development plans (IDP). 
   (3) Career planning in order for the SEC 
employees to realize their career paths and to cultivate 
a relationship between the employees and the 
organization. 

ensure a clear direction in the implementation of policies.  
   (2) Requiring the executives at all levels, from 
assistant directors, deputy directors, directors, and 
senior executives, to attend workshops defining the 
risk management plan, in order to create a stronger 
risk management culture and set out new guidelines 
for risk management.
   (3) Issuing the Risk Alert Portal as a channel 
for the SEC employees to report risks immediately, 
and to create a proactive risk management culture for 
managing potential risks in a timely manner. 
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Efficiency of Work Performance

  1. Upgrading of the work process and work 
system
   The SEC is in the process of improving the major 
work processes by means of:
   (1) Issuing the Stakeholder Service Portal as 
a channel for facilitating stakeholders to have access 
to the service and organizational workshops, to promote 
the engagement of each group of stakeholders in order 
that the information from the workshops will be used for 
the design and development of an appropriate system; 
   (2) Implementing the Enterprise Information 
Management (EIM) Project to improve the major work 
processes and the work systems, the first phase of 
which will cover the system of fundraising and the 
management of cases, the supervision system of 
securities companies, and the granting of approvals 
for the issuance and offering for sale of bonds;    
   In addition, the SEC launched an online platform 
in support of the notification of appointment of persons 
in the submission of electronic information and the 
filing of pre-consult applications, and the work system 
for the crowdfunding service business, in order to 
facilitate the business operators and improve the 
operational efficiency.

  2. Development of quality research works  
   Research had been conducted in order to respond 
to the risk management policies, and to continuously 
improve the efficiency of supervision. Various research 
works were presented by the publication of academic 
articles in newspapers and through the seminar on 
“SEC Capital Market Symposium 2020. 

Technological Information and Infrastructure

  1. Issuance of data governance in line with 
digital law
   To issue data governance and a personal data 
protection policy that is in line with digital law, and to 
set up common practices, a manual, and guidelines 
for the management of personal data and the SEC’s 
central register. 

  2. Establishment of a data warehouse system 
and a database for big data
   To encourage the use of a data warehouse 
system in every group of data, and to establish a data 
warehouse system with respect to the additional 
information of derivatives warrants, and a data base 
for big data relating to transactions of digital assets. 

  3. Upgrade on cyber security and personal 
data security 
   (1) Implementing the Cyber Resilience Project 
in order to upgrade cyber security to be in line with 
international standards of NIST Cybersecurity Framework.   
   (2) Implementing the Data Leakage Prevention 
(DLP) Project so as to prevent both personal data and material 
information from leakage, by determining the degree of 
secrecy and systemizing the relevant work processes. 

“SEC Capital Market Symposium 2020” seminar was 
organized to support the use of big data in research work, 
and to promote innovations in the capital market, which 
will lead to the effective implementation of policies, 
in order to ensure sustainability in the Thai capital market.

Engagement and Responses to Stakeholders 

  1. Customer-first Mindset
   (1) Evaluation of the effectiveness of the law, 
monitoring the progress of the evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the law, and revising the SEC’s orders 
and manuals with respect to the criteria and methods 
for public hearings for more efficient implementation. 
   (2) Applying the design thinking process and the 
experience of users, as an important tool in order to understand 
the stakeholders’ needs. This will be done through observation 
and actual testing in the development of the service system, 
and organizing workshops relating to the design thinking 
for various business operators for joint decision-making with 
respect to policies, such as management companies, 
associations, and provident fund committees. This will 
include training on the design thinking process, and the design 
of service and user experience through the SEC Hackathon 
Project for further understanding of stakeholders.
   (3) Improving the criteria of disclosure and 
questions on the website, in order to ensure accurate 
and up-to-date information.
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  2. Digital Stakeholders Engagement
   (1) Making arrangements for promoting the SEC 
identity, by engaging experts to conduct analysis and 
give advice on the relevant implementation.  
   (2) Developing and promoting the use of the SEC 
Check First application, which has been downloaded 
and installed by 115,033 users (as at 16 November 2020), 
as well as accepting opinions for the improvement of 
this application to further meet users’ needs.
  However, the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic 
resulted in a significant increase in the use of technology 
in all sectors. It is, therefore, necessary for the SEC to 
upgrade the provision of services via digital channels, 
in order to facilitate the general public. This was a good 
opportunity for the SEC to expedite the use of digital 
technology the SEC operations in both a more concrete 
and a rapid response. Nevertheless, considering the 
current and future environment, to only be able to make 
a right decision may not be sufficient. One must be able to 
make a correct decision in a timely manner, due to the rapidly 
changing and unpredictable environment. This is a challenge 
for which the SEC must adjust itself, and it must be prepared, 
particularly in the preparation of information in support 
of major decision-making and the establishment of strong 
cooperation with all sectors, in order to integrate problem-
solving guidelines, as such problems may affect or involve 
various sectors. In addition, in order to build confidence 
and to mitigate the effects of panic from potentially 
negative situations, a fast system of communication with 
the general public and each group of stakeholders, is another 
priority for the SEC. Over the past year, the SEC made 
the following adjustments and took the following action:
    A. Increasing channels for the provision 
of services and communication with the general public 
by adding services via live chat. Recently, the proportion 
of service users via virtual communication channels (telephone 
and live chat) has increased, from a merely average value 
in the preceding year, with the access of service users 
to communication channels via the SEC social media 
platform (Facebook) which made a significant increase. 
Therefore, it was a good opportunity for the SEC to develop 
and enhance its virtual communication channels, as this 
is now normal communication in the new normal age.
    B. Promoting the work from home policy 
by preparing a support system and electronic channels, 
such as electronic conferencing, a telephone system 
for working from home, and providing financial 
assistance, such as an internet service fee. 
    C. Developing the work process by applying 
technology to facilitate the stakeholders in order 

that the SEC will be able to provide services and 
operate conveniently on an electronic platform, and to 
help reduce paper usage, which is line with government 
policy on transformation to a digital government. 
    In addition, the SEC reviewed the following 
three main aspects of its Strong Organization Strategy, 
in line with the changing context:
    (1) Reform of Services: To develop the 
supervision and the provision of services to be more 
responsive to the needs of the general public and the 
stakeholders, as well as to facilitate the general public 
and the stakeholders and to reduce unnecessary costs.
     • Redesign / Re-engineer the processes: 
to improve the work processes in line with the newly-revised
supervisory guidelines under the Regulatory Guillotine Project. 
     • Redesign the systems: to develop 
an all-in-one e-payment, to facilitate the stakeholders 
and to increase the efficiency operations via the automatic 
system, and reduce the use of paper to accommodate 
the changing working style of the stakeholders.  
    (2)  Reinforce Stakeholder Engagement: 
to increase the level of the communication and 
engagement of the general public and the stakeholders 
relating to confidence in the SEC, by analyzing gaps 
and developing appropriate and comprehensive 
channels and tools.
    (3) Resilient SEC 
     • Review the organizational culture in 
response to the new normal: to cultivate an important 
culture in response to the four core values, and in support 
of the new normal lifestyle and the provision of services 
that meet the changing needs of stakeholders.
     • Enhance transparency and corruption-
free atmosphere: to integrate the protection and 
suppression measures, to build motivation for morality, 
ethics, and the integrity of the executives and employees 
at all levels, and to increase the engagement of the 
general public and related persons in the supervision 
and giving of opinions in respect to the SEC operations. 
     • Develop the learning format in line with 
the flexible working model: to increase the format of 
staff development via online platforms. 
     • Upgrade the overall data management: 
to ensure sufficient and ready-to-use information for 
decision-making on major business operations.
     • Upgrade the business continuity plan 
in response to emergency events: to revise the business 
continuity plan for outbreaks of any pandemic, and 
the guidelines for major decision-making in the case 
of all emergencies.
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Human Resources Management

  The Human Resources Development of the SEC 
consists of the development of knowledge, potential, and 
relationships, as well as new technology and technique 
for performing work.  The guideline of human resources 
development focus on the following main aspects:  

  1. Fostering of ideas to accommodate flexible 
working culture in the new normal age, and adaptability 
skills:
   • Creation of an agile mindset and a flexible 
working culture, in the organization and in work 
management.
   • Support of work-from-home opportunities 
with online working tools.
  2. Development of digital capabilities with a focus 
on new skills for utilizing technology, and digital 
knowledge and understanding:  
   • Group of executives: to develop leadership 
skills in the digital technology age, such as Digital 
Transformation Leadership Program in Singapore, 
Digital Business Management Program, and Digital 
CEO, etc.
   • Group of general staff: to develop knowledge 
and skills on digital literacy, analytical and critical 
thinking, data management and analysis, visual 
communication and effective storytelling, and protection 
from cyber threats. 
   • Group of digital technology and information 
technology staff: to develop the knowledge of digital 
technology, the use of information technology, the 
knowledge of security and safety and risk assessment, 
the prevention of cyber threats, the creation and 
development of work systems and applications, the 
development of knowledge and competency for the 
benefit of supervision; and the giving of advice, 
inspection, monitoring, and assessment of appropriateness 
and safety in the use of technology of agencies under 
supervision, etc. 
  3. Development of leadership skills
   • Group of senior executives: to develop 
executives through participation in the leadership and 
collaboration network programs, such as the Capital 
Market Academy Leader Program, the Top Executives 
in the Energy Education Program, the National Defence 
Course, the Digital CEO Program, the e-Government 
Program for Chief Executive Officers, the Digital 
Transformation Program, Advanced Budget Management 
for Executive, the Senior Management Course - Visionary 
and Ethical Leadership, the Programme for Senior 

Executives on Justice Administration, the Lawyers 
Enhanced Agility Program, and the Advanced Certificate 
Course in Public Administration and Law for Executives.
   • Group of first and middle-level executives: 
to develop knowledge on different roles and techniques 
for work administration and human resources management, 
such as the Four Roles of Leadership Program, HR 
for non-HR Program, Emerging Leader Program, and 
Situational Leadership Program, etc.
  4. Development of employee’s core competencies, 
focusing  knowledge on the ecosystem of the financial 
market and the capital market, the operation of regulated 
businesses, and the missions and principles for 
supervision; namely the Regulatory School Program, 
which is designed and organized by the SEC. This 
SEC program is intended to be a continuing training 
program for new employees and entry-level employees, 
with experience sharing from senior executives. In 
addition, training is organized on online platforms, 
which are accessible by employees at all times.
  5. Development of the operational techniques: 
each unit can plan and manage its employees in the unit, 
in accordance with its target, plan, and competency 
on the functional skills of the unit, so that each unit is 
able to manage its budget. In addition, the SEC 
encourages employees to participate in different training 
programs, abroad and online; such as the APEC 
Financial Regulators Training Initiative Program, the 
Regional Leadership Programme for Securities 
Regulators, the Risk Management Programme for 
Asian Financial Regulators, and the FinTech Programme 
for Asian Financial Regulators, seminars on various 
topics in the Singapore FinTech Festival, IOSCO 
Seminar Training Program, such as “Regtech/Suptech: 
Using Technology for Regulatory and Supervisory 
Responsibilities”, “Securities Trading Issues and 
Market Infrastructure”, “The Role of Securities Regulators 
amidst COVID-19”, and the Cambridge Executive 
Education Course on “FinTech and Regulatory 
Innovation Course”.
  6. Support of secondment programs in public 
and private organizations both in Thailand and abroad 
   • At the beginning of 2020, the SEC sent one 
staff-member for participation in a study visit and 
training in the Fellowship Program for Global Financial 
Partnership Center (GLOPAC) in Japan. This program’s 
objective was to welcome personnel from financial 
regulators worldwide, for the development of knowledge 
on the world financial market, and the development 
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of guidelines and the organization of the regulatory 
infrastructure.
   • The SEC also sent an entry-level executive 
for secondment with the International Organization of 
Securities Commissions (IOSCO), for a period of two 
years in Madrid, Spain; and entered into an agreement 
for the secondment of another employee with the 
IOSCO Asia Pacific Hub in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
  7. Provision of team development courses to 
create cooperation, building teams both at the 
departmental level and the organizational level.
  8. Increase of channels for development of 
employees with international learning platforms, in 
which the executives and employees are able to learn 
everywhere and at any time,  to gain new and up-to-date 
knowledge in response to learning needs via mobile 
applications and computer systems. 
  In addition, the SEC gave priority to creating 
employee career paths by encouraging team leaders 
to communicate with team members on a regular and 
continuous basis, in order to give opinions and 
recommendations on development. In 2020, the job 
rotation rate was 12%, and the opportunity for advancement 
for promotion of rankings and positions was 21%. 

  Evaluation of Employee Performance: In 2020, 
the SEC’s performance management system was involved 
in the evaluation of employee performance. The 
employees were required to set their goals and KPIs, 
and propose these to their immediate superiors for 
mutual understanding and the further setting of common 
KPIs. This was to ensure that the evaluation of performance 
was clear and transparent, and that the work goals 
were consistent with the organizational strategies 
which have been communicated to every employee, in 
order that the performance of each individual employee 
would contribute to the success of the organization. 
  In 2020, the evaluation of employee performance 
was conducted twice, every six months. The first 
evaluation was for the performance from January to 
June, during which the employees and the superiors 
would set common goals and KPIs for the evaluation 
in the first half of the year. The evaluation for the first 
half of the year was conducted in June, and the feedback 
was given. The work goals were reviewed in July for 
the second half of the year. The second evaluation was 
for the employee performance for the whole year from 
January to December. The evaluation for the second 
half of the year was conducted in November, and the 

feedback was given.  The annual evaluation for the year 
2020 was conducted in December with performance 
ratings for the annual salary increase.  
  The SEC has a policy to encourage and support 
its employees’ engagement in various activities to 
promote good relationships and employee engagement 
in cultivating a love of the country, the devotion to religion, 
and loyalty to the monarchy. This was conducted in 
a continuous manner over the past year through  
participation in various activities, such as employee 
relation activities, activities related to corporate values 
(Open-mindedness, Insightfulness, Cooperation, and 
Integrity) and the four core principles (Proactiveness, 
Promptness, Discretion, and Cooperation), volunteer 
activities for community, social, and environmental 
development, and activities for national and traditional 
holidays (e.g., the King’s or the Queen’s birthday, 
Songkran Day).
  In 2020, Thailand and countries worldwide were 
affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
It was necessary for the SEC to undergo certain 
adjustments of its operational model by adopting the 
work-from-home practice, in compliance with government 
policies. During this time, the SEC continuously 
communicated with its employees via the HR Talk 
program to express its concerns and give suggestions 
for their necessary adjustments to the current situation, 
and organized employee relation activities online, such 
as talks to senior executives, online Songkran activities, 
and lecture sessions by expert speakers on healthcare 
via online platforms.
  In addition, the SEC placed great priority in 
being attentive to and preparing new employees with 
its orientation program, so as to build an understanding 
of its vision, missions, and goals; and to learn working 
values in order that these new employees would be 
able to promptly adjust to the organization culture. 
With respect to the development of work preparedness, 
the SEC organized a “New Employee Training and 
Development” program, to prepare the new employees 
for work with knowledge of the capital market via online 
platform and in classrooms, and the organizational 
culture values through SEC Family activities. In 2020, 
SEC Family activities were organized for three classes, 
each of which consisted of approximately 30-40 new 
employees, to promote interaction among one another, 
to learn the corporate values (Open-mindedness, 
Insightfulness, Cooperation, and Integrity) and the 
four core principles (Proactiveness, Promptness, 
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Discretion, and Cooperation) and to gain working 
experience from the current employees. Furthermore, 
the supervisor coached and mentored new employees 
throughout the employment period. In order to create 
a work-life balance, the SEC also organized a wide 
range of activities for its employees to relieve stress 
from work, such as sport and recreational activities, 
clubs, fitness rooms, and CSR activities for society 
and the general public.

  With respect to the human resources management, 
87.18% of the employees are allocated in the core 
functions, and 12.82% of the employees allocated to 
the support functions, as follows:  

Number 
(persons)

PercentageFunctions

22.93
22.80
19.66
12.82
8.97

87.18
12.82

100.00

161
160
138
90
63

612
90

702

Fundraising and Accounting 
Business Operators
Law and Enforcement
Communication and Policy
Digital Technology
Total core function
Support function 
Grand Total
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  In 2020, the turnover rate was at 3.4%, and 
there were 10 employees who reached their retirement 
age. 
  With respect to personnel recruitment, the SEC 
is currently in the process of recruiting a group of 
personnel for the digital technology function, such as 
information technology (IT), data management and 
analysis, supervision and oversight of IT risks, and 
supervision of digital assets. These are high in demand 
and very competitive in the labor market. Therefore, 
the SEC is making preparation for the workforce in this 
function in the future, such as by providing scholarships 
to the SEC’s employees and individuals; accepting 
internship students both from the cooperative education 
framework and during semester breaks; and organizing 
roadshows for various educational institutions, in 
order to establish a public relation campaign for the 
SEC, and give knowledge on the capital market to 
students. In addition, the SEC tries to convince this 
group to work for the SEC by offering special employment 
conditions, these take the form of a contracted 

employee in order to be able to recruit competent and 
knowledgeable persons. However, the SEC focuses on 
the development of all employees in order to upgrade 
and prepare them to able to work on new functions in 
response to potential changes in the future.
  For the total employee remuneration, the SEC’s 
remuneration policy takes into consideration the 
appropriateness of knowledge, competency, fairness, 
and the performance of each individual employee.  
This remuneration policy consists of, (1) the basic 
salary payable to employees in accordance with their 
position levels, including job experience and complexity, 
and the labor market in Thailand, which is  based on 
the equity principles within and outside the organization; 
(2) other remunerations payable in accordance with 
job characteristics, such as professional fees, annual 
bonuses, etc.; and (3) other welfare and fringe benefits, 
such as contributions to the provident fund at the rate 
of 12% of the employee’s salary, medical treatment 
expenses for the employee and family members (i.e., 
father, mother, spouse, and children), child tuition 
fees, office vehicle allowances, and communication 
expenses, etc. 
  In order to reduce the risk of infection during 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the SEC gave 
its full cooperation to the government’s policies and 
announcements, by issuing work-from-home measures 
in order to reduce employees’ traveling from home to 
the office. In addition, the SEC established a flexible 
work hours policy for different working schedules and 
lunch breaks, to avoid overcrowding and to promote 
social distancing; and supported internet fees for the 
employees who worked from home. During the 
work-from-home period, the SEC encouraged its 
employees to communicate among one another within 
the department by online communication activities via 
the Microsoft Teams program.
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Organizational Sustainability Development

  The SEC’s drive towards organizational sustainability 
development is in line with the Internal Excellence Plan, 
which focuses on organizational development and staff 
competency building to ensure that the SEC Mission 
is carried out efficiently and sustainably. In this regard, 
the SEC gives priority to environmental, social and 
governance or ESG principles and promotes CSR activities 
on a continuing basis to create benefits for the society. 
Concurrently, the SEC operates to achieve both the 
primary goals and the sustainability goals. Key progresses 
in 2020 are summarized as follows:

Governance Sustainability Management

  1. Issuing the Notification of the Office of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission Re: Intention to 

Perform Duties with Integrity, Transparency and 
Governance and demonstrating readiness to take 
responsibility in executing the mission with due care 
and without shortcomings; 
  2. Launching the 24-hour availability complaint 
handling policy and revising the complaint handling 
procedure to improve services for investors and the 
public. In this regard, complainants are updated on their 
complaint status in three phases to facilitate progress 
tracking, namely (1) the complaint processing, (2) the 
complaint consideration, and (3) the legal action. In case 
of undue delay or impolite service provision, complainants 
may contact SEC Secretary-General directly via email 
or telephone, which is the SEC’s unprecedented 
standard on investor protection;  
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  3. Participating in the NACC Integrity Awards Project 
organized by the Office of the National Anti-Corruption 
Commission (NACC) on a continuing basis, to reaffirm 
to the public the SEC’s operation that adheres to integrity 
and transparency. Voluntarily joining the project for 
the first time in 2019, the SEC received an honorable 
mention at the 9th NACC Integrity Awards 2019. The 
registration to participate in the 10th NACC Integrity 
Awards took place in September 2020;

  4. Participating in the Integrity and Transparency 
Assessment (ITA). The ITA’s objective is to encourage 
the governmental agencies to improve their operational 
efficiency by endorsing transparency and integrity and 
preventing corruption in accordance with the National 
Strategy Master Plan (2018-2037) concerning suppression 
of corruption and malfeasance whose goal is to elevate 
Thailand’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI). In 2020, 
the SEC joined the ITA for the second time; the overall 
assessment score rose to 91.79 percent, a significant 
increase from 89.99 percent in 2019. The higher score 
was due to the operational improvement in two major 
aspects, namely the efficient use of governmental assets 
receiving 92.15 percent, compared to 79.20 percent in 
2019, and the corruption problem-solving receiving 
95.24 percent, compared to 88.70 percent in 2019; 
  5. Implementing the SEC Corruption-Free Organization 
Policy to promote transparency and efficiency of the SEC 
operation and staff duty performance. Several internal 
measures for promoting transparency and preventing 
corruption were promoted. For example, public disclosure 
measure, stakeholder engagement measure, procurement 
transparency measure, discretion examination measure, 
conflict of interest prevention measure, bribery prevention 
measure, and corruption complaint handling measure, 
etc. In addition, the SEC has laid out a code of conduct 
for employees to comply with. This is to ensure that they 
perform duties with professional due care for the best 

interest of the country and the public more than seeking 
personal gain. The code also aims to prevent possible 
conflicts of interest that may arise from duty performance, 
ensure corruption-free in all forms, and protect the SEC’s 
reputations, both directly and indirectly:   
   • The SEC joined the 9th Anti-corruption Day 
campaign organized by the Anti-Corruption Organization 
(Thailand) or ACT in 2020 under the theme, “Power of 
Data: Spotting Frauds at Your Fingertips.” The event was 
held in the form of virtual collaboration for the first time, 
demonstrating the power of social engagement via online 
channel suitable for the COVID-19 situation. The Anti-
corruption Day is an annual campaign first launched in 2011;  

   • The SEC joined the International Anti-corruption 
Day 2020 under the theme, “Zero Tolerance of 
Corruption,” to declare Thai people’s stand against 
corruption and awareness of severe impacts of corruption 
on the country; 
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Environmental Sustainability Management

  1. Greenhouse Gas Management: The SEC has 
been registered as a low-carbon emission organization 
with Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Public 
Organization (TGO) since 2019, offsetting carbon released 
each year in support of carbon neutrality. In 2020, the 
SEC offset carbon released during 2019 by buying carbon 
credits at the amount of 2,507 tons of carbon dioxide, 
worth 501,400 baht, to support a production of soil 
amendment from organic waste, a community project 
of Yasothon Town Municipality; 

  2. Energy management: The SEC selected smaller-
sized engines, switched from fossil fuel-based to hybrid 
system automobiles, and downsized the vehicle fleet. 
As a result, the fuel consumption dropped by 29.16 
percent, compared with the consumption in 2019.

The electricity consumption increased by 4.5 percent while 
the water consumption decreased by 4.1 percent compared 
to 2019. As a result, the carbon emission rose by 4.8 
percent because of the growing workforce of 9.7 percent, 
from 650 in 2019 to 713 in 2020. In addition, the SEC 

hosted seminars and conferences to share knowledge 
on various topics at the SEC Building throughout the 
year in line with the SEC Strategic Plan. 

The SEC receives the Low Carbon Emission Enterprise 
Certificate at the “All Hearts Aim to Reduce Global 
Warming” Award Ceremony in 2020
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  3. Wastewater management: The SEC participated 
in the Government Buildings: Model of Wastewater 
Management Project organized by the Department of 
Pollution Control, the Ministry of Natural Resources 
and Environment, on 24 September 2019. The SEC 
continued to improve the wastewater management 
system to meet standards and implemented water saving 
measures. For example, campaigning for employees’ 
awareness of the importance of water saving and efficient 
water use, replacing defected faucets with automatic 
ones, and using eco-friendly products according to 
the wastewater management and water saving policy. 
In 2020, the SEC passed the gold level criteria and 

  4. Garbage, waste and pollution Management:
  • The SEC ran a campaign on reduction of paper 
consumption by promoting alternative means such as 
replacing hardcopy documents with electronic files at 
seminars, using both sides of paper, and minimizing 
paper use, etc. As a result, the paper consumption at 
the SEC dropped by 15.4 percent compared with the 
consumption in 2019.

 • The SEC managed wastes within the organization 
to the fullest benefit to reduce the amount of general 
waste through recycling and reusing, which would lead 
to mitigation of greenhouse gas. The efforts are as 
follows:
  - Producing 2,365 kilograms of organic fertilizers 
from food waste using a food waste composting machine. 
The SEC welcomed employees and visitors to pick up 
the fertilizers to give nutrients to the plants in their 
residence; 
  - Sending plastic wastes, foam boxes, and other 
non-recyclable materials for companies that use them 
as fuel;
  - Exchanging used paper for new paper in the 
SCG Paper X project; 
  - Sending electronic wastes for disposal under 
proper standards in the e-waste project with Advanced 
Info Service Public Company Limited; 
  - Donating old calendars, milk cartons, discarded 
parcel boxes, etc., to various projects.

The inspection of the wastewater samples at the SEC Building showed pollution lower than the standard levels 
allowed by law, as follows:

received the “Model Government Building in Wastewater 
Management” plaque of honor for the financial year 
2020 from the Pollution Control Department. 

Sampling 
spots

End pipe

Standard

Ph
level

6.9

5-9

BOD
level

21

30

SS

16

40

Sulfide

< 1

1

TDS

425

500

Oil and 
grease 

< 5

20

TKN

21

35
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Types

Food waste composting
Produced fertilizers
Recycled materials 
Garbage for fuel 
production 

Total CO2e reduction 
(kg) 

Types

DIY paper bags
Packing free fertilizers 
in used plastic bottles

Projects 

E-waste Project with AIS
Send Plastic Home Project
Reboxing Project
SCG Paper X Project
Received paper 

Weight (kg)

10,920.30
2,362.00

13,916.60
240.10

Weight (kg)

62.40
31.65

CO2e reduction 
(kg)

34,817.89
-

7,706.68
-

42,524.57

Amount 

960 (bags)
1,312 (bottles)

Weight (kg)

14.00
24.90
23.00

3,473.00
79.67 reams

  At the end of 2020, the SEC sent only 34 percent 
of the total general wastes to landfill. As a consequence, 
the greenhouse gas dropped by 42,524.57 kilograms 
of carbon dioxide. Such amount of the general wastes 
decreased by 75 percent from January 2020.

  5. Other Activities 
  • Organizing “World Environment Day 2020” 
activities. This included giving 150 kilograms of compost 
made from food waste within the SEC Building for 
Chatuchak District Office to use it to maintain green 
spaces, and launching the “SEC Green Mind: Our 
Environment, Global Environment” campaign to invite 
executives and employees to grow vegetables on the 
11th floor deck of the SEC Building, a CSR kickoff 
under the concept of waste reduction and energy 
saving to expand green spaces on Earth and share 
clean edibles with fellow employees.
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  • Organizing a field trip to Tung Din Dam organic 
farm in Suphanburi province. The participating employees 
had a chance to learn techniques of soil mixing, soil 
quality inspection, plant growing, plant maintenance, 
pest control, fertilizer composting and harvesting. The 
trip aimed to promote environmental conservation and 
inspire employees to create green spaces in their residence.

  • Reusing materials and structures at exhibition 
booths such as Money Expo in provinces under the green 
design concept, producing more educational materials 
in e-book and e-magazine forms to reduce paper use and 
prints distribution, and using exhibition booth decorative 
items made from natural materials to reduce plastic use.

Moreover, the SEC carried out important environmental 
projects and activities with stakeholders in the 
capital market, as follows:
  1. Endorsing the “You Protect Forests; We 
Protect You” Project by contributing 2 million baht to 
the Mae Fah Luang Foundation, the project manager. 
In addition, in August 2020, the SEC together with 
executives, employees and the project partners joined 
force with Baan Tonpueng Community, Doi Saket 
District, Chiang Mai province to reforest in celebration 
of H.M. the Queen Mother Sirikit’s Birthday;   

  2. Organizing activities under the “Vibhavadi Zero 
Waste” Project in collaboration with 32 participating 
listed companies and organizations located on 
Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, as follows:
  • Organizing webinars for SEC executives and 
employees as well as participating companies on the 
following topics: (1) effective waste sorting system,                              
(2) sustainable waste management, (3) internal waste 
management, and (4) waste sorting and sustainable 
management; 
  • Producing video tips on waste sorting and 
organizing a short video contest under the theme, 
“Pour-Wash-Discard”. All entries were shared with 
employees and broadcast on SEC TV to ensure that 
employees learn how to properly sort different kinds 
of waste and to encourage real action within the 
organization.

Secretary-General presents the award to the winner of 
the “How to Pour, Wash, Discard and Send Waste to 
its Home” short video contest.
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Social Sustainability Management
  
  1. Promoting financial and investment literacy among 
communities by organizing educational activities, building 
networks and running area-based surveys when the 
COVID-19 situation began to improve in July 2020. The 
SEC organized financial education caravans to provide 
financial knowledge to a wider public, with different 
approaches for different target groups, as follows: 
(1) General Public: The SEC Financial Education 
Caravan joined a series of Money Expo events in Bangkok, 
Nakhon Ratchasima, Chiang Mai and Songkhla provinces, 
(2) Children and Youth: The SEC organized activities at 
the National Children’s Day 2020 event at the Rajvithi Home 
for Girls under the theme, “Thai Children on Smart Savings.” 
It was the first time that the SEC’s participation in the 
National Children’s Day had involved CSR-in-process 
activities – from introducing savings education for children 
in the early childhood stage and playing the children’s 
story video titled, “My Parents Teach me How to Spend 
Money Smartly” to organizing train-the-trainer courses to 
complement the savings education courses for more than 
2,000 Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives 
(BAAC) schools nationwide, (3) Women: The SEC 
organized workshops to promote financial and savings 
discipline for representatives of women and families and 
staff of the Department of Women’s Affairs and Family 
Development, both in the central and regional areas, to 
encourage them to cultivate financial discipline, learn to 
manage and allocate savings, pass on financial management 
knowledge and financial discipline to promote actual 
implementation at the community level, (4) Soon-to-be-
released inmates: The SEC produced a household finance 
educational video for the Thailand Institute of Justice to 
show it to soon-to-be-released inmates. The content 
covered self-assessment of personal finance, debt 
management and building savings portfolios to help inmates 
prepare for their return to the society as a good person 
and to reduce the chance of recidivism, (5) Community: 
The SEC launched the “SEC Financial Education Network 
for the Public” project in collaboration with King 
Prajadhipok’s Institute, featuring a series of three-day 
workshops for classes of representatives from different 
groups such as community leaders, academia and mass 
media from 51 provinces in all four regions with the total 
attendance of 270 participants. The SEC shared knowledge 
on savings and investment, capital market’s contribution 
to the national economy, the SEC’s roles, building of 
awareness of investment scams, and the SEC information 
sources and channels for inquiries and reporting tips, 

(6) Other target groups such as cooperatives members 
and governmental officials: The SEC organized training 
sessions and designed educational courses and special 
lectures for cooperatives members and governmental 
officials of the Budget Bureau, the Ministry of Commerce, 
and gave a special lecture at a webinar of the Deposit 
Protection Agency;   

  2. Cooperating with PTT Oil and Retail Business 
Public Company Ltd. (PTTOR) and Sarn Palung Social 
Enterprise Company Ltd. in opening Café Amazon for 
Chance at the SEC Building. Served by hearing impaired 
baristas, the café also sells bakeries from 60+ Bakery 
and Chocolate Café organized by the Asia-Pacific 
Development Center on Disability (APCD). This is another 
effort to support businesses that welcome participation 
of people with disabilities for the benefit of all;  

The SEC opens “Investment Learning Station” exhibition 
booth at Money Expo 2020. 

The SEC joins the National Children’s Day 2020 activities.
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  3. Continuing the annual blood donation at the 
Thai Red Cross on the occasions of H.M. King Maha 
Vajiralongkorn Phra Vajiraklaochaoyuhua’s Birthday 
and H.M. King Bhumibol Adulyadej Maha Bhumibol 
Adulyadej the Great Borommanatbophit’s birthday;  

  4. Allowing paternity leave for male employees to 
help their wives care for their newborn. Moreover, the 
regulations on official working days, working hours and 
working on holidays were revised to be more appropriate 
and suitable for the current situations. The SEC also 
opened a fitness floor for employees in the SEC Building;   
  5. Supporting the policy of the Economic Situation 
Administration Committee in helping the unemployed 
through the “Building New Generations’ Potential in 
the Capital Market” Initiative to create job opportunities 
for those affected by the COVID-19 outbreak and to 
alleviate economic shortcomings and unemployment 
in Thailand. The SEC joined Thailand Job Expo 2020 
organized by the Ministry of Labor and also organized 
an SEC job fair, attracting more than 4,000 applicants. 
Under the new generations recruitment initiative, the 
applicants had to be unemployed with a bachelor’s degree 
or a high vocational certificate of any major, and a Thai 
nationality aged not over 25 years old. However, applicants 
over 25 years old were also eligible if graduated in 2019 
or 2020. Thanks to the initiative, 100 new generations 
applicants were accepted under a 1-year employment 
contract, earning monthly salary at the same rate as 
the government’s standard rate for newly graduates. 
The new recruits were assigned to work in various 
departments to gain more knowledge on capital market, 
join relationship building activities, and contribute to 
CSR efforts like other SEC employees;
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  6. Granting scholarships to 12 students, from 
Grade 1 to Grade 6, of Sena Prasit School, Sena District, 
Ayutthaya province, at the total amount of 60,000 baht 
to allow the poor students with good academic 
performance to continue their education while reducing 
financial burdens on their families;  

  8. Joining residents of Sai Noi Community, Ayutthaya 
province to improve landscape and plant trees at Wat 
Maha-Utt temple to promote the temple as a tourist 
attraction in the community. Activities included planting 
elephant apple trees (a favorite tree of Mon people 
living in the community), as well as yellow elder and 
champak trees, resulting in a total of 400 trees planted 
in an area of approximately 3 rais (approximately 1.19 
acres);   

  9. Joining residents of Ban Suan Kwan community 
in making seedling pots from water hyacinth and 
vegetable plots at Ban Suan Kwan Village, Lopburi 
province, which is an agricultural community tourist 
attraction that is gaining more public attention; 

  10. Arranging for visually impaired people and 
former female inmates who have been trained in 
chiropractic massage therapy and voluntarily work 
with Social Health Enterprise (SHE) to give massage 
service to relieve office syndrome symptoms of 
executives and employees throughout 2020.

  7. Organizing a field trip to the Goodness Bank 
at the Learning Center for Philosophy of Sufficiency 
Economy and the New Theory Agriculture at Nong Sarai 
Sub-district, Kanchanaburi province. The trip aimed to 
encourage and inspire executives and employees to 
bring out their leadership potential to take care of the 
community. Moreover, SEC employees had the 
opportunity to gain hands-on experience in growing 
rice, transplanting rice seedlings and harvesting organic 
rice in order to understand and realize the value and learn 
agricultural culture through actual rice farming by 
participating in activities with residents of the community; 
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• Confident investment in the capital 
 market, diverse product choices 
 suitable for personal demands.
• Knowledge and advice on investment 
 and value added asset management. 
• Accurate, complete and timely 
 information. 
• Complaint channels in case of 
 having problems.

• Study and develop investment 
 products that offer returns with risk 
 level suitable for each group of 
 investors. 
• Enforce and amend  regulations on 
 work procedures and business 
 operator inspection in appropriate 
 and timely response to situations. 
• Provide investment education via 
 various media platforms, both 
 traditional and online, that match 
 investors’ lifestyles, organize on-ground 
 investor events, require dissemination 
 of product fact sheets to facilitate 
 investors’ decision making. 
• Open 24-hour SEC Help Center as 
 a contact point for investors, 7 days 
 a week, and add complaint tracking 
 channels for investors’ direct use.

• The capital market shall meet the 
 public’s investment expectations 
 with reasonable costs.  
• The capital market and market 
 participants shall build confidence 
 in the capital market.  

Meeting the Demands and Managing the Impacts on Stakeholders

1. Investors

Policies and PrinciplesKey ActionsDemands
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• Fundraising methods and channels 
 suitable for respective needs and 
 business environments with 
 reasonable costs.
• Knowledge and advice on fundraising.
• Speedy consideration of securities 
 offering applications. 
• Regulations without excessive 
 burdens.
• Having knowledge and understanding 
 of regulators’ expectations. 
• Opportunity to share opinions or be 
 informed of new regulations before 
 they become effective. 

• Fair and equitable  competition.
• Reduction of unnecessary costs to 
 enhance efficient competitiveness.
• Having strength and capable of 
 operating business according to 
 proficiency. 
• Regulators are aware of and 
 understand business directions 
 shifting in line with changing 
 environments.  
• Having knowledge and understanding 
 of the regulators’ expectations and 
 an opportunity to share opinions 
 or be informed of new regulations 
 before they become effective.
• Convenient contact and cooperation 
 with regulators.   

• Specify concise yet cautious and 
 succinct procedures for consideration 
 of securities offering applications. 
• Conduct public/stakeholder hearings 
 prior to issuing or amending 
 regulations.
• Give advice on proper compliance 
 with rules and regulations.
• Review regulations and streamline 
 u n n e ce ss a r y,  b u rd e n s o m e 
 requirements. 
• Hold regular meetings with relevant 
 associations to update and exchange 
 opinions.   

• Study foreign business trends to lay 
 out directions for Thai securities 
 businesses in collaboration with 
 relevant associations.
• Hold quarterly meetings with 
 relevant associations to exchange 
 information and opinions. 
• Review regulations to be in line with 
 situations and streamline requirements 
 and duties that cause unnecessary 
 burdens.  
• Conduct public/stakeholder hearings 
 prior to issuing or amending regulations.
• Clarify new regulations and organize 
 workshops/training sessions for 
 company officials to ensure their 
 understanding of the intention of 
 the new regulations as well as 
 proper and consistent compliance. 
• Create good relat ionship to 
 promote efficient cooperation.
• Revise oversight procedure to 
 ensure preventive control.  
• Enhance the understanding and 
 expectations of key work processes 

• The capital market shall be a funding 
 source accessible for all types and 
 sizes of business and in all areas, 
 while maintaining market confidence 
 and  p reven t ing  unsu i t ab le 
 companies from public fundraising.    
• Listed companies shall operate under 
 good corporate governance for the 
 benefit of shareholders, while 
 considering the impacts on the society, 
 the environment and stakeholders. 
• Securities issuers shall disclose full, 
 accurate and timely information for 
 the benefit of investors’ effective 
 decision making. 

• Businesses shall operate and 
 provide services for the best interest 
 of their clients, while managing all 
 core risks to prevent damage to 
 investors and the overall market 
 system.
• Businesses shall compete creatively 
 and fairly and cooperate to develop 
 the industry towards sustainable 
 growth. 
• Regulations shall be issued with 
 flexibility and without obstacles to
 business operation, and shall 
 promote competitive edge.
• Implement diverse supervisory 
 tools.  
• Develop service procedure that is 
 useful and convenient for business 
 operators. 
• Intermediaries shall have  a good 
 oversight culture and operate 
 business essentially for the best 
 interest of investors. 

2. Fundraisers / Securities Issuers / Listed Companies 

3. Securities and Derivatives Business Operators

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Key Actions

Key Actions

Demands

Demands
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3. Securities and Derivatives Business Operators (continued)

• Fair and equitable competition. 
• R e g u l a t o r s  r e c o g n i ze  a n d 
 understand business directions. 
• Regulators create an ecosystem 
 that is appropriate and conducive 
 to business operation. 
• Having knowledge and understanding 
 of the regulators’ expectations and 
 an opportunity to share opinions 
 and be informed of new regulations 
 before they become effective. 

• Convenient and speedy process 
 for applying for a license, approval 
 or renewal. 
• Regulations are practical and written 
 in an intelligible language, with 
 manuals or guidelines for proper 
 compliance. 
• Opportunity to share opinions or 

• Study business trends and regulatory 
 guidelines in foreign markets to 
 lay out business directions. 
• Review regulations to be in line 
 with changing situations. 
• Seek stakeholders’ comments and 
 suggestions before issuing or 
 amending regulations. 
• Clarify new regulations to ensure the 
 understanding of the intention 
 thereof and proper compliance.
• Communicate and raise awareness 
 to  p rov i d e  k n ow l e d g e  a n d 
 understanding to stakeholders. 

• Conduct public/stakeholder hearings 
 before issuing or amending regulations.
• Clarify new regulations to ensure the 
 understanding of the intention thereof 
 and proper compliance. 
• Closely and continuously cooperate 
 to acknowledge problems and give 
 advice in support of prompt solutions.  

• Business shall have stability and 
 operate and provide good services 
 to clients, while managing core risks 
 to prevent damage to investors 
 and the overall market system.
• Businesses shall compete creatively 
 and fairly and cooperate to develop 
 the industry towards sustainable 
 growth. 
• Regulations shall be issued with 
 flexibility and without obstacles to 
 business operation.

• Market professionals shall play a key 
 role in screening, giving advice and 
 ensuring disclosure of accurate 
 information to investors. Therefore, 
 they have to be knowledgeable and 
 apply their knowledge and capability 
 to the full extent, while performing 
 assignments under ethical standards 

4. Crowdfunding Portals / ICO Portals / Digital Asset Business Operators

5. Market Professionals (Auditors, Financial Advisors, Asset Appraisers, Credit Rating Agencies, Investment 
 Consultants, Investment Planners and Securities Analysts, etc.) 

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Key Actions

Key Actions

Key Actions

Demands

Demands

Demands

 and roles and responsibilities of 
 company directors to strengthen 
 self-regulation.  
• Provide a one-stop service center 
 for inquiries, communication, 
 cooperation and tracking updates.
• Require intermediaries to put in place 
 an appropriate system for providing 
 services and advice to ensure that 
 investors receive complete, accurate 
 and updated information. 
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• Support for their role as the member 
 representative in enhancing 
 understanding and voicing the 
 needs and opinions to regulators.  
• Support for activities of associations.  

• Adjustment to competition in the 
 rapidly changing environments.
• Support for duty performance of 
 self-regulatory organizations (SRO).
• Channels for discussion and monitoring 
 of progress in the areas that are 
 important to the action plan and 
 operation, speedy consideration 
 and granting of approval. 

• Fair and understanding treatment.
• Knowledge on the causes of 
 suspicion or deposition. 

• Hold joint quarterly meetings to 
 exchange information and opinions.
• Support associations’ activities in 
 terms of personnel, data and budget 
 (as the case may be). 
• Participate in / organize relationship 
 enhancing activities. 

• Support and encourage useful 
 initiatives.  
• Organize joint quarterly meetings 
 to share information and opinions. 
• Emphasize the importance of the 
 work collaboration timeframe. 
• Encourage senior executives to join 
 discussions closely and regularly. 

• Ensure polite communication and 
 notify the issues under observation 
 or the cause for interrogation.   
• Notify the rights and legal outcomes 
 and provide complaint channels in 
 case of dissatisfying treatment. 
• Clarify the procedures and methods 
 of conduct in advance.

• Close collaboration shall be 
 encouraged to meet mutual goals.
• Convenience shall be rendered 
 including a center to gather 
 members’ views and opinions. 

• The securities trading system, the 
 settlement system, and the clearing 
 system shall be stable and reliable.  
• Close collaboration and discussion 
 shall be continued to meet mutual 
 goals.

• Fair treatment shall be in accordance 
 with the principles for respecting  
 human rights. 
• Preventive measures shall be 
 implemented through dissemination 
 of knowledge and warnings to 
 prevent commission of offenses. 

6. Relevant Associations (Association of Securities Companies (ASCO) and the Federation of Thai Capital Market 
 Organizations (FETCO) etc.)

7. Stock Exchange / Securities Depository / Clearing House 

8. Suspects / Deponents 

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Key Actions

Key Actions

Key Actions

Demands

Demands

Demands

• Organize workshops/ training 
 sessions regularly.

 be informed of new regulations 
 before they become effective.

 and taking professional responsibilities.  

5. Market Professionals (Auditors, Financial Advisors, Asset Appraisers, Credit Rating Agencies, Investment 
 Consultants, Investment Planners and Securities Analysts, etc.)  (continued)

Policies and PrinciplesKey ActionsDemands
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• Engagement in the development 
 and creation of values for the 
 country’s economic and social 
 systems.
• Knowledge and skill development.
• Remunerations and welfare. 
• Security and career path. 
• Safety and assistance in case of 
 performing risky assignments.
• A work-life balance. 

• Give assignments and opportunities 
 to create valuable work. 
• Conduct employee engagement 
 surveys. 
• Conduct surveys on remuneration 
 rates and industry welfare with 
 organizations with similar nature 
 of work. 
• Provide knowledge to employees 
 according to their work groups, and 
 develop work skills according to the 
 levels of work responsibilities, 
 including providing knowledge on 
 current situations regularly. 
• Promote technology-based 
 communication and knowledge 
 sharing, and produce a work manual. 
• Set up a security system that is safe 
 and cautious and specify risk 
 allowances for specific groups of 
 employees. 
• Support partial expenses for the 
 Sports and Recreation Club, and 
 open a space for employees to 
 join after-work activities. 

• Specify purchasing and procurement 
 procedures that are transparent 
 and in compliance with the law.
• Disclose details of high-value 
 purchasing / procurement projects 
 on the SEC website for public 
 information. 
• Consider and make decisions based 
 on reasonable information, record 
 such consideration clearly and make 
 such record available for inspection. 
• Have a procedure for accepting 
 completed work and specify the 
 payment period according to 
 general standards. 

• Equal opportunity for product / 
 service pitching.  
• General disclosure of clear details 
 and conditions of assignments/
 projects. 
• Fair contract conditions.
• Punctual payment. 

• The purchasing and procurement 
 procedures shall be transparent 
 and in compliance with the rules 
 and the guidelines under the Law 
 on Purchasing and Procurement. 

• The principles of fairness and 
 equality shall be observed, while 
 the opportunity and the equal right 
 to enter the employment system 
 shall be ensured. 
• The principle of proficiency, which 
 is a key factor of recruitment, shall 
 be used to recruit and maintain 
 the workforce, and to create 
 opportunities for progress and 
 development of core competency 
 of SEC employees. 
• The principle of key performance 
 indicators shall be used and, since 
 they are the goal of work, clear and 
 fair performance evaluation is required 
 to support the determination of 
 remunerations.  

10. Employees

9. Contractors / Suppliers

Policies and Principles

Policies and Principles

Key Actions

Key Actions

Demands

Demands
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• Confidence in the regulatory systems 
 and the development of capital 
 market in line with international 
 standards. 
• Exchange of experiences in 
 supervising and developing the 
 capital markets, including investor 
 education initiatives of foreign 
 regulators. 

• Study and monitor the movements 
 of the guidelines and supervisory 
 standards and capital market 
 development acceptable in the 
 international community, as well as 
 analyze, assess and consider 
 adapting them for use in the Thai 
 capital market. 
• Participate in questionnaire surveys 
 of other organizations regarding 
 operation and development in various 
 areas, and attend conferences and 
 seminars in various occasions.

• Key operational standards shall 
 be in l ine with international 
 counterparts to increase sustainable 
 competitiveness and to position 
 the Thai capital market as an  
 attractive long-term investment 
 venue for global investors.  

12.  Foreign Organizations ( IOSCO, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, Foreign Capital Market 
  Regulators, Standard Setting and Oversight Agencies over Such Areas as Accounting Standards, etc.)

Policies and PrinciplesKey Actions

Key Actions

Demands

• News and information related to 
 the SEC mission and supervision 
 of the capital market contain 
 accurate and clear details. 

• Hold press conferences and meet-
 the-press events periodically and 
 additional educational sessions in 
 case of news subjects that require 
 further study for the media’s better 
 understanding and specific knowledge.   
• Cooperate and communicate with 
 the media closely and regularly 
 through various channels.

• The media members shall be treated 
 politely and equally as colleague. 

13.  Media

Policies and PrinciplesDemands

• Mutual cooperation in the forms of 
 information sharing and work 
 collaboration to ensure that the 
 supervision and development of the 
 capital market are consistent and 
 efficient in support of the technological 
 and innovative development and 
 the role of the capital market in 
 the economic system. 

• Organize conferences / seminars to 
 share information and opinions in 
 the matters under joint cooperation 
 in accordance with the strategies 
 and the government’s policies. 
• Organize training sessions for 
 organizations of mutual collaboration 
 in various areas such as enforcement 
 procedure.   

• Integrated cooperation shall be 
 promoted since the successful 
 capital  market development 
 requires synergy of cooperation 
 with relevant organizations. 

11. Other regulatory agencies (the Government, the Ministry of Finance, the Bank of Thailand, the Office of Insurance 
 Commission, the Anti-Money Laundering Office and Agencies related to Judicial Administrative Procedure, etc.)

Policies and PrinciplesKey ActionsDemands
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Public and Stakeholder Confidence Survey

  In 2020, the SEC commissioned NIDA Poll under 
the Research Center of the National Institute of 
Development Administration (NIDA) to undertake 
a public and stakeholder confidence survey, the first 
SEC survey ever to have been carried out by an external 
organization. The survey aimed to gauge the perception 
and understanding of the public and stakeholders 
regarding the SEC’s roles and responsibilities as well as 
the work processes and services of the SEC. Generally, 
the respondents came from three groups, namely 
(1) regulated business operators, (2) investors, and 
(3) fundraisers. The survey which employed the methodologies 
of random questionnaire, in-depth interview and focus 
group was conducted in August 2020.    
           The questionnaire survey revealed five key 
findings as follows: 
  1.  Perception and understanding of SEC roles 
and responsibilities: The level of perception and 
understanding of business operators, fundraisers and 
investors regarding the roles and responsibility of the 
SEC was 99%, 97% and 85%, respectively while the 
level of perception of the SEC as a regulator was 47%, 
53% and 40%, respectively. The most frequently used 
channel of perception for all three groups was the SEC 
website, followed by social media platforms and 
printed media; 
  2. Trust and confidence in the SEC operation:  
Approximately, 61% of all focus groups was confident 
in the SEC operation with fundraisers having the highest 
average score of 3.9511 , while investors showed the 
lowest average score of 3.68. 
  3. Satisfaction with the SEC duty performance:  
Approximately, 61% of the survey respondents was 

broadly satisfied, with fundraisers giving the highest 
average score of 4.01 and investors giving the lowest 
average score of 3.52.  
  4. Satisfaction with the SEC information services 
and tools: Approximately, 61% of the survey respondents 
was broadly satisfied, with business operators and 
fundraisers showing the average score of 3.70 and 3.80, 
respectively while approximately 50% of the investor 
respondents was satisfied with the average score of 
3.35. 
   5. Satisfaction with the services of the SEC 
officials: Approximately, 64% of the business operator 
and fundraiser groups was broadly satisfied with the 
average score of 3.84 and 3.73, respectively, and 54% 
of the investor group was satisfied with the average 
score of 3.01. 
  The results of the in-depth interviews and focus 
groups showed that fundraisers and investors were 
broadly confident in the work processes of the SEC. 
They perceived particular strength in supervision, 
information services, regulation and inspection. 
However, they viewed that the SEC was too strict with 
the application of new technologies. The respondents 
also suggested that two-way communication be provided 
to facilitate clarification of complicated issues and 
public relations through various and ongoing channels 
using simple and intelligible language. As for business 
operators, they viewed that the SEC focused less on 
capital market development and more on strict 
regulation although the SEC scored well in the area of 
regulatory clarification and inspection. Nevertheless, 
the respondents suggested the SEC expand 
communication channels for work updates. 

11 The survey scores range from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest and 1 the lowest score.
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Risk Management Policy and Framework

  The SEC manages two core risks systematically, i.e., the capital market risk and the enterprise risk. 
The SEC’s Risk Management Structure is as follows:

Risk Management

  The risk management policy and framework 
were approved by the SEC Board and have been 
overseen through the Risk Oversight Committee (ROC), 
which consists of representatives from the SEC Board, 
and the Secretary-General and risk management 
experts, in order that the SEC’s compliance with the 
approved risk management policy and framework is 
ensured. In this regard, the Risk Management Committee 
(RMC), comprising senior executives, implemented 
the approved risk management policy and framework, 
and monitored progress in the enterprise risk management 
to ensure sufficiency and appropriateness and the 
making of adjustments in line with the changing 
environment.

Enterprise risk 

  The SEC laid out the statement of direction for 
enterprise risk management, as follows: “To ensure that 
the supervision of the Thai capital market is efficient, 
transparent, fair, reliable and in compliance with the 
corporate mission and vision, the SEC must be 
insightful of changes, proactive, and promptly and 
effectively responsive to issues without causing any 
excessive burden, in order to establish a sustainable 
organization in which all sectors have confidence.”
 To achieve the objectives of the aforesaid statement, 
the SEC gives a priority to risk management – the 
foundation for moving forward organizational development 
– in eight areas, as follows:
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  In managing the enterprise risk, the SEC applies 
the risk management framework in accordance with 
the international standards of COSO Enterprise Risk 
Management – Integrated Framework (2004), and reviews 
the enterprise risk annually, or upon the occurrence of 
any critical events. In addition, the SEC takes into 
consideration the study and information gathered from 
global trends, the supervisory guidelines of foreign 
regulators, interviews with representatives from the SEC 
Board and senior executives, as well as the results of 
the Control Self-Assessment (CSA). This is to identify 
comprehensively any enterprise risk issues, assess 
the risk level, and lay out a risk management plan for 
each issue. In this regard, resources were allocated in 
response to the severity and urgency of each risk. 
  In addition, the SEC monitors the progress in risk 
management on a continual basis and reports the 
progress to the RMC, which comprises senior executives, 
on a monthly basis; to the ROC on a quarterly basis; 
and to the SEC Board at least twice a year or upon 
the occurrence of any critical events. 
  In 2020, the SEC was committed to upgrade its 
enterprise risk to be in compliance with the international 
standards of COSO Enterprise Risk Management 
Framework: Integrating with Strategy and Performance 
(2017), by means of inviting expert speakers to workshops 
for executives in order to determine the risk appetite 
of the organization, this will assist in the policy 
decision-making and pass on the relevant concepts to 

the operational employees in accordance with the risk 
appetite, thus generating higher consistency and 
coherence with the strategies, risk management, and 
the improvement of operational efficiency.

  Risk factors for business operations 
  The SEC reviews enterprise risks on a regular basis 
at least once a year, taking into consideration the information 
gathered from (1) global trends; (2) directions of the 
operations of foreign regulators; (3) interviews with 
representatives from the SEC Board and senior executives; 
(4) results of the Control Self-Assessment (CSA); (5) 
the current enterprise risk register; (6)  the results of 
monitoring of key risk indicators; and (7) the SEC’s 
readiness in driving all factors. The information gathered 
is used in support of enterprise risk review in the form 
of a workshop for senior executives and directors in order 
to establish the ratio of risk to objectives. Furthermore, 
the SEC Secretary-General has initiated that workshops 
should be organized for executives at all levels, so as to 
formulate and integrate an enterprise risk management 
plan for the first time, and to encourage a more intensive 
risk management culture.
  Following the review of the enterprise risk review, 
the SEC is able to identify that the major risks associated 
with its readiness of its key driving factors are its policies/
strategies, personnel, information, and its work process.  
The SEC also formulated a risk management plan, monitored 
and reporting risks to the ROC and the SEC Board.
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Capital market risk 

  The SEC gives importance to monitoring and 
managing the capital market risk so as to build confidence 
and to reduce potential risks that might have a far-reaching 
and severe impact. The SEC, therefore, has to maintain 
a balance between its risk appetite and the expectations 
of stakeholders. High level risks that may affect the capital 
market have to be managed in a timely manner and on 
a continual basis. There are several processes involved, 
including a comprehensive and timely identification of 
risks, assessment of the likelihood and impacts of the 
events, regular monitoring and reporting of risks in order 
for them to be managed in an appropriate and timely manner, 
and the management of risks to be at an acceptable 
level, provided that the appropriateness of the cost and 
consequences must also be taken into consideration. 
Additionally, the SEC has made preparations for the 
implementation of the contingency plan in response to 
the capital market crisis, and cooperated with other 

organizations to ensure efficiency of the cross-agency 
cooperative mechanism and information sharing. In 
addition, a closely cooperative working plan has been 
laid out for this purpose.
  In 2020, the Thai capital market experienced 
pressures from internal and external factors, especially 
the impact from the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Major risk factors are as follows:
  1. Impact on fundraising and the debt service 
coverage ratio in the business sector
  Fundraising through low-quality bonds declined, 
and more long-term corporate bonds would likely be issued 
for sale to the general public. At the end of 2020, the 
corporate bond market saw a slowdown of 3.87% from 
the end of 2019, and the outstanding value was 3.8 
trillion baht. Most corporate bonds were rated as 
Group A or more, which accounted for 76% of the total 
outstanding value, a slight decrease as compared to 
the end of 2019. 

Figure 1: Outstanding Value of Corporate Bonds Categorized by Credit Rating

Source: Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission (for bonds offered for sale within the country in Thai 
Baht only, and not including bonds of government authorities) 
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  In 2020, more long-term corporate bonds were 
issued when compared to 2019, in order to increase 
liquidity, with an average term of 5.07 years, higher than 
the corporate bonds issued in the preceding year, with 
an average term of 4.87 years. The major bond issuers 
were concentrated in the energy and public utility business, 
the real property business, and commercial business. 
The public offerings increased by 28% when compared 
to a rate of 18% for the same period of the preceding 
year.  
  Non-investment grade and unrated bonds 
experienced a continual decline as under the COVID-19 
situation, low-quality bonds would be exposed to the 
risk of rollovers. Accordingly, the bond issuers would 
likely extend the due dates of debt repayment for an 
average period of approximately one year, increase 
the interest rate, and/or repay the partial principal amount. 
According to the information as of December 2020, 
16 bond issuers (29 tranches) requested an extension 
of terms, which accounted for an amount of 16,333 
million baht (0.4% of the total system).
  The risk of default of debt repayment is likely 
to increase, because credit ratings for bond issuers were 
substantially downgraded. In 2020, 36 bond issuers 
were downgraded12, when compared with 18 issuers 
in the preceding year, with three issuers in the energy 
and public utility business, the real estate development 
business, and the finance and securities business, 
whose credit rating had been downgraded the most.
  In addition, in 2020 two bond issuers entered into 
the business rehabilitation process, namely Thai Airways 
International Public Company Limited and PACE 
Development Corporation Public Company Limited.

  Measures for mitigating the impact of the 
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic

  The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic had 
a far-reaching impact on economic activities, including 
operators in real estate-related businesses and the 
companies which had fundraising through the bond 
market (bond issuers), particularly those issuing high 
yield bonds13, which would render them to lack liquidity, 
and may affect their ability to operate businesses and 
the ability to repay their debts. The SEC, therefore, 

issued a criteria for establishment of mutual funds which 
focused on investment in high yield bonds (collectively, 
the “HYB Fund”), as a measure to increase liquidity for 
bond issuers affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic in order to continue their business operations, 
and to increase their liquidity, and to build stability in 
the bond market. Also, these measures would encourage 
individual investors to invest in high yield bonds through 
professional management companies. The HYB Fund 
must be established in 2021 for investment by 
institutional investors (II) and high net worth (HNW) 
investors only, and they will not be allowed to redeem 
investment units or trust units during the term of mutual 
funds. In addition, the HYB Fund must invest at least 
60% of its net asset value (NAV) in high yield bonds14 
of bond issuers who had the outstanding value of 
bonds on the effective date on 1 August 2020, and who 
have the specified qualifications within six months 
from the establishment date, and the investment must 
be reasonably diversified and sufficient information 
must be disclosed to the investors.
  • Search for yield in bonds    
  Under the long period of low interest rates, 
investors continued to search for high yield and their 
search for yield behavior in the bond market also 
continues. It has been found that the majority of investors 
of non-investment grade and unrated corporate bonds 
are individual investors and this trend continues. At 
the end of 2020, the high net worth (HNW) investors 
and the general investors made investment in risk bonds 
of 149,368 million baht or 65% of the total value of risk 
bonds. In this regard, the SEC have revised the relevant 
criteria by focusing on the quality of information 
disclosure and by prohibiting sale to HNW investors in 
a private placement for no more than 10 investors. 
Institutional investors invested in risk bonds of 
48,709 million baht, this  accounted for 21% of the total 
value of risk bonds. The average interest rate of risk 
bonds issued in 2020 with the term of one to three 
years was at 6.01% per annum, a decrease from the 
average interest rate of risk bonds issued in the same 
period of 2019 at 6.31% per annum. The decrease of 
the average interest rate was due to the decrease in 
policy interest rate at the beginning of 2020.

12 At the end of 2020, 31 bond issuers had outstanding balance of bonds which were offered for sale to the general public or institutional 
 investors or high net worth investors.
13 Non-investment grade and unrated bonds.
14 The term of high yield bonds is shorter than that of the HYB Fund.
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  2.  Impact on the mutual fund management 
business
  The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 
2020 gave rise to severe fluctuations in the capital market 
worldwide, and the abrupt increase in the rate of return 
of government bonds and corporate bonds in the bond 
market, both in the country and abroad, which resulted 
in the overall bond price being reduced in the same manner 
as the net asset value (NAV) per unit of the bond funds.  
In addition, the understanding and the expectation of 
investors of Daily FI, which has chrematistics similar to 
those of bank deposits,15 raised concerns among investors, 

as they found that the net asset value (NAV) per unit was 
decreased, resulting in the redemption of investment 
units in the Daily FI (Figure 3) in an expeditious manner.  
In addition, as the liquidity of the bond market is limited 
and is unable to accommodate the sale of bulk bonds 
at the same time, this caused mutual funds to expeditiously 
reduce the selling price of bonds, this was in order to pay 
the redemption price of investment units to the investors 
within the specified period. Therefore, any fund which 
is unable to pay the redemption price of investment units 
is forced to dissolve, in the best interest of the holders 
of investment units. 

Figure 2: Outstanding Value of Risk Bonds Categorized by Investor Types 

Figure 3: Redemption Volume of Net Investment Units of Daily FI (January-December 2020)

Source: Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission (for bonds offered for sale within the country in Thai 
Baht only, and not including bonds of government authorities)  

15 The Daily FI fund has similar characteristics to bank deposits in various aspects, that is, the investment units can be redeemed on every business 
 day, the payment period for the redemption price of investment units is relatively short (t+1), the net asset value (NAV) has continual growth, 
 and any decrease of the net asset value is very unlikely.
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  At present, the risks in investment in the money 
market funds (MMF) and Daily FI has witnessed a decline 
in risks, whether in terms of the market risk, the credit 
risk, or the liquidity risk. In December 2020, the portfolio 
duration value of MMFs did not exceed 92 days, and that 
of Daily FIs were largely no more than 360 days. Most 

  Measures for mitigating the impact from 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic 

  The government agencies have jointly assessed 
the COVID-19 situation and have implemented relevant 
measures for mitigating the impact of the outbreak.  
The SEC implemented certain measures for increasing 
the liquidity of bond funds on a temporary basis, by 
adjusting the criteria and increasing the limit for a mutual 
fund to take on loans or to enter into repurchase transactions 
(repo) from 10% to be not more than 30% of its net asset 
value (NAV) at the end of a particular date, and to increase 
the single entity limit for a term fund to be not more than 
25% of its net asset value, in order that management 
companies will be able to establish term funds to buy 

of the invested assets (100% for MMFs and 95% of 
Daily FIs) were investments in government bonds and 
corporate bonds, with credit ratings from A level or higher, 
with the high liquidity of 83% for MMFs and 46% for 
Daily FIs, an increase of 77% and 30%, respectively, 
from the end of the previous year (Figure 4).

more bonds from Daily FIs during this difficult situation.  
The Bank of Thailand has set up a Mutual Fund Liquidity 
Facility (MFLF) as a special mechanism to increase 
liquidity, and to mitigate the difficulties of the bond funds 
that has been affected by the expedited redemption of 
investment units. All of these criteria aim to build confidence 
for investors and to get the redemption of investment 
units back to normal.
  In the second half of 2020, the SEC conducted 
a stress test, jointly with management companies, under 
the Supervisory Stress Test Project in MMFs and Daily 
FIs, in order to upgrade the monitoring level of risks, 
and the coordination with regard to risk matters between 
the regulator and the management companies. This project 
has enabled the management companies to assess 

Figure 4: Risk from investment of MMFs and Daily FIs 

As of December 2020
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the potential impact of test situations and to formulate 
guidelines for risk management and the appropriate 
contingency plans for critical situations. The SEC was 
thus able to assess the overall potential impact and was 
able to prepare the relevant measures in response to 
difficult situations in advance.
  • Search for yield behavior of mutual fund 
management business
  The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic that 
gave rise to severe fluctuations in the bond market, 
resulted in a decrease of risks for the investors in bond 
funds. This can be seen from the outflow trends of 
investment capital, both from high-risk mutual funds to 
low-risk mutual funds. However, the significant decline 
of the SET index has resulted in investors being 
interested in investment in equity funds. 

  In addition, in considering the investment behavior 
of bond funds, 90% of investment by term funds was 
concentrated in the following three countries, namely 
Qatar, China, and the Hong Kong Administrative Region; 
85% of investment was concentrated in bank deposits 

  According to information from January to 
December 2020 of the bond funds with similar characteristics 
to bank deposits, there was an inflow of investment 
capital to low-risk mutual funds and an outflow of 
investment capital from high-risk bond funds. That is 
to say that capital investment of 110 billion baht was 
diverted into MMFs when compared to Daily FIs and term 
funds. which recorded an outflow of capital investment 
of 161 billion baht and 272 billion baht, respectively. For 
other types of funds with higher risks, it was shown that 
there was an inflow of capital investment of 114 billion 
baht to bond funds, while the alternative investment 
funds and mixed funds saw outflows of investment capital 
of 28 billion baht and 50 billion, respectively (Figure 5).

of 85% (which accounted for 6% of the overall mutual 
fund industry); and 75% of investment was concentrated 
on the top 10 issuers. In conclusion, the concentration 
risk witnessed a decline from the same period of the 
preceding year (at 73%).

Figure 5: Total Net Cash Flow of Mutual Funds Categorized by Types during January-December 2020
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Figure 6: Overview of Concentration Risk of Term Funds

  3.  Digital assets  
  Digital assets consist of cryptocurrencies and 
digital tokens. In 2020, cryptocurrencies generated 
very high returns, while also having very high risks. 
  Recently, the prices of cryptocurrencies have 
increased significantly. Therefore, new investors are 
interested in making investment in the hope of quick 
returns, without adequate knowledge and understanding 
of this digital product, as well as a lack of ability to take 
any potential damage. Therefore, in order to put in place 
an appropriate mechanism to protect investors in line 
with the risk levels of digital products, in the same manner 
as those products in the capital market, the SEC initiated 
the idea of determining the criteria related to the 
qualifications of investors for cryptocurrencies, by taking 
into consideration their knowledge and understanding 
of the product characteristics and their risks, their 
investment experience, and their ability to take risks. 
This idea also extends to the prerequisite knowledge 
with respect to investment, prior to their making any 
investment in digital assets. 
  Regarding the readiness for the provision of 
services and the making of investments by a large number 
of new investors, the digital asset business operators 
must make appropriate preparations for the provision 
of services, such as the account opening system, the 
trading system, the deposit and withdrawal system, 
and the call center system. 
  In addition to the lawful trading of digital asset, 
the SEC also found that there were public frauds which 
might relate to digital assets in various forms. Therefore, 

in order for investors to have sufficient knowledge and 
understanding, prior to making any investment in digital 
assets and to prevent the general public from trusting 
people who commit fraudulent acts, the SEC has placed 
emphasis on effective communication and dissemination 
of knowledge to the general public via different channels. 
This is by such means as establishing a digital asset 
clinic; organizing the SEC FinTech Virtual Seminar 2020 
with the title of “Fundraising in a Digital Age: Fundraising 
Trends in the post-COVID-19 Situations”. This was held 
in May 2020; giving lectures and disseminating 
knowledge to external agencies, providing information 
on the website, microsites, social media, SEC First Check 
application, as well as reporting news or notifying the 
general public of the list of service providers who have 
not been licensed to issue or offer for sale digital assets, 
neither to provide any services as digital asset business 
operators. 
  Furthermore, in order to expedite any legal action 
and mitigate any damage that may occur to the general 
public, especially those who are solicited or deceived 
into making investment in digital assets, the SEC has 
established a war room to take action and deal with any 
offenses relating to digital assets, by integrating the 
operating procedure from the receipt of complaints or 
whistleblowing, to the enforcement of laws, as well as 
coordination with the relevant authorities in the case that 
a form of solicitation in digital assets may be considered 
to be an offense under the Emergency Decree on Loans 
of Money Amounting to Public Cheating and Fraud 
B.E. 2527 (1984).

As of December 2020
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Corporate Governance Policies and Practices

  The SEC’s core mission is the supervision and 
development of the Thai capital market to ensure its 
sustainability and its response to the needs of the 
general public and every group of stakeholders in 
an appropriate manner within the scope of authority 
under the law. The SEC operates its business with 
integrity, transparency, and fairness, in accordance with 
the principles of good governance, to build confidence 
in its governance standards, in order for the organization 
to be acceptable in the wider global market.
  The SEC Board and its employees perform their 
duties in complying with the Code of Governance, 
which consists of the principles and the methods for 
the performance of duties in accordance with the SEC’s 
policies, with the aim of adhering to integrity, transparency, 
and fairness, under good governance standards.  
The Code of Conduct covers the management of 
conflicts of interest, prevention of insider trading, 
anti-corruption, and fair treatment to stakeholders, with 
both responsibility and fairness. The SEC reviews the 
Code of Conduct on a regular basis, and ensures 
continuous monitoring of compliance with the Code of 
Conduct. In this regard, the SEC Board has appointed 
the Audit Committee to support the SEC Board’s 
performance of duties relating to the supervision and 
monitoring of its management, so as to comply with 
all relevant laws, rules, and regulations, as well as its 
governance guidelines and employee’s ethics. In addition, 
the Audit Committee provides independent opinions 
and recommendations on good corporate governance, 
focusing on sustainable development, internal control, 
and risk management. The performance of the Audit 
Committee is described in the Report of the Audit 
Committee in the Annual Report

Management of Conflicts of Interest

  The SEC has determined the guidelines for 
managing and preventing any conflict of personal 
interest and public interest that may give rise to questions 
of its creditability or affect the stakeholders. The SEC 
has laid down measures for preventing conflicts of 
interest in its operations for the SEC Board, The Capital 
Market Supervisory Board, Its executives, and its
employee. The members of the SEC Board and the 
Capital Market Supervisory Board must, at all times, 
report or disclose any conflict of interest when they take 
office for the first time and at every subsequent meeting 
that they attend.  Any conflict of interest must be 

reported to the SEC Board, and the member concerned 
must not attend the meeting during the consideration 
of the agenda item in which he or she has a conflict 
of interest. The Secretary to the SEC Board will review 
in order to see if any agenda item may give rise to 
conflicts of interest with any members of the SEC Board 
and the Capital Market Supervisory Board, and record 
their absence from the meeting due to a conflict of 
interest in the minutes of such meeting. The executives 
and employees shall not have any conflict of interest 
in any work to which they have been delegated, and 
any potential conflicts of interest must be reported to 
their superior, who will consider a satisfactory solution 
that avoid any conflict of interest.  

Prevention of Insider Trading 

  The SEC Board’s Code of Ethics and the 
Employees’ Code of Ethics provide that all members of 
the SEC Board and the employees shall keep confidential 
information and other material information that may be 
beneficial to or affect the capital market as a whole, 
and shall not use any information which becomes 
known in the course of performing their duties and has 
not been disclosed to the public, to seek their own 
interest or the interest of any related person or persons. 
The SEC Board has issued rules relating to the prevention 
and review of inappropriate use of insider trading, or 
taking advantage of any other person. These rules 
include the reporting of securities trading accounts, 
and the review of compliance with the relevant rules.

Whistleblowing  

  The SEC has established the guidelines for 
whistleblowing on the operations of the SEC, the 
Secretary-General, the Deputy Secretary-General, and 
its employees; in order to ensure that it is transparent 
and in compliance with the applicable laws, rules, 
regulations, notifications, and criteria. The whistleblowing 
process includes the use of discretion, the misuse of 
power, or the improper performance of duties, corrupt 
or inappropriate behavior. In addition, the Employees’ 
Code of Ethics provides protective measures for 
persons who report suspected wrongdoings, or 
persons who cooperate in verifying information 
believes that he or she is threatened, intimidated, 
impeded, or his or her work is interfered, or is suffering 
from the act of bullying or unfair treatment, he or she 
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must report such matter to the Chairman of the Audit 
Committee, his or her immediate supervisor, or the 
Director of Human Resources Department immediately. 
If the said action is not resolved, he or she must report 
via the specified complaint or whistleblowing channels, 
and may request the SEC to further issue appropriate 
protective measures.

Anti-corruption Practices 

  The SEC Board’s Code of Ethics and the 
Employees’ Code of Ethics provide that all members 
of the SEC Board and its employees shall perform 
their duties with integrity, shall not seek any personal 
gains, and shall refrain from giving, receiving, or 
demanding properties from any individual or juristic 
person who is related to the operation of the SEC, as 
this may constitute corruption. The SEC has announced 
the anti-corruption policy with a view to ensuring that 
the SEC Board and its employees at all levels perform 
their duties with knowledge and responsibility, adhering 
to integrity, fairness, and transparency, without any 
form of corruption, as well as having organized training 
and communicated on anti-corruption matters on
a regular basis. In addition, the SEC has notified the 
“No Gift Policy” to its employees and related stakeholders, 
and requests cooperation from the general public to 
refrain from giving all types and kinds of gifts to its 
employees. 
  With respect to  procurement, an activity that may 
potentially give rise to corruption or a conflict of 
interest and a lack of transparency, the SEC emphasizes 
compliance with the Government Procurement and 
Supplies Management Act B.E. 2560 (2017) and the 
Regulation of the Ministry of Finance on Government 
Procurement and Supplies Management B.E. 2560 
(2017), as well as the relevant rules and regulations, 
by issuing clear guidelines on procurement and 
reviewing the understanding of procurement with its  
employees who are responsible. In addition, the SEC 
engaged a procurement consultant in order to ensure 
that its procurement activities are accurate and prudent.
 
Measures on non-compliance with the policies or 
guidelines 

  The SEC’s employees shall comply with the 
relevant laws, rules, regulations, orders, and relevant 
guidelines, as well as the Employees’ Code of Ethics.  

In the case of any violation, the actions specified in 
the Employee Work Rules shall apply, which include 
disciplinary actions, such as dismissal, discharge, 
salary rate decrease, pay cut, probation, and written 
warning, etc. A violation of provisions in the Securities 
and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992) shall be subject 
to the punishments as prescribed by law.  
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  The SEC Board oversees the operation of the SEC by establishing and maintaining appropriate, adequate 
and effective internal control over financial reporting in accordance with the internal control standards and rules 
prescribed by the Ministry of Finance, which are in conformity with the internal control framework stipulated 
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). Such internal control 
aims to provide reasonable assurance that the SEC’s financial reports are accurately and completely presented 
in all material aspects, and abide by the Thai Financial Reporting Standards. In addition, internal control intends 
to ensure that assets are safeguarded and proper handling procedures are in place if any irregularity is found.  

  The SEC Board assigns the Audit Committee, consisting of independent expert members, to perform 
duties pursuant to the Audit Committee Charter, which include reviewing and giving opinions on adequacy 
and effectiveness of the internal control.  The Audit Committee also provides recommendations to the SEC 
Management on the good, efficient and effective internal control, and reports to the SEC Board. The Audit 
Committee Report is also disclosed in the Annual Report.

  The SEC Board is of the opinion that the internal control over the SEC’s financial reporting is appropriate 
and effective and provides reasonable assurance on the reliability of the SEC’s financial reports for the year 
ending 31 December 2020. 

(Mr. Pichit Akrathit)
Chairman

(Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol)    
Secretary-General

Report of the  SEC Board  on Internal Control over 
Financial Reporting
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  The Audit Committee (AC) is appointed by the SEC Board, consisting of three independent expert 
members of the SEC Board, namely:

  1.  Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat Chairman
  2. Mr. Viput Ongsakul Member 
  3. Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich Member

  In 2020, the AC convened 11 scheduled meetings with full attendance of all members. The meetings were 
held with the Internal Audit Department (IAD), the SEC Management and the Risk Management Committee (RMC).
 
  The AC performs duties and responsibilities pursuant to the Audit Committee Charter (AC Charter), 
which are in line with the Securities and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992), as well as internal audit standards 
and rules prescribed by the Ministry of Finance and the International Standards for the Professional Practice of 
Internal Auditing. In so doing, the AC provides independent opinions and recommendations on good governance 
for sustainable development, internal control, risk management and compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations to ensure that the SEC’s operation is appropriate, efficient, and effective.

In 2020, the AC’s key performances were summarized as follows:

  1. Review of Internal Control System

   The AC reviewed the SEC annual internal control assessment in accordance with the internal control 
standards and rules prescribed by the Ministry of Finance, which are in conformity with the internal control 
framework stipulated by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). 
The internal auditor concluded that the internal control of the SEC was adequate and in continuous compliance 
with the internal control standards and rules of the Ministry of Finance above.

  2. Review of Good Governance and Risk Management

   The AC considered and gave advice on the SEC’s good governance practices such as cost effectiveness 
analysis on budget spending, and monitoring of the SEC’s complaint handling.   

   In terms of risk management, the AC and the RMC held two joint meetings to assure the alignment of 
risk management with internal audit elements. In order to increase the efficiency of risk management, the AC 
provided recommendations related to more efficient implementation of the risk management plan. 

  3. Review of Financial Reports and Financial Information of the SEC

   The  AC  reviewed  the  appropriateness  and  effectiveness  of  the  financial reporting process to 
ensure that the SEC’s financial reports were accurately presented in all material aspects. The AC also considered 
the SEC’s 2020 financial reports as reviewed by the IAD. The IAD viewed that such reports disclosed adequate 
and appropriate information without any issues of inaccurate reporting in accordance with the Thai Financial 
Reporting Standards (TFRS).  Respectively, the AC agreed with the external auditor from the State Audit Office 
of the Kingdom of Thailand (SAO) that the financial reports of the SEC were fairly and reliably presented, abided 
by the TFRS, and adequately disclosed material information. Additionally, the AC met with the external auditor 
in the absence of the SEC Management and the IAD to ensure independent discussion.

Audit Committee Report 2020
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  4. Review of Compliance

   The AC reviewed the following compliance of the SEC: (1) procurement under the Public Procurement 
and Supplies Administration Act B.E. 2560 (2017), (2) issuance and offering of newly issued shares under the 
related SEC notifications and the Licensing Manual prescribed by the Licensing Facilitation Act B.E. 2558 (2015), 
(3) management of access to data and information system under the SEC IT Security Policy, and (4) management 
of technical vulnerability under the SEC IT Security Policy. The observations on non-compliance issues were 
reported to the AC; however, the AC opined that such issues had insignificant impacts and amended plans were 
proposed for completeness. Overall, the AC concluded that the SEC had sufficient supervision over compliance 
with the applicable laws and relevant requirements.  

  5. Oversight of the IAD

   The AC approved the annual audit plan and the internal audit budget. The AC encouraged the IAD to 
propose a roadmap to foster internal auditors’ potential. The AC also followed up on the progressive report of 
internal audit performances on a quarterly basis. In addition, the AC gave advice to the IAD concerning the quality 
assessment review (QAR) program by external assessor for greater effectiveness and audit quality.   

  6. Review of the AC Charter 

   The AC endorsed the revision of the AC Charter and the AC Manual in order to comply with the internal 
audit standards and rules prescribed by the Ministry of Finance. Moreover, the AC reviewed the revision of the 
Internal Audit Charter to be in line with the AC Charter and the AC Manual.  

  7. Consideration of Connected Transactions, Conflicts of Interest or Potential Frauds 

   The AC followed up on the handling of complaints related to the SEC’s operation on a regular basis. 
An emphasis was given to the improvement of the whistle blowing procedure with attention to protective measures 
for complainants, whistleblowers or persons cooperating in fraud investigation, to enhance efficiency of the 
handling process. 

   Overall,  in fulfilling the duties and responsibilities independently  under the AC Charter, the AC viewed 
that the SEC was substantially equipped with internal control system, good governance, and risk management 
without observation on significant control deficiency. The SEC’s operation was carried out in compliance with 
the relevant laws and regulations. In addition, the preparation of the financial reports was in accordance with 
the TFRS and adequately disclosed material information.
 

(Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat)
Chair of the Audit Committee
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To the Minister of Finance 

Opinion
  The State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand (SAO) has audited the accompanying financial statements 
of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which comprise the statement of financial position as at 
December 31, 2020, the statement of comprehensive revenues and expenses, the statement of changes in fund 
balances, and the statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements including 
a summary of significant accounting policies.  
  In the SAO’s opinion, the above mentioned financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of SEC as at 31 December 2020, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for 
the year then ended in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standards.

Basis for Opinion
  The SAO conducted its audit in accordance with the State Audit Standards and Thai Standards on Auditing. 
The SAO’s responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the 
Audit of the Financial Statements section of the SAO’s report. The SAO is independent of the SEC in accordance 
with the State Audit Standards issued by the State Audit Commission and the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants issued by the Thailand Federation of Accounting Professions that are relevant to the SAO’s audit of 
the financial statements, and the SAO has fulfilled other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code. The SAO 
believes that the audit evidence the SAO has obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Other Information
  Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information 
included in annual report of the SEC, but does not include the financial statements and auditor’s report thereon. 
The annual report is expected to be made available to the SAO after the date of this auditor’s report.
  The SAO’s opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and the SAO will 
not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
  In connection with the SAO’s audit of the financial statements, The SAO’s responsibility is to read the other 
information identified above when it becomes available and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is 
materially inconsistent with the financial statements or the SAO’s knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise 
appears to be materially misstated.
  When the SAO reads the annual report of the SEC, if the SAO concludes that there is a material 
misstatement therein, The SAO is required to communicate the matter to those charged with governance.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Statements
  Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with Thai Financial Reporting Standards and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to 
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
  In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the SEC’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis 
of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate  the SEC or to cease operations, or has no realistic 
alternative but to do so.
  Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the SEC’s financial reporting process.

Report of the Auditor
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
   The SAO’s objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes 
the SAO’s opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 
conducted in accordance with the State Audit Standards and Thai Standards on Auditing will always detect 
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, 
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 
taken on the basis of these financial statements. 
  As part of the SAO’s audit in accordance with the State Audit Standards and Thai Standards on Auditing, 
The SAO exercises professional judgement and maintains professional skepticism throughout the audit. The SAO also:
  • Identifies and assesses the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is 
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for the SAO’s opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement 
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
  • Obtains an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness 
of the SEC’ internal control.
  • Evaluates the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
  • Concludes on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, 
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that 
may cast significant doubt on the SEC’s ability to continue as a going concern. If the SAO concludes that a material 
uncertainty exists, the SAO is required to draw attention in the SAO auditor’s report to the related disclosures in 
the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify the SAO’s opinion. The SAO’s conclusions 
are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of the SAO auditor’s report. However, future events 
or conditions may cause the SEC to cease to continue as a going concern.
  • Evaluates the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, Including the 
disclosure, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner 
that achieves fair presentation.
  The SAO communicates with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal 
control that the SAO identifies during the SAO’s audit.

(Wilaiwan Promyoo)
Director of Financial and Procurement Audit Office No.5

(Siriporn Chudong)
Senior Professional Level

State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand 
February 25, 2021
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Assets 
Current assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents
 Short-term investments
 Receivables and accrued revenues
 Other current assets

  Total current assets

Non-current assets 
 Long-term investments
 Property, plant and equipment
 Right-of-use assets
 Intangible assets
 Other non-current assets

  Total non-current assets

Total assets

2020

  310,187,349.46 
 365,000,000.00 

 683,313,944.92 
 7,616,051.58 

 1,366,117,345.96 

 6,438,897,630.84 
 912,894,441.97 

 9,396,624.88 
 120,384,535.05 

 75,951,122.02 

 7,557,524,354.76 
 

  8,923,641,700.72 

Notes

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

5.5
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

2019

     353,473,168.18 
 363,943,982.50 
 527,410,697.30 

 6,991,436.18 

 1,251,819,284.16 

  6,285,980,981.02 
 942,608,784.74 

 -         
 117,357,966.55 
 89,308,529.06 

 7,435,256,261.37 

  8,687,075,545.53 

Unit: Baht

Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand       
Statement of Financial Position 
As at December 31, 2020       
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

2019

     214,107,635.96 
 -         
 -         

 214,107,635.96 

 -         
 937,659,667.38 

 17,431,168.64 

 955,090,836.02 

 1,169,198,471.98 

  1,250,532,337.10 
 1,645,988,599.76 
 500,000,000.00 
 3,618,863,197.66 

 290,871,662.14 
 211,621,276.89 

 7,517,877,073.55 

 8,687,075,545.53 

Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand       
Statement of Financial Position (continued)
As at December 31, 2020       

Liabilities and funds 
Current liabilities 
 Payables and accrued expenses
 Current provisions for employee benefits
 Current portion of lease liabilities

        Total current liabilities

Non-current liabilities 
 Lease liabilities
 Non-current provisions for employee benefits
 Other non-current liabilities

        Total non-current liabilities

Total liabilities 

Funds 
 Initial capital
 Special reserve for capital market development
 Reserve for a permanent parking building 
 Reserve
 Accumulated revenues over expenses
 Other components of funds

Total funds 

Total liabilities and funds 

2020

   188,646,595.73 
 38,637,399.47 

4,823,946.00

 232,107,941.20 

 5,827,420.00 
 1,002,859,679.22 

 16,736,666.38 
 

1,025,423,765.60 

 1,257,531,706.80 

 1,250,532,337.10 
 1,690,130,949.75 
 474,603,300.00 

 3,967,030,289.62 
 181,504,849.35 
 102,308,268.10

 
 7,666,109,993.92 

 8,923,641,700.72 

Notes

5.11

5.12

5.13.1
5.13.2
5.13.3

5.14

Unit: Baht

(Miss Naovarat Chantavanich)
Director, Finance and General Administration Department

(Miss Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol)
Secretary-General
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Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand
Statement of Comprehensive Revenues and Expenses 
For the year ended December 31, 2020

Revenues 
 Fee income
 Contribution from the Stock Exchange of Thailand
 Investment income
 Interest income
 Other income

Total revenues 
 
Expenses 
 Human resources expenses
 Administrative expenses
 Depreciation and amortization
 SEC Board and sub-committees remuneration
 Interest expenses

Total expenses 

Revenues over expenses from operation 
 
Revenues and expenses for capital market development 
 Revenues for capital market development
 Expenses for capital market development

Revenues over expenses for capital market development 

Revenues over expenses 
Other comprehensive revenues and expenses
 Items that will be reclassified subsequently to Profit or loss :
  losses on debt securities measured at fair value
         through other comprehensive revenues and expenses
  Gain on change in value of available-for-sale investments
 Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to Profit or loss : 
  Actuarial loss

Other comprehensive revenues under expenses for the year 
 
Total comprehensive revenues over expenses 

2020

  851,512,024.60 
 668,859,270.01 
 135,645,584.84 

 1,980,178.55 
 4,984,909.10 

 1,662,981,967.10 

   1,085,288,428.85 
 287,322,806.25 

 99,498,790.15 
 28,713,250.00 

 973,608.77 

 1,501,796,884.02 

 161,185,083.08 

 43,136,282.99 
 22,816,516.72 

 20,319,766.27 

 181,504,849.35 

(33,858,221.94)
 -         

 -
         

(33,858,221.94)

 147,646,627.41 

Notes

5.15.1
5.15.2
5.15.3

5.16
5.17

5.18

5.19

2019

  1,006,262,346.59 
 521,154,301.82 

 200,833,202.05 
 1,264,654.78 
 8,130,095.54 

 1,737,644,600.78 

 1,088,320,410.30 
 268,093,118.47 

 89,171,209.14 
 25,419,139.78 

 -         

 1,471,003,877.69 

 266,640,723.09 

 73,534,468.09 
 49,303,529.04

 
 24,230,939.05 

 290,871,662.14 

 -         
 275,289,705.39 

(390,957,012.00)

(115,667,306.61)

 175,204,355.53 

Unit: Baht

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand     
Statement of Cash Flows 
For the year ended December 31, 2020       

Cash flows from operating activities  
 Revenues over expenses
 Adjustments to reconcile revenues over expenses to net cash received 
  by (paid from) operating activities
  Interest income
  Dividend income
  (Gain) Loss on sales of investments
  Unrealized gain on equity  instruments  and REIT
  Loss on foreign exchange rate from investments
  (Gain) Loss on disposal of assets
  Depreciation and amortization
  Interest expenses
  Employee benefit expenses

 Revenues over expenses from operating activities 
  before change in operating assets and liabilities
(Increase) decrease in operating assets  
  Receivables and accrued fee income and other income
  Other current assets
  Loans to employees
  Short-term deposits with obligation (welfare)
Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities  
  Payables and accrued expenses
  Payables - contract deposits and guarantees
  Employee benefit paid

Net cash flows from (used in) operating activities 

2020

  181,504,849.35 

(92,485,704.65)
(52,801,788.27)
 113,220,945.71 

(147,485,134.52)
 769,821.59 
 122,064.56 

 99,498,790.15 
 973,608.77 

 105,699,079.47 

 209,016,532.16 

(131,956,440.54)
(396,667.94)
 664,586.74 

 13,416,414.00 

(93,576,233.47)
(694,502.26)

(1,861,668.16)

(5,387,979.47)

2019

 290,871,662.14 

(111,249,207.34)
(52,557,706.39)

(120,070,127.88)
 -       

 9,056,558.28 
(744,432.21)

 89,171,209.14 
 -       

 45,740,648.00 

 150,218,603.74 

(23,776,691.88)
(1,109,620.75)
 1,050,903.26 

(2,402,450.00)

 130,075,892.08 
(831,625.48)

(2,502,907.85)

 250,722,103.12 

Unit: Baht
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand     
Statement of Cash Flows (continued)
For the year ended December 31, 2020       

Cash flows from investing activities  
  Net proceeds from (net payment for) investment in short-term bonds
  Proceeds from interest
  Proceeds from dividend 
  Proceeds from sale of investments 
  Payment for the purchase of investments 
  Proceeds from disposal of assets
  Payment for the purchase of  property, plant and equipment
  Payment for the purchase of intangible assets

Net cash flows used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities  
  Payments of lease liabilities

Net cash flows used in financing activities     

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of year  

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of year  
  
Supplemental cash flows information  
 Items not effecting cash flows : 
  Payable from purchase of securities
  Payable from purchase of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

  Total

2020

  (1,056,017.50)
 107,165,502.28 
 53,939,786.78 

 13,228,303,387.60 
(13,372,888,369.82)

 296,000.00 
(23,656,941.07)
(23,367,025.52)

(31,263,677.25)

(6,634,162.00)

 (6,634,162.00)

(43,285,818.72)
 353,473,168.18 

 310,187,349.46 

 52,882,823.91 
 28,535,747.66 

 81,418,571.57 

2019

 49,497,456.90 
 120,291,075.61 
 52,618,476.27 

 16,025,424,415.42 
(16,284,426,687.08)

 744,935.21 
(21,442,948.10)
(42,024,414.52)

(99,317,690.29)

 -         

 -         
 

151,404,412.83 
 202,068,755.35

 
 353,473,168.18 

 5,238,913.07 
 4,773,642.99

 
 10,012,556.06 

Unit: Baht
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Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand     
Notes to Financial Statements
For the year ended December 31,2020       

1. General information

  The Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand (The SEC) was established on May 16, 1992 under 
the Securities and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (SEA) with the duty to supervise and develop the Thai capital market 
to ensure efficiency, fairness, transparency and integrity.
  The SEC is located at 333/3, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chom Phon, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900.

  The SEC Office has the power and duty to:
  a. perform any acts for the implementation of the SEC’s resolutions;
  b. supervise the compliance and enforcement of law against any person violating the provisions of this Act;
  c. determine the fees for filing registration statements, annual registration statements, any other registration 
   and applications;
  d. accept fees; 
  e. perform any other acts as specified by the provision of this Act or any other laws.

  Under the Securities and Exchange Act, B.E. 2535 section 8, the SEC Board shall have the power and duty 
to formulate policies to promote and develop, as well as to supervise, matters concerning securities, securities 
businesses, the Securities Exchange, over-the-counter centers, and related businesses, organizations related to 
securities business, issue or offer of securities for sale to the public, acquisition of securities for business 
takeovers, and prevention of unfair securities trading practices. Such power shall include: 
  a. the issuance of rules, regulations, notifications, orders, or directions under this Act;
  b. the determination of fees for application for an approval, application for obtaining a license, a license, or 
   for operating the business as licensed;
  c. the issuance of rules relating to the duties of a sub-committee; 
  d. the issuance of rules, orders and regulations relating to personnel, personnel relations system, placement,
   dismissal and discipline for personnel and employees of the SEC Office, the determination of salary 
   and other remuneration as well as welfare and assistance; 
  e. the prescription of a guideline for consideration of any potential issues which may arise from the 
   enforcement of this Act.
  f. any other activities to be implemented according to the objectives of this Act.

2. Basis for the preparation of financial statements

  2.1 Financial statements  
    The SEC’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Thai generally accepted accounting 
principles under the Accounting Act B.E 2543, including Thai Financial Reporting Standards under the Accounting 
Professions Act B.E 2547 and interpretations of accounting standards promulgated by the Federation of Accounting 
Professions (TFAC).
    The SEC’s financial statements are prepared and presented in Thai Baht which is the currency used 
in the operation of the office.
    The SEC’s financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis except when stated 
otherwise in accounting policies.
    The SEC’s financial performance are stated as the statement of comprehensive revenues and expenses 
since the SEC is a non-profit organization.
    Significant accounting estimates, assumptions and judgments are continually evaluated, and are based 
on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable 
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under the circumstances. Judgments may also cause significant risks and the need to adjust the book value of 
assets and liabilities with significant amounts in the next accounting period.
    An English version of the financial statements have been prepared from the financial statements that 
are in the Thai language. In the event of a conflict or a difference in interpretation between the two languages, 
the Thai version of financial statements is to be used primarily.

  2.2 New and revised accounting standards, financial reporting standards, Interpretations of accounting 
standards and interpretations of financial reporting standards.  
    2.2.1 The TFAC has issued a number of new and revised accounting standards, financial reporting 
standards, interpretations of accounting standards and interpretations of financial reporting standards which 
have been announced in the Royal Gazette effective on or after January 1, 2021, in which the SEC has not yet 
adopted these accounting standards and interpretations before effective date and some of them are not related 
to the operation of the SEC as follows:

 Accounting standards
 TAS 1      Presentation of Financial Statements
 TAS 2     Inventories
 TAS 7     Statement of Cash Flows
 TAS 8   Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
 TAS 10   Events after the Reporting Period
 TAS 12   Income Taxes
 TAS 16   Property, Plant and Equipment
 TAS 19   Employee Benefits
 TAS 20   Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance
 TAS 21   The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates
 TAS 23   Borrowing Costs
 TAS 24   Related Party Disclosures
 TAS 26   Accounting and Reporting by Retirement Benefit Plans
 TAS 27   Separate Financial Statements
 TAS 28   Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
 TAS 29   Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies
 TAS 32  Financial Instruments: Presentation
 TAS 33   Earnings per Share
 TAS 34   Interim Financial Reporting
 TAS 36   Impairment of Assets
 TAS 37   Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
 TAS 38   Intangible Assets
 TAS 40   Investment Property
 TAS 41   Agriculture

 Financial Reporting Standards
 TFRS 1   First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards
 TFRS 2   Share-based Payment
 TFRS 3   Business Combinations
 TFRS 4   Insurance Contracts
 TFRS 5   Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations
 TFRS 6   Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources
 TFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures
 TFRS 8   Operating segments
 TFRS 9  Financial Instruments
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 Financial Reporting Standards (continued)
 TFRS 10    Consolidated Financial Statements
 TFRS 11    Joint Arrangements
 TFRS 12    Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
 TFRS 13    Fair Value Measurement
 TFRS 15   Revenue from Contracts with Customers
 TFRS 16   Leases

 Interpretations of accounting standards
 TSIC 10   Government Assistance - No specific Relation to Operating Activities
 TSIC 25   Income Taxes - Changes in the Tax Status of an Entity or its Shareholders 
 TSIC 29   Disclosures – Service Concession Arrangements
 TSIC 32   Intangible Assets – Web Site Costs

 Interpretations of financial reporting standards
 TFRIC 1   Changes in Existing Decommissioning, Restoration and Similar Liabilities
 TFRIC 5   Rights to Interests arising from Decommissioning, Restoration and Environmental Rehabilitation Funds
 TFRIC 7   Applying the Restatement Approach under TAS 29 (revised 2020) Financial Reporting in 
       Hyperinflationary Economies
 TFRIC 10  Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment
 TFRIC 12  Service Concession Arrangements
 TFRIC 14  The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and their Interaction under 
       TAS 19 (revised 2020) Employee Benefits
 TFRIC 16  Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation
 TFRIC 17  Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners
 TFRIC 19  Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments
 TFRIC 20  Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of the Surface Mine
 TFRIC 21  Levies
 TFRIC 22  Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration
 TFRIC 23  Uncertainty over income tax treatments

   2.2.2 The SEC has adopted a number of revised (revised 2019) and new financial reporting standards 
and interpretations of financial reporting standards which are effective for fiscal year beginning on or after 
January 1, 2020. These financial reporting standards were aimed at alignment with the corresponding International 
Financial Reporting Standards with most of the changes directed towards clarifying accounting treatments and 
providing accounting guidances for users of the standards, except these new financial reporting standards 
involve changes to key principles. The new financial reporting standards are summarized as below:

Financial reporting standards related to financial instruments 
  A set of TFRSs related to financial instruments, consisting of five accounting standards and interpretations, as follows:

 Financial Reporting Standards:
 TFRS 7    Financial Instruments: Disclosures
 TFRS 9    Financial Instruments

 Accounting standard:
 TAS 32    Financial Instruments: Presentation
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 Interpretations of Financial Reporting Standard:
 TFRIC 16  Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation
 TFRIC 19  Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments

  These TFRSs related to financial instruments establish principles for classification and measurement of 
financial instruments at fair value or amortised cost, with determination made based on the type of financial 
instrument, the contractual cash flow characteristics, and the business model. They also establish principles for 
calculating financial asset impairment, using the expected credit loss concept, and for hedge accounting, 
as well as presentation and disclosures related to financial instruments.  
  As of January 1, 2020, the SEC has adopted the TFRSs related to financial instruments whereby the 
cumulative effect was recognized as an adjustment to general reserve and special reserve for capital market 
development. The impact from the first-time adoption is described in Note 4.

TFRS 16 Leases 
  TFRS 16 supersedes TAS 17 Leases and related Interpretations. The financial reporting standard sets out 
the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of leases. Lessees are required to 
recognise assets and liabilities for all leases with a term of more than 12 months, unless the underlying asset is 
low value. Accounting by lessors under TFRS 16 has not substantially changed from TAS 17. Lessors are still 
required to classify leases as operating or finance leases.

  2.3 Accounting Guidance
    The TFAC has announced Accounting Guidance on Temporary relief measures accounting alternatives 
in response to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Its objectives are to alleviate some burden of applying 
certain financial reporting standards, On April 22, 2020, the Accounting Guidance was announced in the 
Royal Gazette. It is affecting the financial statements reporting period ending between January 1, 2020 and 
December 31, 2020. The SEC does not use the Accounting Guidance in preparing financial statements.

3. Significant accounting policies

  3.1 Cash and cash equivalents
    Cash and cash equivalents are cash on hand, check in transit, bank deposits with high liquidity 
(without restrictions on use), short-term highly liquid investments that are due within a period of three months 
or less from the date of acquisition and are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are not 
subject to a significant risk of changes in value without investment objectives.
  3.2 Investments
    Classification of investments in bank deposits and debt instruments held for one year or less are classified 
as short-term investments. The investments held for more than one year are classified as long-term investments.
    Investments in 2 private funds are considered as long-term investment funds. The SEC has hired 
the licensed asset management companies to manage these private funds. The funds are independently managed 
to invest in marketable securities of both debt and equity instruments and in alternative investments.  
  3.3 Financial instruments
    Classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities 

Financial assets (Debt instruments)
    The SEC classifies debt instruments as financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost 
or fair value in accordance with the SEC’s business model for financial assets management and the contractual 
cash flows characteristics of the financial assets as detail below:
    -  Financial assets measured at amortised cost only if the financial assets is held as business model 
to collect contractual cash flows, and the contractual terms of the financial assets give rise on specified date to 
cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
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Asset Class

Office building and buildings
Building renovation
Furniture and fixtures  
Office equipments
Vehicles and equipment  

Useful lives

5 - 35  years
5  years

5 - 10  years
5 - 10  years

5  years

    -  Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive revenues and expenses only 
if the financial assets is held as business model to collect contractual cash flows and selling financial assets, 
and the contractual terms of the financial assets give rise on specified date to cash flows that are solely payments 
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. 

Investments in equity instruments 
   All investments in equity instruments are measured at fair value in the statement of financial position. 
The SEC has classified the investments in equity instruments as the financial asset measured at fair value through 
revenues and expenses. 
   The SEC reviewed and assessed existing financial assets as at January 1, 2020, based on the facts 
and circumstances that existed at that date and concluded the following significant changes on the SEC’s financial 
assets as regards their classification and measurement:
    -  Cancel the cassification of investments in the available-for-sale debt and equity securities. 
    -  Classification available-for-sale debt investments to be financial asset measured at fair value 
through other comprehensive revenues and expenses. 
    -  Classify equity investments to be financial asset measured at fair value through revenues and expenses. 
    -  Initially recognize derivatives at their fair value on the contract date and subsequently measure them at fair 
value at the end of each reporting period. Change in the fair value of derivatives are recognized through revenues and expenses. 

Financial liabilities 
    The adoption of these set of financial reporting standards has no impact on the SEC’s classification 
of financial liabilities. The SEC continues to classify all financial liabilities as measured at amortised cost.

  3.4 Property, plant and equipment
    Land is stated at cost. Plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and 
accumulated impairment losses (if any). 
    The costs include expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the assets. The cost 
of self-built asset comprises the cost of materials, direct labor and any costs directly attributable to bringing 
the assets to a working condition for their intended use. Software that controls the equipment and is integral 
to the functionality of the related equipment shall be capitalized as part of equipment.
    A significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment having different consumption patterns 
or useful lives are recognized separately.
    The gains or losses on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment are the difference between 
the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the assets at the date of disposal and are recognized on 
a net basis as revenues or expenses in the statement of comprehensive revenues and expenses.
    Subsequent costs due to replacements are recognized as a part of the carrying amount of property, 
plant and equipment if it is probable that SEC will obtain the future economic benefits associated with the replacements 
and the cost of the asset can be reliably measured. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognized. 
Costs of the day-to-day maintenance of property, plant and equipment are expensed as incurred.
    Depreciation is calculated by using the straight-line method, except for computer equipment that 
uses sum of the year digits method, over their estimated useful lives as follows: 
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Asset Class

Licensed software fee
System development costs

Useful lives

10  years
5  years

    Land and assets under construction are not depreciated.
    Depreciation method, the useful lives and residual values are reviewed at least at the end of each 
fiscal year and adjusted if appropriate.
  3.5 Right-of-use assets
    The SEC recognizes a right-of-use (ROU) asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement date. 
The ROU asset is initially measured at cost, which comprises the amount of the lease liability initially recognized, 
adjusted for any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, initial direct costs incurred, and 
estimated costs of dismantling and removing the underlying asset, restoration the site of the underlying asset 
or restoration of the underlying asset to the condition required by the terms and conditions of the leases, less 
any lease incentive received under the contract.
    The ROU asset is depreciated using the straight-line method from the commencement date to the end 
of the useful life of the ROU asset or the end of the lease term, whichever comes first.
    The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid 
at the commencement date which discounted by the interest rate implicit in the lease, if the rate can be readily 
determined. Otherwise, the SEC will use the average interest rate.
  3.6 Intangible assets
    Intangible assets include costs that are directly attributable to system development and licensed software 
products controlled by the SEC and are expected to generate future economic benefits beyond one year. They are stated 
at cost less accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses (if any). Cost of intangible assets comprises 
the purchase price and other directly attributable costs necessary to prepare the assets to be capable to operating as 
intended. The amortization is calculated by using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives as follows:

  3.7 Impairment 
    The carrying amounts of assets are reviewed when there is any indication of impairment in value of 
the asset. If such indication exists, the SEC shall estimate the recoverable amount of the asset. 
    An impairment losses are recognized if the carrying amount of an asset or its cash-generating unit 
exceeds its recoverable amount. The impairment loss is recognized in the statement of comprehensive revenues 
and expenses, unless it reverses a previous revaluation credited to equity, in which case it is charged to equity.
  3.8 Employee benefits 
    Short-term employee benefits are recognized as expenses in the statement of comprehensive 
revenues and expenses when related services were delivered. 
    The SEC provides contributions to the provident fund for the post-employment benefits and other 
long-term employee benefits to which the employees are entitled as follows: 
    (a)  Post-employment benefit (Defined contribution plan)
        The SEC has established and registered a provident fund, namely “Registered Provident Fund 
of the Securities and Exchange Commission” under Provident Fund Act B.E. 2530 since August 9, 1993. 
The Fund’s investment policy has 20 options for members. Employees contribute 3 - 15 percent of their base 
salaries while the SEC contributes 12 percent to the provident fund. The provident fund has been managed by 
investment professional. Contributions from the SEC are recognized as an expense in the statement of 
comprehensive revenues and expenses in each accounting period when incurred
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    (b)  Post-employment benefit (Defined benefit plan)
        The SEC’s provisions concerning post employment benefits under “Defined benefit plan” and 
other long-term employee benefits are recognized in the financial statements based on calculations by the projected 
unit credit method that calculated by independent actuaries. The estimate must be based on a variety of 
assumptions including discount rate, salary increase rate, employee turnover rate, mortality rate and inflation rate.
        Incurred obligations are recognized in each year as expense in the statement of comprehensive 
revenues and expenses. Actuarial gain or loss arising from post-employment benefit are recognized under other 
comprehensive revenues and expenses in the statement of comprehensive revenues and expenses.
        Past service costs are recognized immediately as expenses in the statement of comprehensive 
revenues and expenses in the period in which they are incurred.
  3.9 Revenue recognition
    Major revenues of the SEC and revenue recognition are as follows:
    3.9.1 Fee income 
         -  Application fees: Revenue is recognized when application form and fee are received by the SEC.
         -  Registration fees: The minimum fee requirement for registration is recognized when the SEC 
received registration statement together with the fee, and the remaining balance will be recognized when 
the registration statement becomes effective. The registration fee which is paid annually in proportion to 
the shareholders’ equity is recognized on an accrual basis.
         -  License fees: revenues is recognized according on income each year.
         -  Business undertaking fees: revenues is recognized on an accrual basis.
         -  Other fees: Revenue is recognized when request form and fee are received by the SEC.
    3.9.2 Contribution from the Stock Exchange of Thailand under the SEA at the rate specified by 
the SEC Board, is recognized on income each year.
    3.9.3 Investment income or other income
         -  Interest income is recognized on a time proportion basis based on the effective interest rate. 
         -  Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive the dividend is established. 
         -  Rental income for premises is recognized on income each year. 
         -  Other income is recognized on income each year.
    3.9.4 The SEC has announced a relief measure to alleviate the impacts of the spread of the Coronavirus 
disease (COVID-19) on securities issuers. The relief measure for issuers of all types of securities applies to 
the annual registration statement fee (annual fee) that is due in 2020 as follows:     
         1. Waiver of the annual fee for small-sized listed companies which refer to companies with the 
shareholder’s equity not exceeding Baht 500 million and issuers of any securities other than shares, for example, 
debentures, derivatives warrants and real estate investment trusts;
         2. A 30-percent rate reduction for medium-sized and larger listed companies which refer to 
companies with the shareholder’s equity worth Baht 500 million or more.
         In addition, an extension of the annual fee payment due date from May 2020, to the end of 
December 2020.
  3.10 Expenses Recognition 
     Expenses are recognized on an accrual basis.
  3.11  Financial risk management 
     To manage investment risk, the SEC sets policy that its investment proportion at a risk level of 
VaR  0.05 = 9 percent (a probability of less than 5 percent to have a loss more than 9 percent) with the expected 
returns not lower than inflation rate based on 30 percent of inflation rate, plus 70 percent of wage inflation and 
investment time horizon 5 year. Not less than 60 percent of the portfolio is invested in debt instruments. 
The portfolio comprises of cash and cash equivalent in both Thai Baht currencies and foreign currencies, local 
and overseas debt instruments and equity instruments, and derivatives. The investments are independently 
managed by the asset management companies in accordance with the investment policy framework approved 
by the SEC Board.
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Over 5 years1 - 5 years

    3.11.1  Interest Rate Risk  
          Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes 
in market interest rates. Market prices of debt investments change when market interest rate changed. Generally, 
when market interest rate increases, the debt securities’ price decreases, and when market interest rate 
decreases, the debt securities’price increases. The SEC has set the investment policy to may be use interest 
rates derivatives to hedge interest rate risks and fluctuations in the price of the debt instrument (duration) not 
to be negative which is managed and monitored by private fund managers. 

   3.11.2  Credit Risk
          Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty may default on contractual obligations under financial 
instruments, causing financial losses to the other counterparty. The SEC has set the Investment Policy to invest in 
debt securities of credit rating not less than A-.
   3.11.3  Foreign exchange risk
          Foreign exchange risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to 
changes in foreign exchange rates. The SEC has set limit on investment with foreign exchange exposure at no 
more than 20 percent of net asset value (NAV) of investments that have been measured by fair market value 
(mark to market) and invested in derivative instruments (Derivatives) to hedge the foreign currency exposure 
and / or to manage portfolios efficiently.

Fixed rate

0.00-1.20
0.80-0.90

0.00-0.125
0.00-4.16

0.00-1.70
1.10-1.73

0.00-0.75
0.00-5.35

Interest rate
(Percent per 

year)

Interest rate
(Percent per 

year)

   305.44 
 -    

 31.50 
 -    

    353.42 
 -    

 18.74 
 -    

Adjustable 
interest rate 

Up to the 
market rate

Adjustable 
interest rate 

Up to the 
market rate

  309.96 
 365.00 

 31.50 
 4,192.99 

   353.47 
 363.94 

 18.74 
 4,133.15 

Total

Total

 4.52 
 -   

 -   
 -   

  0.05 
 -   

 -   
 -   

None
Interest 

rate

None
Interest 

rate

 -    
 -    

 -    
 1,773.19 

 -    
 -    

 -    
 1,941.22 

Over 5 years

 -    
 -    

 -    
 2,111.84 

 -    
 -    

 -    
 1,233.48 

1 - 5 years

  
  -    

 365.00 

 -    
 307.96 

  
  -    

 363.94 

 -    
 958.45 

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Private Fund
 - Cash and cash equivalents
 - Bond 

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Private Fund
 - Cash and cash equivalents
 - Bond 

Within 1 year

Within 1 year

Book value as at December 31, 2019

Book value as at December 31, 2020

Fixed rate

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht
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 6,286.57 
 18.31 
 9.19 

 20.51 

 3,674.99 
 1,665.90 

 136.17 

 -       
 18.31     
 2.20     

 20.51     

 -       
 -       

 -       

  0.59       
 -         
 -         

 -         

 56.13       
 19.91       

 (75.45)      

 6,285.98 
 -   

 6.99 

 -   

 3,618.86 
 1,645.99 

 211.62 

January 1,
2020

TFRS 16 Financial reporting 
standards related to 
financial instruments

December 31, 
2019

Statements of financial position
Assets
Long term investments 
Right-of-use assets 
Other non–current assets 
Liabilities 
Lease liabilities 
Funds
Reserve
Special reserve for capital market  
  development
Other components of funds

The imparts of 

Unit: Million Baht

  3.12 Fair value measurement
     The SEC uses the market approach to measure their assets and liabilities that are required to be 
measured at fair value by relevant financial reporting standards, except that the cost approach or income 
approach is used when there is no active market or a quoted market price is not available. 
     Fair value hierarchy
     In applying the above-mentioned valuation techniques, the SEC maximizes the use of relevant 
observable inputs in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standard No.13 (revised 2019) “Fair Value 
Measurement”. This standard establishes a fair value hierarchy that categorizes inputs into three levels as follows:
     Level 1 Use of quoted market prices in an observable active market for such assets or liabilities 
     Level 2 Use of other observable inputs for such assets or liabilities, whether directly or indirectly
     Level 3 Use of unobservable inputs such as the SEC’s estimates of future cash flows
  3.13 Translation of foreign currencies
     Transaction denominated in foreign currency were recognized in Thai Baht at the exchange rate 
prevailing at the transaction dates. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated 
into Thai Baht at the exchange rate ruling at the end of reporting date. Gains and losses arising from receiving 
or paying in foreign currency and from the conversion of such monetary assets and liabilities, will be recognized 
under other income/expenses in the statement of comprehensive revenues and expenses.  

4. Cumulative effects of changes in accounting policies due to the adoption of new financial 
reporting standards

  During the year, the SEC has adopted financial reporting standards related to financial instruments and 
TFRS 16. The SEC has elected to recognize the cumulative effect of initially applying of these financial reporting 
standards as an adjustment to reserve as at January 1, 2020, and the comparative information was not restated.
  The impacts on the statement of financial position as at January 1, 2020 from changes in accounting 
policies due to the adoption of these financial reporting standards are presented as follows:
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Fixed deposits (due date within 1 year)
Short-term bonds 

Total

  5.2 Short-term investments

2019

    215.00 
 148.94 

 363.94 

2019 
 

203.85 
 149.62 

 353.47 

5. Supplementary Information

  5.1 Cash and cash equivalents

 14.09 
 (3.06)

 8.35 
 1.13 

 20.51 

    Commitments under operating leases as at December 31, 2019
    Less:  Short-term leases 
    Add:  Lease agreements that are additionally determined 
       Deferred interest 

    Increase in lease liabilities due to TFRS 16 initial adoption 
    as at January 1, 2020

    Bank deposits
    Bonds and treasury bill

    Total

2020 
 

310.19 
 -   

 
310.19 

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht

Leases
  Upon initial application of TFRS 16, the SEC recognised lease liabilities previously classified as operating 
leases at the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using average interest rates at January 1, 
2020. For leases previously classified as finance leases, the SEC recognised the carrying amount of the 
right-of-use assets and lease liabilities based on the carrying amounts of the lease assets and lease liabilities 
immediately before the date of initial application of TFRS 16.

2020

365.00 
 -   

 
365.00 

Unit: Million Baht
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  5.3 Receivables and accrued revenues

  5.4 Other current assets

  5.5 Long-term investments

Loans to employees not exceeding 1 year
Value added tax pending receipt of tax invoice
Deferred interest

Total

Managed by private fund managers
 - Current and saving deposits
 - Investment in debt and equity instruments and alternative
       investments

Total

Receivables from the sale of securities
Business undertaking fee
Contribution from the SET
Accrued interest and dividend managed by private fund managers
Prepaid expenses
Annual registration statements fee
Interest income from BOT bonds
Interest income from Fixed deposits with Government Housing Bank 
 and Others
Interest income from saving and fixed deposits
Administrative fine
Miscellaneous receivables
Receivable - Employees
Input tax
Advances

Total

2020

 1.73 
 5.39 
 0.49 

 7.61 

2020

 31.50 
 6,407.39 

 6,438.89 

2020

 26.09 
 410.02 
 194.53 

 17.94 
 21.43 
 10.37 

 -   
 0.36 

 1.65 
 0.12 
 0.61 
 0.05 
 0.02 
 0.12 

 683.31 

2019

   2.00 
 4.99 

 -   

 6.99 

2019

    
18.74 

 6,267.24 
 

6,285.98 

2019

    0.64 
 355.85 
 123.97 
 19.26 
 20.19 

 4.48 
 0.56 
 0.62

 
 1.50 
 0.12 
 0.10 

 -   
 0.05 
 0.07 

 527.41 

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht
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    Alternative investments are property funds, and real estate investment trust in local and foreign 
countries.

    Debt instruments consisted of:

Total

 
 4,192.99 
 2,120.86 

 93.54 

Unit: Million Baht

    Investment in debt and equity instruments and alternative investments consisted of:

  5.6 Fair value measurement of financial instrument
    The SEC has the following financial assets that are measured at fair value using different levels of 
inputs as at December 31, 2020, as follows:

    Bonds
    Debentures

Total

2020

 1,972.74 
 2,220.25 

 4,192.99 

2019
    

 1,958.96 
 2,174.19 

 4,133.15 

Unit: Million Baht

Debt instruments
Equity instruments
Alternative investments

Total

Fair
value

 4,192.99 
 2,120.86 

 93.54 
 

6,407.39 

Fair
value

 4,133.15 
 1,981.91 

 152.18 
 

6,267.24 

Cost

 4,074.48 
 1,904.14 

 86.73 
 

6,065.35 

Cost

  
 3,975.44 
 1,928.08 

 152.10 
 

6,055.62 

20192020

Unit: Million Baht

nvestments 
 Debt instruments
 Equity instruments
 Alternative investments

Level 1

             -   
 2,120.86 

 93.54 

Level 2
 

 4,192.99 
 -   
 -   

    The valuation and inputs for Level 2 valuation
     The fair value of local and foreign bonds are determined based on market price in Thai Bond Market 
Association (ThaiBMA) and market interest rate in Bloomberg.
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Land
Office building and building
Building improvement
Furniture and fixture 
Office equipment
Vehicles and equipment
CIP– Building improvement 

Total

Land
Office building and building
Building improvement
Furniture and fixture 
Office equipment
Vehicles and equipment
CIP– Building improvement

Total

    Depreciation for the year ended December 31, 2020 amounting to Baht 72.05 million 

    Depreciation for the year ended December 31, 2019 amounting to Baht 71.49 million 

       The gross values of the property, plant and equipment that are fully depreciated but still in use are 
    Baht 303 million and Baht 275.86 million as at the end of 2020 and 2019, respectively. 

Unit: Million Baht 

Unit: Million Baht

 162.15 
 643.20 

 -   
 6.80 

 97.23 
 2.41 
 1.10 

 
912.89 

  162.15 
 670.75 

 -   
 9.35 

 96.49 
 2.77 
 1.10 

 942.61 

(Decrease)

 -   
 -   
 -   

 (0.16)
 (4.10)
 (1.62)

 -   

 (5.88)

(Decrease)

 -   
 -   
 -   
 -   

 (7.92)
 -   
 -   

 (7.92)

Increase

 -   
 27.55 

 -   
 3.12 

 41.02 
 0.36 

 -   

 72.05 

Increase

 -   
 27.55 
 0.01 
 3.64 

 39.93 
 0.36 

 -   

 71.49 

January   
1, 2020

 -   
 169.74 

 0.08 
 56.09 

 402.40 
 2.83 

 -   
 

631.14 

January   
1, 2019

  -   
 142.19 

 0.07 
 52.45 

 370.39 
 2.47 

 -   

 567.57 

December 
31, 2020

 162.15 
 840.49 

 0.08 
 65.85 

 536.55 
 3.98 
 1.10 

1,610.20 

December 
31, 2019

  162.15 
 840.49 

 0.08 
 65.44 

 498.89 
 5.60 
 1.10 

1,573.75 

(Decrease)

 -   
 -   
 -   

 (0.16)
 (4.60)
 (1.62)

 -   

 (6.38)

(Decrease)

 -   
 -   
 -   
 -   

 (7.92)
 -   
 -   

 (7.92)

Increase

 -   
 -   
 -   

 0.57 
 42.26 

 -   
 -   

 42.83 

Increase

 -   
 -   
 -   

 0.48 
 13.16 

 -   
 0.31 

 13.95 

January   
1, 2020

 162.15 
 840.49 

 0.08 
 65.44 

 498.89 
 5.60 
 1.10 

 1,573.75 

January   
1, 2019

  162.15 
 840.49 

 0.08 
 64.96 

 493.65 
 5.60 
 0.79 

 1,567.72 

December 
31, 2020

 -   
 197.29 

 0.08 
 59.05 

 439.32 
 1.57 

 -   

 697.31 

December 
31, 2019

  -   
 169.74 

 0.08 
 56.09 

 402.40 
 2.83 

 -   

 631.14 

Cost

Cost

Balance as at December 31, 2020

Balance as at December 31, 2019

 Accumulated depreciation

Accumulated depreciation

Net

Net

  5.7 Property, plant and equipment
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January 1, 2020
    

  1.03 
 2.81 

 14.47 
 

18.31 

 -   
 -   
 -   

 -   

 18.31 

Licensed software
System development
CIP-Licensed software
CIP-System development

Total

    Amortization for the year ended December 31, 2020 amounting to Baht 21.41 million 

  5.8 Right-of-use assets

  5.9 Intangible assets
Unit: Million Baht 

 70.16 
 32.49 
 15.38 
 2.35 

 120.38 

(Decrease)

-
-
-
-

-

Increase

 13.72 
 7.69 

 -   
 -   

 21.41 

January   
1, 2020

102.33 
 14.48 

 -   
 -   

 116.81 

December 
31, 2020

 186.21 
 54.66 
 15.38 
 2.35 

 258.60 

(Decrease)

 -   
 -   
 -   

 (5.64)

 (5.64)

Increase

 1.73 
 14.57 
 11.57 
 2.20  

30.07 

January   
1, 2020

 184.48 
 40.09 

 3.81 
 5.79  

234.17 

December 
31, 2020

 116.05 
 22.17 

 -   
 -   

 138.22 

Cost 

Balance as at December 31, 2020

 Accumulated amortization Net

Land
Buildings
Vehicles

Total right-of-use assets

Accumulated depreciation
Land
Buildings
Vehicles

Total accumulated depreciation 

Right-of-use assets - net

 December 31, 2020
    

  1.03 
 2.81 

 10.78 

 14.62 

 
0.39 
 1.60 
 3.23 

 5.22 

 9.40 

Unit: Million Baht 
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Human resources expenses payables
Accrued expenses
Payables
Revenue department payables
Others

Total

Fixed deposit for employee welfare
Loans to employees 
Deferred interest
Refundable deposits

Total

Licensed software
System development
CIP-Licensed software
CIP-System development 

Total

    Amortization for the year ended December 31, 2019 amounting to Baht 17.68 million 

Unit: Million Baht 

82.15
25.61

3.81
   5.79     

117.36

(Decrease)

-
-
-
-

-

Increase

12.50
5.18

-
-

17.68

January   
1, 2019

89.83
9.30

-
-

99.13

December 
31, 2019

184.48
  40.09

  3.81
   5.79  

234.17

(Decrease)

-
-

(2.40)
(10.80) 

(13.20)

Increase

23.10
13.59
5.09

11.68
             

53.46

January   
1, 2019

161.38
  26.50

  1.12
   4.91  

193.91

December 
31, 2010

102.33
14.48

-
-

116.81

Cost

Balance as at December 31, 2019

 Accumulated amortization Net

  5.10 Other non-current assets

  5.11  Payables and accrued expenses

2020

 71.88 
 3.14 
 0.46 
 0.47 

 75.95 

2020

  3.23 
 82.98 
 90.54 
 10.93 
 0.96 

 188.64 

2019

 85.29 
 3.55 

 -   
 0.47 

 89.31 

2019

 99.63 
 80.87 
 20.77 
 12.79 
 0.05 

 214.11 

Unit: Million Baht 

Unit: Million Baht 

    Fixed deposits for employee welfare is deposited at the Government Housing Bank to guarantee employee 
housing loans. 
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2019

  26.74 
 19.00 

 45.74 

Changes in present value of employee benefit obligations during period
Present value of obligations at the beginning of year
Benefits paid
Current service cost
Interest cost
Actuarial loss

Obligations at the end of year

  5.12 Non-current provisions for employee benefits

Amount recognized as expenses in the statement of comprehensive 
revenues and expenses
Current service cost
Interest cost

Total

2020

  937.66 
 (1.86)
 47.90 
 19.16 

 -   

 1,002.86 

2020

   47.90 
 19.16 

 67.06 

2019

  503.46 
 (2.50)
 26.74 
 19.00 

 390.96 

 937.66 

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht

Actuarial assumptions  

Discount rate
Inflation rate
Employee turnover rate
Salary increase rate
Medical inflation rate
Mortality rate    

Retirement age

2020

2.2%
2.5%

0-12%
5-12%

4.5%
Thai Mortality 

Table 2017 
adjusted with 

a death rate of 3 
percent per year.

60 Years

2019

2.2%
2.5%

0-12%
5-12%

4.5%
Thai Mortality 

Table 2017 
adjusted with 

a death rate of 3 
percent per year.

60 Years
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  Analysis of the maturity of the payment of benefits calculated from the obligation under defined 
benefits plan expected to pay in the future.

Unit: Million Baht

  The sensitivity analysis for significant actuarial assumptions that affect the present value of the 
long-term employee benefit obligation under defined benefit plan.  

Discount rate (1% change)
Salary increase rate (1% change)
Medical inflation rate (1% change)
Employee turnover rate (20% change)
Mortality Improvement rate (1% change)

Decrease

374.78
(0.67)

(240.02)
13.68

(173.65)

Decrease

390.69
(0.82)

(256.86)
15.79

(186.14)

Increase

(250.54)
0.78

347.34
(13.04)
166.70

Increase

(262.71)
0.96

371.95
(14.99)
178.34

Unit: Million Baht

20192020

    The weighted average duration of the defined benefit obligation is 42.7 years.

Employee benefits expected to pay

 Expected to pay within a year
 Expected to pay in 2 – 5 years
 Expected to pay in 6 – 10 years

2020

3.19
20.10
55.43

2019

2.47
17.05
46.80

      5.13 Reserve 
    Minister of Finance has approved the SEC’s reserve under section 26 of the SEA according to the 
Minister of Finance Letter No. 1007/21406 dated December 7, 2011 and No. 1007/19634 dated November 21, 2013, 
in which the rules for reserves are as follows: 
    1. Special reserve for capital market development is to set aside as priority before other reserves 
in the amount equal to net amount of revenues to the Capital Market Development Fund consisting of the income 
from investment for the capital market development, administrative fine of the Derivatives Act B.E. 2546 and 
the Trust for Transactions in Capital Market Act B.E. 2550, less Capital market development expenses such as 
financial literacy programs for individuals through various media, etc. The set aside amount must not exceed 
the SEC’s profit in each year.
    2. Special purpose reserves are as follow
     2.1 Reserve for a permanent office building is to be set aside after special reserve for capital market 
development. In accordance with the SEC board’s resolution at the Meeting No.7/2012 dated July 5, 2012, 
the SEC board increased amount of the reserve from Baht 850 million to Baht 1,254.70 million. It was fully 
reserved as at the end of 2014.
     2.2 Reserve for a permanent parking building is to set aside after reserve for a permanent office 
building until the full amount of Baht 500 million is reserved. It was fully reserved as at the end of 2015.
    3. General reserve is the last type of reserve to be set aside from the remaining profit (revenues over 
expenses) after special reserve for capital market development and special purpose reserves until the full amount 
of Baht 4,107 million is reserved.
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    5.13.3  Reserve

    5.13.2  Reserve for a permanent parking building

     If the set aside amount has reached the amount approved by the Minister of Finance, the remaining 
revenue shall be sent to the Government under section 27 of the SEA. Such rules for reserves was effective 
since the reserve of the financial result of the year 2012. Types of reserve are as follows:

    5.13.1  Special reserve for capital market development

Beginning balance
Add Additional allocation
  Cumulative effects of changes in accounting policies

Total

Beginning balance
Less Transferred to general reserve

Total

Beginning balance
Add  Additional allocation
  Cumulative effects of changes in accounting policies

Total
Less  Actuarial loss  

        Total general reserve 
Reserve for a permanent office building 
Reserve for a permanent parking building

Total 

2020

 1,645.98 
 24.24 
 19.91 

 1,690.13 

2020

  500.00 
 25.40 

 474.60 

2020

   2,364.16 
 266.64 

 56.13 

 2,686.93
-   
 

2,686.93 
 1,254.70 

 25.40
 

 3,967.03 

2019

 1,611.37 
 34.61 

 -   

 1,645.98 

2019

  500.00 
 -     

 500.00 

2019

  2,503.92 
 251.20 

 -   

 2,755.12 
(390.96)

 
2,364.16 

 1,254.70 
 -   

 
3,618.86

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht
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Beginning balance
Add Gain on change in fair value of available-for-sale securities
  Recognition of derivatives

Total
Less Loss on change in value of investments
       Unrealized gain (loss) on foreign exchange 
  Cumulative effects of changes in accounting policies

Ending balance

2020

 211.62 
 -   

0.59 
 

212.21 
 (39.19)

 5.33 
 (76.04)

 
102.31 

2019

   (63.67)
 290.56 

 -   

 226.89 
 -   

 (15.27)
 -   

 211.62 

Unit: Million Baht
  5.14 Other components of funds

  5.15 Revenues
     5.15.1 Fee income

Annual fees from
 Securities businesses
 Listed companies
 Asset management businesses
 Limited brokerage, dealing and underwriting of investment
  units (LBDU) businesses
 Bond Dealers and underwriters

Total
 Other fees from
 Fees for filing registration statements
 Other fees

Total

Total fee income

2020

               255.23 
 118.72 
 73.28 

 26.96 
 53.37 

 527.56 

 133.71 
 190.24 

 323.95 

 851.51 

2019

               
249.33 
 133.64 
 85.23 

 36.11 
 39.00 

 543.31 

 240.23 
 222.72 

 462.95 

 1,006.26 

Unit: Million Baht
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2019

95.53
  992.79

1,088.32

2019

              519.15
   2.00

521.15

  5.16 Human resources expenses

     5.15.2  Contribution from the Stock Exchange of Thailand

Contribution collected based on
 Trading value
 Fixed rate

Total

2020

              666.86 
 2.00 

 668.86 

Unit: Million Baht

     5.15.3  Investment incomes 

Income from investment in private funds
 Interest income
 Dividend income
 Unrealized gain on equity instruments and REIT
 Gain (Loss) on sale of investments
 Loss on foreign exchange 

Total
 Income from investments (internally managed)

Total
Less Income from investment for capital market development 

Balance

2020

              88.70 
 52.80 

 147.49 
 (113.22)

 (0.77)
 

175.00 
 3.78 

 178.78 
 (43.14)

 135.64 

2019

               
102.50

52.56
 -

120.07
       (9.06)

266.07
   8.25

274.32
(73.49)

200.83

Unit: Million Baht

 Expenses for executives
 Expenses for employees

Total

2020

 91.51 
 993.78 

 1,085.29 

Unit: Million Baht
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      5.17 Administrative expenses

Wage
Employee development expenses
Repair and maintenance expenses
Rent
Utilities expenses
Expense for public relations
Consultant fee
Travel expenses
Subscription and news services
Vehicle expenses
Office supplies
Property tax
Communication expenses
Other expenses

Total

2020

                93.80 
 40.55 
 29.88 
 25.02 
 16.14 
 17.94 
 17.94 
 3.65 
 6.88 
 1.06 
 7.05 

 -   
 1.38 

 26.03 

 287.32 

2019

               83.62 
 33.43 
 28.77 
 19.30 
 15.53 
 14.49 
 13.11 
 11.75 
 8.57 
 6.98 
 5.59 
 2.26 
 1.56 

 23.13 
 

268.09 

Unit: Million Baht

      5.18 SEC Board and sub-committees remuneration

Committees/Sub-committee benefits for executives
Committees/Sub-committee benefits for commissioners

Total 

2020

 2.91 
 25.80 

 28.71 

2019

2.62
22.80

25.42

Unit: Million Baht
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      5.19 Revenues and expenses for capital market development

Revenues for capital market development
 Income from investment for capital market development
 Administrative fines

 Total

Less Expenses for capital market development
  Financial literacy, investor education and other activities

 Total

Revenues over expenses for capital market development

2020

 43.14 
            -   

 43.14 

 (22.82)

 (22.82)

 20.32 

2019

73.49
 0.04

73.53

(49.30)

(49.30)

24.23

Unit: Million Baht

  5.20 Contingent liabilities
      The SEC office and/or Capital Market Supervisory Board and/or the SEC Board and/or Administrative 
Panel were sued in administrative cases with total claims amounting to Baht 614.98 million as follows:
     1. The first case, with a claim of Baht 159.89 million, involves the allegedly unlawful revocation of 
the SEC-approved auditor status. The case was dismissed by the Central Administrative Court and the case is 
now under the consideration of the Supreme Administrative Court.
     2. The second case, with a claim of Baht 0.48 million, involves the allegedly negligence to properly 
supervise the complaint on the price of warrants to purchase shares of listed companies being significantly 
reduced. The case was dismissed by the Central Administrative Court and is now under the consideration of 
the Supreme Administrative Court. 
     3. The third case, with a claim of Baht 34.32 million, involves the allegedly defaults of the contract 
for work and the SEC filed a statement of defense and counterclaim of the company for defaults of the contract 
amounting to Baht 15.67 million, together with filing a request to the Court for summoning the bank, as a guarantor, 
to be co-defendants with the company. According to this case, The Appeal Court had judgement ordered the 
company to pay a fine of Baht 3 million to the SEC (If the company fails to perform such court order, the bank 
as a guarantor shall satisfy it). Whereby the amount of such fine shall be deducted the company’s completed 
work in the amount of Baht 2.74 million. If the company and the bank as a guarantor have fully paid, the SEC 
shall return the collateral to the company. The SEC does not have to return the retention guarantees amount of 
Baht 11.15 million to the company. The case is now under the consideration of the Supreme Court.
    4. The fourth case, with a claim of Baht 36.32 million, involves the allegedly unlawful denial of 
reward payment in which the plaintiffs had report a lead on suspected offender on market manipulation 
offense and such offenders had paid for civil penalty. The case is now under the consideration of the Central 
Administrative Court.
    5. The fifth case, with a claim of Baht 0.15 million, involves the alleged negligence to properly 
supervise the complaint on the highly reduction of warrant exercise price, causing damage to the plaintiff. 
The case is now under the consideration of the Central Administrative Court. 
    6. The sixth case, with a claim of Baht 50 million, involves the allegedly unlawful issuance of 
notification on having untrustworthy characteristics of director and executive of securities issuing company 
and listed company. The case is now under the consideration of the Central Administrative Court. 
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    7. The seventh case, with a claim of Baht 0.31 million, involves the allegedly unlawful issuance of 
administrative sanction by the Administrative Panel. The case is now under the consideration of the Central 
Administrative Court. 
    8. The eighth case, with a claim of Baht 47 million, involves the allegedly unlawful issuance of 
notification on the suspension of approval on personnel in the capital market business in the case that chairman 
of investment committee fail to supervise fund manager on financial instruments analysis and quality assurance. 
The case is now under the consideration of the Central Administrative Court.
    9.  The ninth case, with a claim of Baht 150.26 million, involves the allegedly unlawful issuance of 
notification on civil penalty causing the plaintiff to have untrustworthy characteristics of director and executive 
of securities issuing company and listed company. The case is now under the consideration of the Central 
Administrative Court.
    10. The tenth case, two lawsuits with total claims of Baht 136.35 million, involves the alleged 
negligence to properly supervise caused a listed company and its executive have unlawful conduct and 
management mistakes, and manipulate share price caused the decline of the company’s share price and 
dividend. Also, a brokerage firm has forced the sale of the plaintiff’s shares illegally. The case is now under the 
consideration of the Civil Court of Southern Bangkok.
      Nevertheless, due to the fact that the SEC Office and/or Capital Market Supervisory Board and/or 
the SEC Board and/or Administrative Panel have carried out their duties with prudence and care, strictly 
observing the established legal framework, on an equitable basis and not acting inconsistently with the law, 
they have strictly performed the contractual obligations and carefully considered the exercise of their contractual 
and legal rights. No action that could cause damage to the parties, they are confident that it is very likely that 
their cases will be successfully defended without any damages required to be paid. Therefore, the SEC has not 
recognized any Provision in the financial statements.

  5.21 Approval of the financial statements
      Secretary-General of the SEC has approved the financial statements for issuance on February 
25, 2021.
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Overview of the operating performance for the year ending 31 December 2020

  In 2020, the SEC had the total revenues of 1,663 million baht and the total expenses of 1,502 million baht. 
The revenues over operating expenses amounted to 161 million baht. After adding 21 million baht of the revenues 
over expenses for capital market development, the revenues over expenses reached 182 million baht. However, 
loss on remeasurement of bonds to fair value were recognized in other comprehensive income at the amount of 
34 million baht. As a result, the revenues over expenses in other comprehensive income totaled 148 million baht.  

1. Analysis of the Operating Performance 

 1.1  Revenues
   The SEC’s revenues comprise fees collected from securities business operators, listed companies and 
digital asset business operators, as well as contribution from the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) and investment 
income. In 2020, the SEC’s revenues decreased by 75 million baht or a 4 percent drop compared to the year 
2019 because the fundraising value of ordinary shares declined and consequently less filing fee income was 
generated. Moreover, the relief measures during the COVID-19 pandemic allowed fee exemption for small sized 
listed companies and real estate investment trusts (REIT) and a further 10 percent fee reduction, resulting in 
a 30 percent drop in total, was given to medium or larger sized listed companies. Also, investment consultant 
renewal fee payment was postponed to March 2021. In addition, the investment income decreased while the 
securities trading value, the base factor for contribution from SET, rose from 53,192 million baht/day in 2019 to 
68,607 million baht/day in 2020.
 

Financial Highlights  
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 1.2 Expenses
   The expenses increased by 31 million baht or a 2 percent rise compared to the expenses in 2019, most 
of which were operating expenses. The SEC leased Azure Cloud System to support the increasingly cloud-based 
work systems. Additionally, more experts were commissioned to render expertise in many fields, for example, 
corporate communication expert, capital market education expert and legal expert. Brokerage fee expenses 
were realized according to TFRS9 along with asset depreciation during the year.     

2.  Analysis of financial position   

  The value of the total assets was 8,924 million baht, 72 percent of which was long-term investments.                   
The liabilities totaled 1,258 million baht, 80 percent of which was employee benefit obligations upon retirement, 
estimated according to actuarial science. The total equities recorded at 7,666 million baht, an increase of 
148 million baht from the previous year due to comprehensive revenues over expenses for the year 2020.   

3. Analysis of Liquidity and Cash Flow Positions  

  The liquidity ratio as of 31 December 2020 was as high as six times. Cash and cash equivalents as of 
31 December 2020 totaled 310 million baht, a 43 million baht decrease from the previous year. Spending on 
operating activities totaled 5 million baht and investment activities totaled 31 million baht. Equipment and software 
for operation were purchased and 7 million baht was allocated to car rental, land and document warehouse.  
       

  In summary, the SEC has a solid financial standing to carry out various activities with adequate 
reserves to accommodate the operation continuously over the longer term.
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The Global Economy 

  The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that the world economy in 2020 would contract 3.5 percent16, 
a mark down from the growth rate of 2.8 percent in the prior year. It was a contraction in all countries, both 
developed and developing countries (Table 1), mainly due to the effects of COVID-19 outbreak. As a result, 
many countries had to implement measures to control the outbreak, leading to limitations of economic activities 
which in turn affected income of business operators and households and caused the unemployment rate to rise. 
Additionally, political situations became more intense while the ability to access and optimize technological use 
of each country or each industry group differed, causing the economic recovery to be uncertain and more volatile. 
However, in order to reduce the impact on the financial system, developed countries tended to relax their 
monetary policies. In particular, the US Federal Reserve Bank (Fed), the European Central Bank (ECB) and the 
Bank of Japan (BOJ) cut their policy interest rate and injected liquidity to the financial system through monthly 
quantitative easing throughout the year 2020. Moreover, the government sectors of countries around the world 
issued fiscal measures to remedy and increase liquidity of entrepreneurs, maintained the employment rate, 
increased household income as well as invested in vaccine development and issued economic stimulus 
policies continuously. 

Table 1: The growth rate of the global economy, impact factors and risk factors in 202116

The Economy and the Capital Market in 2020

Global
Developed Countries
Developing Countries

Main Impact Factor in 2020: The COVID-19 pandemic

Important Risk Factors in 2021: The vaccine effectiveness in countries around the world and the efficiency of fiscal and monetary 
policies of governmental agencies, including the adjustment to support the use of technologies for economic benefits.

2019GDP

 -3.5
-4.9
-2.4

 2.8
1.6
3.6

2020 2021

  5.5
4.3
6.3

16 Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Update, January 2021.
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The Thai Economy

  Thailand’s economy contracted 6.1 percent in 202017 , a decline when compared with  the 2.3 percent growth 
in 2019. The major factor was the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused contraction in consumption, 
private investment, production and especially tourism and service sectors. In addition, exports decreased compared 
to the prior year due to a slowdown in demand of partner countries and baht appreciation. However, expenditures 
from investment and consumption of the governmental sector expanded and supported the economy in 2020. 
  As for economic stability, the annual headline inflation was averaged at -0.8 percent, contracting from 
the prior year rate of 0.7 percent in line with a slowdown in world crude oil pricing in accordance with the 
global economic growth and the decreasing domestic demands. The unemployment rate was high, especially 
in tourism-related service sectors. The current account continued to register a surplus following the positive 
trade balance. Meanwhile, capital flows in the first nine months of 2020 recorded a net outflow of 3.52 billion 
US dollars due to direct investment and investment in foreign equity instruments of Thai investors as well as 
outflows of foreign investors’ investment from the equity market. The Thai baht moved in the range of 29.80 
- 33.09 baht per US dollar (average 31.29 baht per US dollar), depreciating from 2019 by 0.80 percent (average 
31.04 baht per US dollar). The Bank of Thailand cut the policy rate from 1.25 percent to 0.5 percent to support 
the economic expansion.

The Thai Capital Market 

Equity
  • SET Index closed at 1,449 points in year-end 2020, a decline of 8.26 percent from the prior year. 
(Table 2). The top three industries with the most upward adjustments were technology, industrials and 
consumer products.  
  • The mai Index closed at 336 points in year-end 2020, increasing 8.61 percent from the prior year (Table 3). 
The top three industries with the most upward adjustments were food and agriculture, services and industrials. 
  

17 Quarter 4/2020 Economic Report and Outlook for 2021 by the Office of the National Economic and Social Development Council.

Table 2: SET Index statistics in 2020

SET Index 
Average Daily Turnover
Market Capitalization

1,449.35
67,334 million baht

16.11 trillion baht

Percentage in comparison with 2019Year-end 2020

-8.26
28.34
-3.82

Table 3: mai Index statistics in 2020 

mai Index
Average Daily Turnover
Market Capitalization

336.29
1,272 million baht

2.35 hundred billion baht

Percentage in comparison with 2019Year-end 2020

8.61
75.69
9.24
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  • At year-end 2020, foreign investors’ net sale was 264,386 million baht on SET. Securities companies’ net 
buy was 14,221 million baht. Local institutional investors’ net buy was 33,456 million baht and local investors’ net 
buy was 216,709 million baht.

Figure 7: SET Index movement and the accumulated foreign investments in 2020

  • Some industry sectors began to recover, especially those benefiting from the work- from-home policy such 
as electronic sector, causing Thailand stock index to recover in the second half of the year. The P/E ratio of 28.84 
at year end was higher than the long-term average ratio. 
  • In 2020, the average values of the share short selling and the short selling in NVDR18 in the Thai stock 
market were 2.25 percent and 1.30 percent respectively, compared with the trading value of all underlying assets, 
which declined from the prior year. In 2019, the average value of the share short selling was 4.76 percent of 
the total trading value of all underlying assets. In this regard, the Stock Exchange of Thailand has revised the 
rules for short selling from March to September 2020 by allowing short selling only at a price higher than the 
last trading price (uptick).

Figure 8: Short Selling in the Thai Capital Market in 2020

18 NVDR holders do not have voting rights at listed company meetings (Non-Voting Rights). NVDR is launched to promote investment 
 of foreign investors. However, Thai investors can invest in NVDR as well.
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Issuance and Offer for Sale of Equities

  • In 2020, the fundraising value through the Securities Exchange of Thailand (SET) and the mai amounted 
to 420,036 million baht, an increase of 18.29 percent from the year 2019. The issuance and offer for sale of equities 
in 2020 included initial public offerings (IPOs) by 14 companies on the SET and 12 companies on the mai with 
the total combined value of 195,394 million baht, a rise of 165.14 percent from the total offering value of 73,694 
million baht in 2019. The increase was a result from equity issuance for fund mobilization by a large number of 
big-scale listed companies in 2020, as seen from the interest of big-scale listed companies in fund mobilization 
through the SET. The highest IPO size of 55,902 million baht was raised by Central Retail Corporation Public 
Company. 
  • The total value of public offerings was 224,242 million baht, a decrease of 20.31 percent. Most of 
them were right offerings. 
  • One IPO of a real estate investment trust (REIT) generated the total value of 2,450 million baht, a mark 
down of 79.57 percent from the total value of 11,994 million baht in 2019. 
  • One IPO of an infrastructure fund, Khonburi Sugar Power Plant Infrastructure Fund, generated the total 
value of 2,800 million baht

Futures

  • The Thailand Futures Exchange Plc. (TFEX) recorded the total turnover of 120.19 million contracts or 
an average of 494,628 contracts per day, a significant increase from the average daily turnover of 428,368 contracts 
in 2019 (Figure 9). The growth mainly involved trading transactions of Single Stock Futures and SET50 Index 
Futures. Meanwhile, trading transactions of the futures with gold underlying considerably increased from Gold 
Online Futures trading. USD Futures tripled in trading value from 2019 (Figure 11).
  • The market open interest position in year-end 2020 closed at 2,194,994 contracts, reduced by 34 percent 
from 3,330,230 contracts in 2019. Most trading activities were generated by retail investors accounting for 48.38 
percent, followed by institutional investors and foreign investors, at 28.61 percent and 23.01 percent, respectively.  

Figure 9: Net Open Position and Futures Trading Volume per Day in 2020

Source: SET Market Analysis and Reporting Tool (SETSmart)
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Figure 10: Futures Trading Volume Categorized by Investor Types

Source: SET Market Analysis and Reporting Tool (SETSmart)
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Source: SET Market Analysis and Reporting Tool (SETSmart)

Figure 11: Futures trading Categorized by Underlyings

Bonds  

  • The Thai bond market in 2020 continued to grow from the preceding year. The total outstanding value 
of all types of debt instruments in year-end 2020 reached 14.20 trillion baht, an increase of 5.03 percent compared 
to the year 2019. The growth was mainly from the increase of government debt instruments (Table 4).

Table 4: The Outstanding Value of Thai Bonds 

  • The net outflow of foreign capital from the Thai bond market totaled 64 billion baht. The net foreign 
holdings of Thai bonds in year-end 2020 dropped to 8.57 hundred billion baht. By year-end, the value of Thai 
bonds held by foreigners accounted for 8.31 percent of the total outstanding value of the government bonds. 
  • The yield curve movement of government bonds in 2020 observed a downward in the line of bonds 
with the remaining maturity less than 20 years. The downward was a result from the reduction of the policy 
rate three times, from 1.25 percent to 1 percent on 5 February 2020, from 1 percent to 0.75 percent on 
20 March 2020, and from 0.75 percent to 0.5 percent on 20 May 2020. 

Government Bonds
Corporate Bonds
Others 
Total

2020 (Unit: Trillion Baht) Percentage change compared to 2019

7.81
-1.55

-13.98
5.03

10.31
3.80

0.081
14.20
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  • The outright trading value of debt instruments in 2020 was averaged at 82.1 billion baht per day, a decrease 
of 6.32 percent from 2019. The trading activities were mostly between bond dealers and clients, accounting for 
79.86 percent of the total trading value. The most active clients were mutual funds, followed by other investors, 
foreign companies, insurance companies, and domestic companies, respectively. The inter-dealers turnover 
accounted for 20.14 percent of the total trading value. 

Figure 13: Outright Trading Value in 2020 

Figure 12: Yield Curve of Thai Government Bonds 

Source: Thai Bond Market Association

Source: Thai Bond Market Association
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Issuance and Offer for Sale of Debt Instruments

  • The issuance and offer for sale of all debt instruments in Thailand in 2020 totaled 10.75 trillion baht, a decrease 
of 2.65 percent from the year 2019. The issuance and offer for sale of government bonds amounted to 9.33 
trillion baht and cooperate bonds 2.41 trillion baht. The issuance and offer for sale of public sector debt instruments 
rose by 4.7 percent due to the issuance of state enterprise bonds, government bonds, treasury bills and promissory 
notes. Meanwhile, the issuance value of the Bank of Thailand’s bonds declined.
  • The issuance and offer for sale of corporate bonds in Thailand by Thai and foreign juristic persons in 2020 
dropped 33 percent from the preceding year. The issuance and offer for sale included long-term corporate bonds 
of 0.70 trillion baht, a reduction of 35 percent compared to the preceding year, and short-term corporate bonds 
of 0.71 trillion baht, a reduction of 31 percent. 
   -  Long-term corporate bonds issued by listed companies on the SET and the mai valued at 557,441 million 
baht. The top three highest issuing sectors (excluding commercial banks and securities finance) were energy 
and public utilities, real estate development and commercials; 
   -  Long-term corporate bonds issued by non-listed firms which were Thai juristic persons valued at 
142,411 million baht.
  • The issuance of long-term baht bonds by foreign juristic persons totaled 1.6 billion baht, a decrease in 
comparison with the total value of 12,059 million baht in 2019.

Digital Assets

  The overall digital asset trading in 2020 showed that cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin drastically spiked in 
value as well as volatility. In the months of November and December, the volume of digital asset trading through 
digital asset exchanges in Thailand totaled 18 billion baht and 26 billion baht, respectively. Fifty-nine cryptocurrencies 
were traded, the most popular of which was Bitcoin (approximately 44 percent). There were 44,000 and 
66,000 trading accounts in November and December respectively, of which 90 percent were accounts of 
domestic individual investors. The net buy of such domestic individual investors in November and December 
was 500 million baht and 2.1 billion baht, respectively. Meanwhile, foreign individual investors ordered the most 
net buy of 500 million baht and 2 billion baht in November and December, respectively. At end-year 2020, the 
total number of digital asset trading accounts was 160,000. 
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Industry Overview in 2020

(1) Securities Brokerage 

  In 2020, a new securities company entered the industry, and another securities company returned its business 
license, resulting in the same total of 45 securities companies. This comprised 41 securities brokers and four non-brokers. 

  The overview of the development of the securities brokerage industry in 2020 continues to witness a positive 
growth, despite the severe outbreak of the Coronavirus disease in 2019 (COVID-19), and the various Government 
responsive measures to cope with this difficult situation and contain the pandemic. For example, the closure of places 
that are risk-prone for disease transmission, or places that attract large crowds, as well as places of business operation 
in various business sectors, and the campaign for people to stay at home during a specified period, and social distancing 
measures. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the business operators in the capital market have made the necessary 
adjustments and undergone the technological development of digital service platforms to accommodate and facilitate 
investors to trade securities on websites or via mobile applications, and enable investors to trade securities conveniently 
without traveling to branch offices. As a result, in 2020 the securities brokerage business generated revenue of 30,083 
million baht (an increase of 29% YoY), which was considered the main revenue of securities companies, and accounted 
for 65% of the total revenue, primarily attributable to an increase in securities trading by retail investors, representing 
44% of the total trading volume (an increase from 34% in 2019), this was accompanied by a decrease in foreign 
investors by 36% (a decrease from 41% in 2019).
  In addition to the securities brokerage business, revenue from other businesses experienced a significant growth, 
namely the investment unit agency business, which generated a revenue of 2,242 million baht (an increase of 48% YoY) 
in line with an increase of trading of investment units by 641,278 million baht (an increase of 12% YoY), and the private 
fund management business that generated a revenue of 317 million baht (an increase of 86% YoY). This was in line 
with the growth of the net asset value of  assets under management (AUM) in the industry of 23,173 million baht 
(an increase of 29% YoY), with the number of funds totaling 10,308 (an increase of 175% YoY). The revenue of the 
securities underwriting and financial advisor businesses was 2,904 million baht, (a decrease of 15% YoY) in line with 
the capital market conditions during the COVID-19 situation, which was unfavorable for fundraising for businesses. 

unit: companies

Securities companies19

 - Brokers
 - Non-brokers20 
Total

2020

 
41
4

45

2019

  
41
4

45

19 Both members and non-members of the Stock Exchange of Thailand.
20 Securities compay licensees that ceased the brokerage business bit continue to operate other securities businesses such as securities 
 dealing, securities underwriting and investment advisory, etc.
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  In relation to the foreign investment service in 2020, the requests for foreign investment quotas continued to 
increase, totaling 4,341 million dollars (an increase of 82% YoY). The increase reflects the investors’ demand for risk 
diversification and the continuous higher returns from investment in foreign products. A factor conductive to the 
improvement of securities companies’ service efficiency was the granting of foreign exchange licenses to securities 
companies for buying, selling, and exchanging foreign currencies, to support investment in instruments and derivatives. 
By the year-end, the total number of securities company foreign exchange licensees (FX License) was 11.

  According to the overview of the market share structure of the securities brokerage business in 2020, 
the market share of the top-10 bracket was 56%, an increase from the previous year of 55%. As a whole, the operating 
performance and financial position of the industry showed that securities companies generated a total revenue 
from the securities brokerage business of 46,381 million baht (an increase of 7% YoY), with the total comprehensive 
profit of 6,890 million baht (an increase of 33% YoY), particularly those securities companies that aim to provide 
services to retail investors with the main revenue generated from the brokerage fee. The total amount of assets 
of the industry was 447,490 million baht (an increase of 28% YoY). 
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  With respect to the margin loan business, the total margin loan rose to 60,611 million baht (an increase of 
0.2% YoY), with the total collateral value of 250,525 million baht, or approximately four times more than the total 
margin loans. In 2020, the SET index closed at 1,449.35 points (a decrease of 8% YoY), experiencing a relatively 
high fluctuation, with the lowest close at 1,024.46 points and the highest close at 1,600.48 points, respectively. 
The average daily securities trading value rose to 68,606 million baht (an increase of 29% YoY).

Financial Position and Income of Securities Brokers 21 22

Financial position

Comprehensive Income Statement

Total Assets
  Cash, cash equivalent
  Investment, net
  Receivables – securities and derivatives business 
  Receivables – clearing house

Total Liabilities
  Loans and debt instruments
  Payables – securities and derivatives business
  Payables – clearing house

Shareholders’ Equity
  Common stock
  Retained earnings (loss)

Revenues
  Fee – brokerage
  Profit (loss) – own trading account

Expenses
  Employee benefits expenses

Comprehensive profit (loss)

2020

 447,490
115,127

132,693
129,730

43,751

343,897
18,847

285,012
15,970

103,592
57,783
40,567

2020

46,381
30,083

5,134

35,974
19,347

6,890

2019
 

349,716
68,262

135,691
96,818
27,027

247,838
33,161

165,854
11,299

101,878
53,561
39,694

2019
 

43,160
23,245

9,081

34,502
17,332

5,167

Unit: Million Baht

Unit: Million Baht

21 Financial data were collected from the unaudited financial statements.
22 Financial data were collected from 41 securities that operated the brokerage business in 2019 and 2020, respectively.
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Margin Loan

Minimum requirement: net liquid capital of 15 – 25 million baht, and net capital ratio of 7%

Margin Loan (million baht)
Collateral (million baht)
SET Index (point)

Net liquid capital (million baht) /
average amount per intermediary

Net capital ratio (%) of general liabilities and collateral / 
average amount per intermediary

2020

60,611
250,525

1,449

2020

1,998

69

2019

 60,470
211,960

1,580

2019
 

1,973

78

Unit: Million Baht

Net Liquid Capital 

  All securities companies were able to maintain their net liquid capital at a level significantly higher than 
the minimum requirement. At the end of 2020, the average net liquid capital of the industry per intermediary 
rose to 1,998 million baht (an increase of 1.3% YoY). Meanwhile, the average net capital ratio to general liabilities 
and collaterals declined to 69% per intermediary (a decrease of 11% YoY), this was significantly higher than 
the minimum requirement.
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  In 2020, the average daily derivatives trading volume was 494,624 contracts per day (an increase of 
15% YoY). The trading volume of gold futures contracts increased significantly, with an average volume of 44,478 
contracts per day (an increase of 43% per day). In particular, the gold online futures generated an average 
trading volume of 33,366 contracts per day (an increase of 105% YoY), thanks to the fluctuating gold price in 
the global market, this attracted investors for speculative purpose and protected possible risks. In addition, the 
trading volume of USD futures contracts rose significantly, with an average volume of 11,535 contracts per day 
(an increase of 318% YoY), due to the fluctuating exchange rates between USD and THB throughout the year 
of 2020.
  In terms of the market share structure of the derivatives business and the operating performance of the 
four derivatives agents, the overall market share of the derivatives business operators slightly declined to 6.4%, 
from 6.9% in the previous year. The total revenue of the derivatives business operators was 312 million baht 
(an increase of 0.7% YoY) and the total loss was 11 million baht, compared to the comprehensive profits of 55 
million baht in the preceding year.

Financial Position and Income of Derivatives Agents23 24   

Financial Position

Total Assets
  Cash, cash equivalent
  Receivables – clearing house

Total Liabilities
  Loan and debt instruments 
  Payables – securities and derivatives business

Shareholders’ equity
  Common stock
  Retained earnings (loss)

2020

2,631
1,065
1,021

1,964
95

1,702

667
935

(267)

2019
 

1,884
673
583

1,192
130

1,019

692
935

(242)

Unit: Million Baht

Licensed derivatives agents:
  - operating securities brokerage business as well
  - operating derivatives agent business only 
  - ceasing operation of derivatives agent business
Total

2020

38
4
1

43

2019

 
37
4
2

43

(2) Derivatives Agents

   As of December 2020, the total number of derivatives business operators was 43, one of which was 
a new derivatives business operator, and four of which continued to operate a business as a derivatives agent 
only. 

23 Financial data were collected from unaudited financial statements.
24 Financial data were collected exclusively from the four operating derivatives agents in 2020.
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Net Liquid Capital 

  The four derivatives agents maintained their net liquid capital at a significantly higher level than the minimum 
requirement. At the end of 2020, the average net liquid capital was 135 million baht (a decrease of 15.7% YoY) 
per intermediary, while the average net capital ratio to general liabilities and collaterals was 191% per intermediary, 
which was significantly higher than the minimum requirement.

Net liquid capital (million baht) / average amount per intermediary 

Net capital ratio (%) of general liabilities and collateral / 
average amount per intermediary

2020

135

191

2019

 160

352

Minimum requirement : net liquid capital of 15 million baht, and net capital ratio of 7%

Comprehensive Income Statements

Revenues
  Fee – brokerage
  Profit (loss) – own trading account

Expenses
  Employee benefits expenses

Comprehensive profit (loss)

2020

312
137
95

324
129

(11)

2019
 

310
130
181

254
125

54

Unit: Million Baht
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Mutual fund and trust fund
 Equity fund
 Fixed income fund
  Money market fund
  Daily fixed income fund
  Term fund
  Others
 Mixed fund
  Equity and debt
  Equity, debt and others
 Alternative investment funds
 Property fund (type 1)
  Specific fund
  Non-specific fund
 Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
  Managed by asset management company
  Managed by other REIT managers
 Infrastructure fund offered to general investors

Total mutual funds and trust funds

Classified by Foreign Investment

Foreign investment fund
Domestic investment fund

 740 
 426 

 29 
 72 

 189 
 136 
 274 
 54 

 220 
 105 

 37
 35

 2 
 25 

5
 20

 9 
 

 1,616

738
 878

 1,138,846 
 2,323,858 

 322,105 
 1,325,834 

 352,561 
 323,359 
 366,182 
 36,680 

 329,502 
 171,282 
 124,962 
123,349 

 1,613
195,731 

  18,426
177,305 

400,400 

4,721,261 
 

1,030,709 
  3,690,552 

 73,067 
 (277,281)

 102,922 
 (233,334)
 (282,225)

 135,356 
 (61,208)
 (21,111)

 (40,097)
 (47,681)

(5,801)
  (5,790)
  (12)
  1,992 
  (9,274)
  11,265 
  21,236 
  
(295,676)

 
(13,913)

 (281,764)

664 
 534 

 36 
 84

 318
 96

 230 
 61 

 169 
 108 

 38 
 36 

 2 
 25

6
 19
 8 

 
1,607

756
 851

 
 1,065,778 
 2,601,140 

 219,183 
 1,559,168 

 634,786 
 188,003 
 427,390 

 57,792 
 369,599 
 218,963 
 130,763 
 129,139 

 1,625 
 193,739 
 27,700 

 166,040 
 379,164 

 
 5,016,938 

    
1,044,622 
 3,972,315 

7%
-11%
47%

-15%
-44%
72%

-14%
-37%
-11%
-22%

-4%
-4%
-1%
1%

-33%
7%
6%

-5.9%

 -1%
-7%

Table 5: Net Asset Values Classified by Investment Policy

(3) Overview of the Asset Management Business

   In 2020, the COVID-19 outbreak and the volatility of the global market resulted in an unprecedented cash 
outflows from the asset management business, especially in the bond market where liquidity weakened during 
the period and redemption was overwhelming. Consequently, four fixed income funds that allowed daily redemption 
announced fund dissolution. Given such situation, the net asset value of the asset management business totaled 
4.7 trillion baht at the end of 2020, a decline of 290 billion baht or 5.9 percent. The decline involved fixed 
income funds, mixed funds and alternative funds, whose value decreased by 280 billion baht, 61 billion baht, 
and 48 billion baht, respectively. On the other hand, equity funds increased in value at 73 billion baht. (Table 5)

Change

NAV 

(Million Baht)
Dec 2020Dec 2020 % NAVDec 2019Dec 2019

NAV (Million Baht)Number of FundsClassified by Investment Policy
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   With regard to the amount of cash inflow and outflow in 2020, the net outflow of mutual funds was  
250 billion baht. In this, daily fixed income funds had the highest net outflow of 160 billion baht, which was the net 
outflow during the months of March and April and net inflow thereafter. Mixed funds had the net outflow of 
50 billion baht, while foreign equity funds had the net inflow of 140 billion baht, money market funds had the 
net inflow of 110 billion baht and foreign fixed income funds had the net inflow 24 billion baht. (Figure 14)

Figure 14: Net Cash Flow of Funds in 2020

Specialized fund
    Property fund for institutional investors
        Property fund for resolving financial institution problems (type 2)
   Mutual fund for resolving financial institution problems (type 3)
   Property and loan fund (type 4)
    Vayupak fund
    Country Fund
Total speciallized funds

Grand total

 15 
4
 -   

11
 1 
 1 

 17 

 1,633 

33,703 
  5,897 
  -   
  27,806

313,168 
  38

346,910 
  

5,068,171

 6,575 
  409 
  -   
  6,165 

(43,377)
  (16)

 (36,818)
  
(332,495)

 15 
4
 -   

11
 1 
 1 

 17 

 1,624

 27,128 
 5,488 

 -   
 21,641 

 356,546 
 54 

 383,728 

 5,400,666 

24.24%
7%

  -   
28%
-12%
-29%
-10%

-6.2%

Table 5: Net Asset Values Classified by Investment Policy (continued)
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   In 2020, there were 403 newly established funds with the IPO size of 670 billion baht, compared to 
569 funds in 2019 with the IPO size of 1.16 trillion baht. Term funds had the highest sales proportion of 83 percent, 
accounting for the IPO size of  560 billion baht (Figure 16), and 77 percent of the term fund IPOs was offered 
to accredited investors. (Figure 17)

   In 2020, there were 23 asset management companies including one newcomer, AIA Asset Management 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. Of this total, eight asset management companies under commercial bank groups obtained 
the highest market share of 78 percent, dropped from 91 percent in the previous year. This reduction partially caused 
by the merger between TMB Asset Management Co., Ltd. and Thanachart Fund Management Co., Ltd. under 
Eastspring Investment, which is an asset management company in the Asian region of Prudential Group.
   The main sales channel remained branches of commercial banks, accounting for 59 percent, a 7 percent 
decrease from the previous year. Meanwhile, the sales channels through securities companies and asset 
management companies collectively generated continuing growth from 31 percent in 2019 to 34 percent in 2020.

Figure 16: Offering Proportion Based on Types of Funds

Figure 15: Proportion of Sales Channels of Mutual Funds
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Table 6: Revenues and Earnings of Asset Management Companies

   In 2020, asset management companies collectively generated revenues at the amount of 18,573 million baht, 
a reduction of 1,040 million baht or 5 percent less than the revenues generated in the previous year, and recorded 
559 million baht less earning or a 10 percent drop compared to the previous year (Table 6). In this regard, 16 out of 
23 asset management companies generated earnings while the rest 7 companies recorded operating loss.   

  In monitoring the redemption from unitholders during the COVID-19 outbreak on a continuing basis, the SEC 
set up a war room and SEC Hotline to address investor’s concerns, clarify issues, and communicate with investors 
to relieve their panic. Additionally, other measures were issued. For example, (1) shortening the period for seeking 
unitholders’ resolution in the case where asset management companies took action to protect unitholders’ interest, 
(2) relaxation of regulation relating to investment criteria, and (3) allowing unitholders to transfer units during 
the liquidation period of funds to increase temporary liquidity of fixed income funds and to enhance investors’ 
confidence. In addition, operating guidelines in response to financial crisis were revised with manual, and crisis 
management drill was conducted by each regulatory agency to lay out guidelines for supervising investment 
management business during crisis to ensure business continuity. Also, the financial system stability framework 
was assessed in comparison with international standards to ensure sufficient information for specifying monitoring 
tools and analyzing systemic risk of the asset management business. In addition, the SEC issued regulations relaxing 
certain requirements imposed on management companies during crisis to provide operating flexibility to business 
operators, and regulations for establishment of special super savings funds (SSFX) investing in listed securities on the 
Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). At the end of 2020, there were 17 SSFXs funds with the total net asset value 
of  9 billion baht. 

Revenues   
      Fees and services    
Earnings

June 2019June 2020 

 19,612 
 19,432 
 5,703 

 18,573 
 18,583 

 5,145 

Figure 17: Proportion of Term Fund Offering to AI and Retail Investors 
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   Under the Regulatory Guillotine Scheme, which aimed to alleviate obstacles and strengthen competitiveness, 
the SEC repealed certain regulations to lighten burdens on business operators while maintaining sufficient 
protection for investors. The SEC also revised regulations related to unitholding limitations in mutual funds and 
developed a paperless system for applying for establishment and management of mutual funds.  

   In implementing the policy on savings promotion, the SEC issued regulations supporting the establishment 
of super savings funds (SSF) to promote savings and long-term investment of the public and to increase investment 
choices. At the end of 2020, there were 98 SSFs with the total net asset value of 12 billion baht. (Figure 18) 

Figure 18: Net Asset Values and Number of SSF and SSFX 

Table 7: Number of LBDU operators

As of 31 December 2020

(4) Investment Unit LBDU* 

  In 2020, four new business operators in the category of limited broker, dealer and underwriter of investment 
units (LBDU) entered the industry, one existing operator was imposed with license revocation, and another 
underwent merger and acquisition, resulting in the total of 39 active LBDUs.     

- Commercial banks 
- Life insurance companies 
- Investment unit brokers 
Total 

2019

 16
14
7

37

20182020

  16
13                  
8

37

16
14
9

39

* Data were collected from business operators during the first-half year, thus excluding data from the second-half year, because the SEC 
 revised data requirements and extended the reporting period to reduce burdens on business operators potentially affected by the 
 COVID-19 outbreak. 
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Figure 20: Proportion of sale channels during 2018 - 2020 

As of 30 June 2020*

   In terms of provincial sales, Bangkok and nearby provinces remained the top five sales generating areas. 

   Commercial banks collectively held the largest market shares, followed by life insurance companies and 
investment unit brokers. Despite comparatively fewer market shares than commercial banks, life insurance companies 
and investment unit brokers have experienced constant annual growth in sales value for the past three years. 
In this regard, the total sales generated by life insurance companies included sales of unit linked life insurance 
policies.      

   Most sales were made through investment consultants at branches of commercial banks. Meanwhile, 
online selling channels increasingly experienced an upward trend. 

Figure 19: Market shares during 2018 – 2020 

As of 31 December 2020

* Data were collected from business operators during the first-half year, thus excluding data from the second-half year, because the SEC 
 revised data requirements and extended the reporting period to reduce burdens on business operators potentially affected by the 
 COVID-19 outbreak.
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As of 31 December 2020

Table 8: Top Five Sales Generating Provinces in 2020 (first-half)

Table 9: Number of active personnel in 2020 (investment consultants and investment planners) 

Bangkok
Chonburi

Nonthaburi
Samutprakan 
Samutsakon

Bangkok
Nonthaburi

Samutprakan 
Chonburi

Samutsakon 

Figure 21: Number of trading accounts and net asset values of clients

As of 30 June 2020*

As of 30 June 2020*

   There were three main client groups, namely retail investors, high net worth investors and juristic person 
investors. The trading accounts of retail investors amounted to 82.8 percent, followed by high net worth investors 
at 16.7 percent, and juristic person investors at 0.5 percent. Nevertheless, in terms of asset sizes, high net worth 
investors had the largest asset size or 66 percent, followed by retail investors at 27 percent and juristic persons 
at 7 percent. 

Q1/2020 Q1/2019

Commercial banks
Life insurance companies 
Investment unit brokers 
Total 

Investment PlannersInvestment Consultants 

 1,327
5

30
1,362

Total (persons)

  43,129
659
96

43,884

41,802
654
66

42,522

* Data were collected from business operators during the first-half year, thus excluding data from the second-half year, because the SEC 
 revised data requirements and extended the reporting period to reduce burdens on business operators potentially affected by the 
 COVID-19 outbreak. 
** High net worth client is as defined in the regulations governing business operators.   
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              As of 31 December 2020 

Financial position and revenues of eight digital asset business operators 26

Financial position  
Unit: Million Baht 

Assets
 Cash, cash equivalent and investment capital 
 Digital assets 
 Other assets 
Liabilities 
Equity 

20192020

 262
143
33
86
55

206

 876
493
214
169
144
732

25 Consisting of a digital asset exchange and two digital asset brokerage companies. 
26 All information is from unaudited financial statements.

(5) Digital Asset Businesses

   The Emergency Decree on Digital Asset Businesses B.E. 2561 (2018) has become effective since 
14 May 2018. At the end of 2020,  there were 11 licensed digital asset business operators under supervision of 
the SEC, as follows:     

Number of Licensees
 - Operating 
 - Preparing to operate 
 - Returning license 

Types of License
 - Digital asset exchange 
 - Digital asset exchange and digital asset brokerage 
 - Digital asset brokerage
 - Digital asset brokerage and dealing 
Total

As of 31 December 2020

20192020

  7
5
2
-

4
1
1
1
7

  11
8
225

1

6
2
2
1

11
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Realized gain and loss

Capital adequacy requirement of digital asset business operators

In 2020, there were two types of capital adequacy requirement for different types of digital asset business 
operator, as follows: 

(1)  Digital asset business operators holding clients’ assets under custody: Seven companies maintained 
capital in the form of net capital (NC) at the total amount of 5 percent of the value of the clients’ assets kept in 
a system not connected with the Internet only while executing transactions (hot wallet) plus 1 percent of the value 
of the clients’ assets kept in a system connected with the Internet only while executing transactions (cold wallet), 
in any case not less than 15 million baht. 

(2)  Digital asset business operators not holding clients’ assets under custody: One company maintained 
capital in the form of shareholder’s equity which shall not be less than half of the minimum registered capital of 
each type of digital asset business. 

At the end of 2020, all of the eight digital asset business operators duly maintained capital in compliance with 
the governing regulations. 

As of 31 December 2020

Unit: Million Baht 

Revenues 
 Service fee
 Gain (loss) from digital asset trading
 Other revenues
Expenses 
 Employee benefits 
 Fee and expenses related to service provision 
 Other expenses 
Total realized gain (loss)

20192020

319
263

18
38

284
160

69
55
35

 390
341

4
45

375
123
50

202
15

Average net capital ratio of digital asset business operators

Average shareholder’s equity to capital requirement of digital asset business operators

As of 31 December 2020

As of 31 December 2020

1.83 times

9.71 times
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(6) The Offering of Securities through Crowdfunding Portals

   Securities crowdfunding is an alternative fundraising channel for SMEs and startups, in which securities 
are offered for sale to the public through the crowdfunding portal’s website. The crowdfunding portal, which 
acts as an intermediary between securities issuers and investors, must obtain approval from the SEC to operate. 
As securities crowdfunding is a form of securities offering to the public, it is regulated under the Securities and 
Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992).
   In 2020, one additional crowdfunding portal, Dreamaker Equity Crowdfunding Co., Ltd., has received 
approval from the SEC, adding up to a total of 4 approved crowdfunding portals. The approved portals can be 
classified into 3 equity-based crowdfunding portals27 and 1 equity and debt crowdfunding portal28. 

   In 202029, the Capital Market Supervisory Board (CMSB) has amended regulations on the offering of 
securities through crowdfunding portals by removing the “all-or-nothing” clause for the offering of debt securities 
through crowdfunding. Previously, securities crowdfunding issuers would receive funding only if the target 
value of securities to be issued is fully subscribed. However, for debt crowdfunding, the amendment allows 
issuers to obtain funding if they are able to raise at least 80 percent of the offering amount. In this case, the 
crowdfunding portal must disclose and inform investors of such conditions prior to investment. This is in line 
with international practices and would increase funding opportunities for SMEs and startups. In addition, the 
CMSB also required crowdfunding portals to maintain efficient IT systems in accordance with the Notification 
of the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission regarding Rules in Detail on the Establishment of 
Information Technology System and related guidelines, in order to provide a clear standard for business 
operations. 
   In relation to the issuance and offering of securities through crowdfunding in 2020, there were 15 successful 
offerings with a total of 70.58 million baht raised. Of this total, 1 company raised 11.73 million baht through 
equity crowdfunding and 14 companies raised 53.85 million baht through debt crowdfunding. The amount 
raised through debt crowdfunding has increased significantly after regulations were amended to remove the 
“all-or-nothing” clause for debt crowdfunding.

Crowdfunding portals
 - Limited to equity
 - Both equity and debt
Total

2020

 
3
1
4

2019

  
2
1
3

As of 31 December 2020

27 (1) LIVE FIN CORP Co., Ltd. (2) Phoenixict Co., Ltd. and (3) Dreamaker Equity Crowdfunding Co., Ltd. 
28 (1) PeerPower Platform Co., Ltd.
29 Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory Board No. TorJor. 14/2563 Re: Rules on the Offering of Securities through Crowdfunding 
 Portals (No. 2) dated 28 February 2020
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(7) The Offering of Digital Tokens

     To facilitate digital means of fundraising, the SEC has issued regulations on the offering of digital tokens, 
also known as initial coin offering (ICO), in accordance with the Royal Decree on Digital Asset Businesses
B.E. 2561 (2018). To carry out an ICO, an issuer must obtain approval from the SEC, submit the required offering 
documents and prospectus, and make an offering through an ICO portal which has obtained approval from 
the SEC Board. In 2020, one additional ICO portal, BiTherb Co., Ltd., has received approval, adding up to 
a total of 4 approved ICO portals30. However, no ICO issuer has yet been approved by the SEC.
   Previously, ICOs usually took the form of project-based financing where funds raised from ICO investors 
would be used to develop the proposed platform and investors would be able to utilize the platform or earn 
a share of the revenue generated once the platform is completed. This type of investment can be highly risky 
as new projects may fail to take off, so issuers started offering digital tokens backed by real assets in order to 
attract investors. In an asset-backed ICO, investors would receive a return based on income generated by 
an underlying asset, which could be real estate or other assets. In particular, most potential issuers have shown 
interest in real estate-backed ICO, in which they would issue digital tokens to raise funds for purchasing office 
or residential properties and distribute rental income from such properties as return to token holders.
   To ensure that there are appropriate mechanisms for protecting investors’ rights, the SEC has amended 
regulations relating to real estate-backed ICO in 2020 requiring real estate to be held by a trust on behalf of 
investors. In addition, the underlying property must be completed and ready for use and must not be sub-units 
(such as a single condominium unit or single house). The number of units or value of investment must exceed 
80 percent of the total number of units or value of the project, and the value of the project must be appraised. 
Furthermore, in the case where the exercise of investors’ rights would not be entirely automated by smart 
contracts, the issuer must demonstrate alternative mechanisms for doing so. The amended regulations came 
into effect on 1 May 2020. 

30 The following 4 ICO portals have received approval and are in operation: 1 . Longroot (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 2. T-BOX (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
 3. SE Digital Co., Ltd. and 4. BiTherb Co., Ltd.

Issuance and offering of securities through crowdfunding
 - Equity crowdfunding
 - Debt crowdfunding
Total

2020 2019

(Million Baht)

18.6
-

18.6

(Million Baht)  

11.73
53.85
70.58

(Case)  

1
-
1

(Case)  

1
14
15

As of 31 December 2020
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 1. Legal Subcommittee (Consulting)

  Roles and responsibilities
    To consider and give opinions and/or recommendations to the SEC Board and the SEC Office on 
  matters as assigned by the SEC Board or as requested by the SEC Office, as follows:
  (1) Legal issues under the Securities and Exchange Act, the Derivatives Act and other laws;
  (2) To examine and give opinions on the draft regulations of the SEC Board;
  (3) To comment and give recommendation on special assignments. 

  The SEC shall appoint Director of the Legal Counsel and Development Department as Secretary of the 
  Subcommittee.

  Work performance: In 2020, eight meetings were convened to:
  (1) Consider 31 draft and amended regulatory notifications of the SEC Board;
  (2) Draft a regulation; 
  (3) Consider and interpret three legal issues under supervision of the SEC.

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

 2. Legal Subcommittee (Litigation)

  Roles and responsibilities
    To consider and give opinions to the SEC Board or the SEC Office on matters as assigned by the SEC Board 
  or as requested by the SEC Office, as follows:
  (1) Criminal proceedings against offenders under the Securities and Exchange Act, the Derivatives Act,                  
    the Digital Asset Businesses law and other laws as well as acquisition for compensation or other benefits under 
    a civil case related to a criminal case, and giving of advice and assistance in relation to examination and sufficiency 
    of evidence, conditions and elements of offense, including legal proceedings against the offenders;   
  (2) Seizure or attachment of assets of persons whose actions appear to be evidence of wrongdoing under 
    the Securities and Exchange Act, the Derivatives Act and the Digital Asset Businesses law;
  (3) Requisition of the Criminal Court’s order to prohibit the persons from leaving the Kingdom and ordering of 
    temporary prohibition of such act before the Criminal Court issues an order. 

  The SEC shall appoint an officer as Secretary of the Subcommittee and not more than two officers as Assistant Secretary. 

List of Subcommittees and Their Work Performance

  (1) Mr. Sarawut Benjakul 
  (2) Mr. Manit Sutaporn
    Legal Expert
  (3) Mrs. Suda Wisarutphit
    Legal Expert
  (4) Mr. Pruettipong Srimachand
    Assistant Governor, Bank of Thailand
  (5) Assistant Secretary-General relevant to legislation, 
    the Securities and Exchange Commission

No. of meetings/ 
Total attendance

PositionName

8/8
7/8

7/8

8/8

8/8

Chairman
Member

Member

Member

Member

Remarks

  
Not attending a meeting due to a 
conflict of interest in the agenda. 
Not attending a meeting due to being 
pre-occupied with another meeting. 

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 1 December 2019 to 30 November 2021.
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  Work performance: In 2020, three meetings were convened to consider the following matters:
  (1) Action to be taken on the persons who were liable to legal violation in the case forwarded by the National 
    Anti-Corruption Commission; 
  (2) Mediation in court in the case wherein the SEC had imposed a civil sanction; 
  (3) Submission of information undisclosed by the SEC and in the case where clarifications were given to 
    the Information Disclosure Consideration Committee. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

  The appointment of Chairman and the members in (1) - (5) and (7) - (9), as ordered on 11 December 2019, 
  came with a two-year term, from 1 December 2019 to 30 November 2021. The appointment of the member 
  in (6) came with the same term period, as ordered on 21 October 2019.  

  (1) Mr. Sarawut Benjakul  
  (2) Mr. Khemchai Chutiwongse
    Legal Expert
  

  (3) Director-General or Deputy Director-General of the                 
    Department of Special Investigation, as assigned
  (4) Director-General of the Department of Economic 
    Crime Litigation  

  (5) Director-General of the Department of Civil 
    Litigation

  (6) Pol. Gen. Sutep  Dechrugsa 
  (7) Commander in Chief or Deputy Commander of the 
    of the Economic Crime Suppression Division, as 
    assigned
  (8) Mr. Pruettipong Srimachand 
    Assistant Governor, Bank of Thailand
 
  (9) Deputy Secretary-General in charge of Law 
    Enforcement and Legal Development, the Securities 
    and Exchange Commission

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

3/3
2/3

3/3

2/3

1/3

3/3
3/3

1/3

2/3

Chairman
Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
Member

Member

Member

Remarks

  
Not attending a meeting due to 
being occupied with a meeting 
of the University Council that 
had been assigned in advance. 

Not attending a meeting due to 
change of Director-General; the 
newly appointed Director-General 
and the assigned Deputy Director-
General were pre-occupied with 
an important case for which an 
appointment was set in advance. 
Not attending two meetings due 
to being occupied with prior 
engagements.

Not attending two meetings due 
to being pre-occupied with 
important engagements.
Not attending a meeting due to 
a potential conflict of interest 
regarding an issue discussed at 
the meeting. 
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 3. Appellate Subcommittee

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To make a conclusion on facts and legal issues and propose opinions on appeal cases against 
    the SEC Office’s administrative orders to the SEC Board; 
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the SEC Board.

  SEC Director in charge of the implementation of the appeal process shall serve as Secretary of the Subcommittee. 

  Work performance: 
    The Appellate Subcommittee proposed opinions on appeal cases against the SEC Office’s administrative 
  orders to the SEC Board and expressed observations on the SEC’s actions in four cases. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

 4. Good Governance and Remuneration Subcommittee 

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To propose a policy and workplans for the development of organizational governance according to  
    the international standards;
  (2) To propose frameworks or principles in the recruitment of expert members in the SEC board or the 
    Capital Market Supervisory Board;
  (3) To propose frameworks or principles in the recruitment of the Secretary-General;
  (4) To propose criteria in determining the remuneration and other forms of the remuneration of the SEC board, 
    the Capital Market Supervisory Board, as well as subcommittees appointed by the SEC Board or the 
    Capital Market Supervisory Board;
  (5) To propose criteria for performance evaluation of the SEC board and the Capital Market Supervisory Board, 
    as well as a development plan after the assessment (if any);
  (6) To propose criteria in determining remuneration and remuneration forms as well as criteria for performance 
    evaluation of the Secretary-General; 
  (7) To perform any related duties as assigned by the SEC board. 

    The Assistant Secretary-General responsible for the function line of developing organizational governance 
  shall assume the position of Secretary to the Good Governance and Remuneration Subcommittee except for 
  the following cases:

  The Subcommittee holds a term from 15 June 2019 to 3 November 2020.

  Remark: Any Appellate Subcommittee member who has served a full term shall continue to perform 
       duties until a new member has been appointed in his or her place.

  (1) Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga     
    Commissioner   
  (2) Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa
    Commissioner
  (3) Miss Jongjit Leekpai
  (4) Mr. Thamanit Sumantakul

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

4/4

4/4

4/4
4/4

Chairperson

Member

Member
Member

Remarks
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 5.  The Subcommittee on Digital Strategy for Capital Market

  Roles and responsibilities
    To consider and give opinions to the SEC Board, the Capital Market Supervisory Board or the SEC 
  Office in the following matters:                            
  (1) Establishment and promotion of digital strategy for the capital market and other relevant actions;                    
  (2) Screening and commenting on draft regulations of the SEC Board or the Capital Market Supervisory 
    Board related to capital market digital strategy;   
  (3) Giving comments or recommendations on special assignments. 
 
  Director of the Financial Technology Department and Director of Intermediaries Policy Department shall be 
  appointed as Assistant Secretary of the Subcommittee.

  Work performance: In 2020, three meetings were convened to consider important policies in the following matters: 
  (1) Open data disclosure and adoption of machine readable reporting format;   
  (2) Promoting the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the capital market, e.g., AI and machine learning-based 
    data analysis on investment and risks and retirement investment planning; 
  (3) Optimizing the benefits of the crowd;    

  (1) The director of the department of secretarial operation and administration for the SEC board in performing 
    the duties according to items (2), (3) and (4);
  (2) The director of the department responsible for the human resource regarding the suggestions on criteria in 
    determining remuneration and remuneration forms as well as the performance evaluation of the 
    Secretary-General according to item (6);
  (3) The Assistant Secretary-General supervising the relevant functional line, or the director of the department 
    responsible for the particular matter, in the case that the SEC Board assigns the Good Governance 
    and Remuneration Subcommittee to perform the duties according to the item (7). 

  Work performance: In 2020, three meetings were convened to consider the following matters: 
  (1) Secretary-General’s performance;    
  (2) The SEC Office’s asset management process, re-determination of remuneration in the form of package 
    compensation in lieu of the procurement of executive cars, and the SEC Office’s Regulations concerning 
    the SEC Office’s Cars and Package Compensation in lieu of the Procurement of Executive Cars;   
  (3) Determination of the remunerations for Secretary-General. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020 

  The Subcommittee holds a term from 8 October 2020 to 1 November 2022.

  (1) Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich
         Commissioner
  (2) Mr. Viput Ongsakul         
    Commissioner
  (3) Mrs. Nuntawan Sakuntanaga          
    Commissioner

No. of meetings/                    
Total attendance

PositionName

3/3

3/3

3/3

Chairman

Member

Member

Remarks
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  (4) Developing a digital infrastructure (DIF) for issuance and offering for sale of securities, clearing and 
    settlement system and regulations for digitalized fundraising;    
  (5) Risk issues on cyber threats;   
  (6) Personal data protection; and   
  (7) Implementation of regulatory technology and supervisory technology (RegTech and SupTech) and E-enforcement 
    data linkage project which uses technology to support analysis and detection of irregularity in suspicious transactions. 
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  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

  The Subcommittee holds a term from 2 January 2020 to 1 January 2022. 

  (1) Mrs. Methini  Thepmanee
  (2) Miss Malee  Wongsaroj
  (3) Mr. Sak  Sekkhoonthod 
  (4) Mr. Khanat  Kruthakul 
  (5) Mr. Anuchit  Anuchitanukul
  (6) Mr. Jedsada  Siwarak 
  (7) Mrs. Sumaporn  Manasan 
  (8) Mr. Thamnoon  Ananthothai
  (9) Mr. Bhume  Bhumiratana                                              
  (10) Mr. Jessada  Sookdhis                                                                     
  (11) Representative from Fiscal Policy Office                  
  (12) Representative from Bank of Thailand
  (13) Representative from the Association of Thai Securities Companies                                
  (14) Representative from the Association of Investment Management  
    Companies
  (15) Representative from the Stock Exchange of Thailand                              
  (16) SEC Assistant Secretary-General, Capital Market Policy Division, 
    Securities and Exchange Commission
  (17) SEC Assistant Secretary-General, Digital Technology and 
    Internal Excellence Division, Securities and Exchange Commission

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

3/3
2/3
3/3
2/3
3/3
2/3
3/3
3/3
0/3
3/3
2/3
1/3
3/3
1/3

3/3
1/3

3/3

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Member
Member and 
Secretary 
Member and 
Secretary

Remarks

 6. Audit Committee

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To review and comment on internal control system to the SEC Board; 
  (2) To audit financial reports and financial information of the SEC Office; 
  (3) To cooperate with the State Audit Office regarding the audit of financial statements;  
  (4) To review and audit compliance with rules and regulations;  
  (5) To oversee the Internal Audit Department;  
  (6) To perform any other duties as assigned by the SEC Board.

  Comprises
  (1) Mr. Yokporn Tantisawetrat Chairman
    Commissioner of SEC Board    
  (2) Mr. Viput Ongsakul Member
    Commissioner of SEC Board    
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  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 9 September 2018 to 8 September 2020.

  Remark: A new Administrative Sanction Committee has not been appointed. 

 7. The Administrative Sanction Committee

  Roles and responsibilities    
  (1) To consider administrative sanctions in accordance with the Derivatives Act B.E. 2546 (2003) and 
    the Trust for Captial Market Transactions Act B.E. 2550 (2007) within the scope of operating restriction, 
    administrative fining, public reprimand and probation;  
  (2) To take other actions related to consideration of administrative sanctions. 
  
  SEC Director of the Litigation Department shall serve as Secretary of the Subcommittee. 

  Work performance: In 2020, one meeting was convened to consider an administrative sanction on offenders 
  and to issue a warning letter regarding payment of overdue administrative fines. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

 8. The Subcommittee on Capital Market Competitiveness Development

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To propose policies and approaches for developing competitiveness of the capital market and promote 
    capability of all stakeholders, e.g., issuers, investors, business operators as well as various investment 
    products to enhance their competitiveness;  
  (2) To give recommendations and opinions on enhancing competitiveness of the Thai capital market to 
    be used in the drafting of the Capital Market Development Plan; 
  (3) To perform any other assignments of the SEC Board. 

  Work performance: In 2020, eight meetings were convened to consider the following matters:
  (1) Policy directions and an overview of securities businesses; 

  (1) Prof. Kumchai  Jongjakapun, PhD
  (2) Mr. Pratib Yongvanich
  (3) Mr. Yingyong  Nilasena

No. of meetings/                   
Total attendance

PositionName

1/1
1/1
1/1

Chairman
Member
Member

Remarks

  (3) Mr. Prasan Chuaphanich Member
    Commissioner of SEC Board  
  
  The Audit Committee shall select a member as Chairman.
  
  Remark: The results of the Audit Committee’s work are in the Audit Committee’s Report 2020.

  The term of the Audit Committee’s members coincide with their term as the SEC Board commission.  
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  (2) Forecast on post-Covid-19 impacts on the Thai capital market including measures and a strategic plan 
    to tackle Covid-19 impacts; 
  (3) Determination of measures and a strategic plan, financial impacts on debt issuers to address Covid-19 impacts;   
  (4) Policy directions and an overview of asset management business and intermediary business, including  
    guidelines for developing competitiveness of the Thai capital market. 
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  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

  (1) Mr. Tevin  Vongvanich
  (2) Mr. Subhak  Siwaraksa
  (3) Mr. Suwit  Rojanavanich
  (4) Mrs. Patareeya  Benjapolchai
  (5) Mr. Jessada  Promjart
  (6) Mr. Pasu  Decharin
  (7) Mrs. Paralee  Sukonthaman
  (8) Mrs. Wipa  Saengow
  (9) Representative from the Office of the National 
    Economic and Social Development Council
  (10) Representative from the Thailand Development 
    Research Institute
  (11) Miss Jomkwan Kongsakul

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

8/8
6/8
7/8
5/8
8/8
4/8
7/8
6/8
3/8

7/8

7/8

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Member

Member and
Secretary

Remarks

Miss Archinee Pattamasukhon, 
Director of the Intermediary Policy 
Department, attended the 3rd 
meeting on her behalf. 

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 13 June 2018 to 12 June 2021.

 9. The Subcommittee on Risk Supervision

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To ensure integrated oversight of risk management in all areas of the SEC Office while taking into consideration 
    consistency with the SEC mission, directions and strategy to enhance efficiency of the SEC Office’s operation; 
  (2) To consider and comment on the policies, frameworks and guidelines for overall risk management, and 
    review adequacy and appropriateness thereof to be in line with the changing situations before submission 
    to the SEC Board for approval; 
  (3) To monitor and oversee risk management of the SEC Office in all areas to ensure the implementation of 
    policies, frameworks and guidelines as approved from the SEC Board, and propose reporting to the 
    SEC Board in case of material/abrupt change to the risks; 
  (4) To perform any other assignments of the SEC Board. 

  Director responsible for the management of capital market risks and organizational risks shall be appointed 
  as Secretary of the Subcommittee.

  Work performance: In 2020, five meetings were convened to consider key issues in the following matters: 
  (1) Consideration and review on the management framework of organizational risks, review on capital market 
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  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020 

  (1) Mrs. Nuntawan  Sakuntanaga
    Commissioner of SEC Board
  (2) Mr. Subhak  Siwaraksa
    Commissioner of SEC Board
 
  (3) Miss Ruenvadee  Suwanmongkol
    SEC Secretary-General

  (4) Assoc. Prof. Chayodom Sabhasri, PhD
    Expert
  (5) Mr. Pokai Sriratanobhas
    Expert

  (1) Mrs. Saranya  Chindavanig

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

Position

Position

Name

Name

5/5

3/5

2/5

5/5

5/5

2/2

Chairperson

Member

Member

Member

Member

Chairperson

Remarks

Remarks

Acknowledging the agendas and 
sharing opinions prior to the meetings  
in which he did not participate.
Considering the agenda before 
each meeting as Chair of the 
Risk Management Committee. 

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 2 January 2020 to 1 January 2022.

 10. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Issuance and Offering of Equity 
 Instruments and Governance of Securities Issuing Companies

  Roles and responsibilities 
  (1) To consider and give advice on: 
    (a) Issuance of regulations on issuance and offering of equity instruments;
    (b) Issuance of regulations on governance of securities issuing companies under Division 3/1 of the Securities   
      and Exchange Act B.E. 2535 (1992), as amended by the Securities and Exchange Act (No.4) B.E. 2551   
      (2008);
    (c) Issuance of other regulations attached and related to (a) or (b); 
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Work performance: In 2020, two meetings were convened to consider three draft regulatory notifications and 
  regulations on securities offerings of small and medium-sized enterprises and issuance of regulations 
  related to shareholders’ proposal of agenda of shareholders’ meetings. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

    risk spectrum and organizational risk spectrum, and risk guidelines and management in 2020;  
  (2) Micro data creation to support in-dept analysis; 
  (3) Revision to the Capital Market Business Continuity Plan;  
  (4) Making of the Statement of Direction as part of the Organizational Risk Management Framework.   
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  (2) Representative from the Stock Exchange of Thailand
  (3) Representative from the Thai Listed Companies Association
  (4) Representative from the Investment Banking Club, the Association 
    of Thai Securities Companies 
  (5)  Mrs. Kobboon  Srichai                                                                      
  (6)  Mr. Kanchit  Bunajinda                                                                     
  (7)  Mr. Bundit  Anantamongkol                                                              
  (8)  Mr. Susheel  Narula                                                                         
  (9) Mr. Anuwat  Ruamsuke                                                                    
  (10) SEC Director of the Department in charge of the supervision of 
    equity, equity equivalent instruments, warrants, and hybrid 
    instruments, or SEC Director of the Department in charge of 
    governance of securities issuing companies, as the case maybe.                                
 

  (1)  Mrs. Pornanong  Budsaratragoon
  (2)  Representative from the Thai Bond Market Association
  (3)  Representative from the Investment Banking Club, the 
    Association of Thai Securities Companies
  (4)  Representative from the Thai Listed Companies Association                
  (5)  Mr. Ayuth  Krishnamara 

รายชื่อ

Name

2/2
2/2
2/2

2/2
1/2
1/2
2/2
2/2
2/2

3/3
3/3
3/3

3/3
3/3

Member
Member
Member

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member and 
Secretary

Chairperson
Member
Member

Member
Member

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020.

  Remark:  On 18 December 2020, the Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations related to Issuance and 
       Offering for Sale of Equity Instruments, Governance of Securities Issuing Companies and Securities 
       Acquisition for Business Takeovers was appointed, combining the Subcommittee on Consideration 
       of Regulations related to Securities Acquisition for Business Takeovers. The new Subcommittee did 
       not convene a meeting in 2020. 

 11. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Issuance and Offering of Debt Securities, 
 Derivatives and Structured Products

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To consider and give advice on issuance of regulations governing issuance and offering of debt securities,  
    sukuk, derivatives or derivatives-embedded instruments and structured products and other related regulations; 
  (2)  To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Work performance: In 2020, three meetings were convened to consider draft amendments to 15 regulatory 
  notifications and 17 guidelines for supervision of the bond market. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020 

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

Position Remarks

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

Position Remarks
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  (6)  Mr. Arsa  Indaravijaya
    Expert
  (7) Mr. Kritchakorn  Nontanakorn 
    Expert
  (8) Mr. Sukkawat  Prasertying
    Expert
  (9) Mr. Sutee  Losoponkul
    Expert
  (10) SEC Director of the Department in charge of the supervision 
    of debt securities, sukuk, derivatives or derivatives-embedded 
    instruments and structured products

3/3

3/3

2/3

1/3

3/3

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member and 
Secretary

  Expert list in the attachment
  (1) Miss Sasiwimon  Prathnadi
  (2) Mr. Kritchakorn  Nontanakorn
  (3) Mr. Pornthep  Panyarachun
  (4) Mr. Vincent  Milton
  (5) Mr. Sukkawat  Prasertying
  (6) Mr. Sutee  Losoponkul
  (7) Mr. Arsa  Indaravijaya

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020. 

  Remark: On 18 December 2020, a new Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations related to Issuance and 
       Offering of Debt Securities, Derivatives and Complex Instruments was appointed due to the term 
       completion of the preceding Subcommittee. The new Subcommittee did not convene a meeting in 2020.  

 12. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Property Funds, Infrastructure 
 Funds and Real Estate Investment Trusts  

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To consider and give advice on: 
    (a) Issuance of regulations on the establishment and management of property funds and infrastructure 
      funds; 
    (b) Issuance of regulations on real estate investment trusts including infrastructure funds;
    (c) Issuance of other regulations attached and related to (a) or (b);
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Work performance: In 2020, two meetings were convened to consider four relevant regulations, i.e.: 
  (1) Regulations on Sales of Property of Real Estate Investment Trusts to the Previous Owners at 
    a Pre-determined Price; 
  (2) Regulations on Limitations on Unitholding in Property Funds;           
  (3) Consistent regulations on Mutual Funds and Real Estate Investment Trusts or Infrastructure Funds;         
  (4) Regulations on Establishment of Real Estate Investment Trusts for Institutional Investors. 

Name No. of meetings/
Total attendance

Position Remarks
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  (1) Mr. Ekachai Chongvisal                           
  (2) Representative from the Stock Exchange of Thailand                              
  (3) Representative from the Investment Banking Club, the  
    Association of Thai Securities Companies                                            
  (4) Representative from the Association of Investment 
    Management Companies
  (5) Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara
  (6) Mrs. Duangporn  Wasanasompong               
  (7) Miss Pirinee  Pringsulaka
  (8) Mr. Bundit  Anantamongkol                                                                   
  (9) Mr. Yingyong  Nilasena                                                                          
  (10) Mr. Varah  Sucharitakul                                                                         
  (11) Mr. Weeraphan  Poonket  
  (12) SEC Director of the Department in charge of  the supervision of 
    property funds, infrastructure funds, real estate investment trust 
    including financial instruments to invest in property funds,  
    infrastructure funds and real estate investment trusts

2/2
2/2
2/2

2/2

2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2

Chairman
Member
Member

Member

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member and 
Secretary

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020. 

  Remark: On 18 December 2020, a new Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations related to Undertaking 
       of Mutual Fund Business in the Categories of Property Fund, Infrastructure Fund and Real Estate 
       Investment Trust was appointed due to the term completion of the preceding Subcommittee. 
       The new Subcommittee did not convene a meeting in 2020. 

 13. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Asset Management

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To consider and give advice on: 
    (a) Issuance of regulations on the establishment and management of mutual funds excluding property 
      funds and infrastructure funds; 
    (b) Issuance of regulations on the establishment and management of private funds including provident 
      funds, venture capital management and derivatives fund management;
    (c) Development on the issuance of investment products;
    (d) Issuance of other regulations attached and related to (a) (b)or (c);
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Work performance: In 2020, two meetings were convened to consider amendments to the Regulations for 
  Offering of Mutual Funds under the Mutual Recognition of Funds between Hong Kong and Thailand 
  (HK-TH MRF), Regulations for Re-purchase Transactions of Private Funds, Notifications on Mutual Fund 
  Management and Regulations related to Mutual Fund Liquidity Risk Management. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

Name No. of meetings/
Total attendance

Position Remarks
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Chairperson
Member

Member
Member

  (1) Mr. Ekachai  Chongvisal
  (2) Representative from the Association of Investment 
    Management Companies                               
  (3) Representative from the Custodian Club
  (4) Mrs. Pornanong  Budsaratragoon                                                            
  (5) Mrs. Chotika  Sawananon                                                                      
  (6) Mr. Narongsak  Plodmechai                                                                   
  (7) Mr. Bundit  Anantamongkol    
  (8) Mr. Pee  Yongvanich                                                                             
  (9) Mr. Sukkawat  Prasertying
  (10) SEC Director of the Department in charge of the establishment
    of mutual funds and the supervision of mutual fund management 
    and private fund management                                    

  (1) Mrs. Pornanong  Budsaratragoon                                                           
  (2) Representative from the Stock Exchange of Thailand and 
    affiliated companies                                
  (3) Representative from the Association of Thai Securities Companies                
  (4) Representative from the Association of Investment Management 
    Companies

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

1/2
2/2

2/2
2/2
1/2
2/2
1/2
2/2
2/2
2/2

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

Chairman
Member

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member and 
Secretary

Remarks

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020.

  Remark: On 18 December 2020, a new Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Asset Management 
       was appointed due to the term completion of the preceding Subcommittee. The new Subcommittee  
       did not convene a meeting in 2020. 

 14. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Supervision of Intermediaries and Market

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To consider and give advice on issuance of regulations and other matters related to supervision of securities 
    and derivatives business operators, securities exchange, bond exchange, over-the-counter centers, derivatives 
    exchange, clearing house, securities depository and related business operators as well as securities-related 
    agencies, derivatives businesses and promotion of SME businesses including other regulations attached 
    and related to such case;
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Work performance: In 2020, a meeting was convened to consider an amendment to the Regulations on Know-
  Your-Customer Due Diligence for Low Risk Investment Products and Supervision on Capital Market Business Personnel. 

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020 

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName Remarks
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  (5) Mrs. Saranya  Chindavanig
  (6)  Mrs. Chotika Sawananon
  (7)  Miss Suwapa Charoenying
  (8)  Mr. Bhume Bhumiratana                                                                          
  (9) SEC Director of the Department in charge of supervision of 
    licensing and securities and derivatives business operators or 
    SEC Director of the Department in charge of supervision of 
    securities exchange, over-the counter centers, derivatives 
    exchange, clearing house, securities depository or SEC 
    Director of the Department in charge of promoting SME 
    Businesses, as the case maybe                                                                                                                

1/1
0/1
1/1
0/1
1/1

Member 
Member
Member
Member
Member and 
Secretary

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020. 

  Remark: On 18 December 2020, a new Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Supervision of 
       Intermediaries and Market was appointed due to the term completion of the preceding Subcommittee. 
       The new Subcommittee did not convene a meeting in 2020. 

 15. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Business Takeovers  

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1)  To consider and give advice on the issuance of regulations on business takeovers including other 
    regulations attached and related to such case; 
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Comprises
  (1) Mrs. Saranya  Chindavanig Chairperson
  (2) Representative from the Stock Exchange of Thailand Member
  (3) Representative from the Association of Investment Member
    Management Companies
  (4) Representative from the Investment Banking Club,  Member
    the Association of Thai Securities Companies       
  (5) Mr. Kengkla  Ruckphaopunt Member
  (6) Mrs. Patraporn  Milindasuta Member
  (7) Mr. Suparerk  Auychai Member
  (8) SEC Director of the Department in charge of Member and Secretary
    business takeovers

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020. 

  Remark: In 2020, no meeting was convened. 

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName Remarks
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 16. Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Sales of Investment Products and 
 Provision of Investment Advice 

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To consider and give advice on:
    (a) Issuance of regulations on communication with clients and sales conduct and provision of 
      investment advice;
    (b) Issuance of regulations on supervision of sales conduct providers and provision of investment advice;
    (c) Issuance of other regulations attached and related to (a) or (b);
  (2) To perform other duties as assigned by the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

  Comprises
  (1) Mr. Ayuth Krishnamara                                                                  Chairman 
  (2) Representative from the Association of Thai Securities Companies Member
  (3) Representative from the Association of Invesment  Member
    Management Companies
  (4) Representative from the Thai Investors Association  Member
  (5) Representative from Thailand Securities Institute,  Member
                the Stock Exchange of Thailand
  (6)  Representative from the Thai Bankers Association Member
          (in case of sales of mutual funds and debt securities only)
  (7) Miss Suwapa  Charoenying Member 
  (8) Miss Sarinee  Achavanuntakul   Member
  (9) Mr. Jessada  Sookdhis Member
  (10)SEC Director of the Department in charge of the supervision  Member and Secretary
    and development of intermediary business or SEC Director   
    of the Department in charge of asset management business,
    as the case maybe

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 18 December 2018 to 17 December 2020. 

  Remark:  In 2020, no meeting was convened because there was no amendment to the Regulations on Provision 
       of Services related to Sales of Investment Products and Provision of Investment Advice. On 18 December 
       2020, a new Subcommittee on Consideration of Regulations on Sales of Investment Products and 
       Provision of Investment Advice was appointed due to the term completion of the preceding 
       Subcommittee.  
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 17. Subcommittee on Business Takeovers (Takeovers Panel) 

  Roles and responsibilities
  (1) To make decisions on waiver of tender offers for business takeovers, rules on application for tender offers 
    or any other decisions under the regulations on acquisition of securities for business takeovers;
  (2) To make decisions regarding any action or omission of action that may have an impact on tender 
    offers under the regulations issued by virtue of Section 250/1 of the Securities and Exchange Act;
  (3) To comment or give advice to the Capital Market Supervisory Board and the SEC Office on matters 
    related to acting in concert under Section 246 or 247 of the Securities and Exchange Act and any 
    other matter concerning takeovers;
  (4) To request any person to provide facts, explanation, advice and opinion or documents in support 
    of takeovers consideration, as deemed necessary. 

    In the case where an application for a waiver or exemption of compliance with the regulations under 
  the consideration of the Subcommittee on the Business Takeovers (Takeovers Panel) in (1) or (2), the 
  Subcommittee shall complete the consideration within 90 days from the date on which the SEC receives 
  the application and accurate and complete supporting documents according to the Licensing Manual 
  for the Public.

  Comprises: Consisting of five members whom the Secretary-General selected from the Capital Market 
  Supervisory Board- approved List to perform duties on consideration of any matter. The selection focuses 
  on relevant knowledge, expertise and experience of members constituting a quorum. The selection criteria 
  are as follows:
  (1) One person from category 1  Chairman
  (2) Three persons from category 2   Member
    and/or category 3
  (3) One person from category 4                                   Member and Secretary

  Work performance: In 2020, two meetings were convened to consider two cases on exemption of tender 
  offer due to securities acquisition under the chain principle.   
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  (1) Khunying Jada  Wattanasiritham
  (2) Prof. Emeritus Khunying Suchada  Kiranandana
  (3) Mrs. Pattareeya  Benjapolchai

  (4) Mr. Chavalit  Chindavanig
  (5) Mr. Paiboon  Nalinthrangkurn
  (6) Mr. Varah  Sucharitakul
  (7) Prof. Pornchai  Chunhajinda, PhD
  (8) Assoc. Prof. Kamphol  Panyagometh, PhD
  
  (9) Mrs. Kulkanist  Khamsirivatchara
  (10) Mr. Charin  Satchayan
  (11) Mrs. Pornpinant  Asawawattanaporn
  (12) Miss Manida  Zinmerman

No. of meetings/
Total attendance

PositionName

1/1
1/1
0/0

1/1
1/1
1/1
0/0
1/1

1/1
0/0
1/1
0/0

Chairperson

Member
(Financial Expert)

Member
(Legal Expert)

Remarks

  List of the Subcommittee’s members and the total meeting attendance in 2020

  The Subcommittee holds a two-year term from 19 February 2019 to 18 February 2021. 

Head of Internal Audit 

  The Audit Committee Meeting No. 4/2563 dated 21 May 2020 passed a resolution appointing 
Miss Rachamarn Suchitchon, Director of the Internal Audit Department, to be Secretary to the Audit Committee, 
effective as from 3 April 2020. 
  Miss Rachamarn Suchitchon is a certified public accountant (CPA) with a Bachelor of Science in 
Accounting from Kasetsart University and an MBA in Finance from Thammasat University. Joining the SEC 
since 1992, she has worked in Corporate Finance and Corporate Governance and Sustainability Divisions.  
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  Roles and responsibilities
            The arbitrators have the power to settle disputes between aggrieved clients and operators of securities 
  business or derivatives business or related businesses for breach of contract or non-compliance with the 
  Securities and Exchange Act, the Derivatives Act or the Provident Fund Act.    

  Comprises:
  1)  Mr. Kampanart Lohacharoenvanich
  2) Assoc. Prof. Kulpatra Sirodom, PhD
  3) Assoc. Prof. Gasinee Witoonchart
  4) Mrs. Jantima Phienveja
  5) Mr. Yansak Manomaiphiboon
  6) Assoc. Prof. Paiboon Sareewiwatthana, PhD
  7) Mr. Thinawat  Bukhamana
  8) Mr. Tawat Ananthothai, PhD
  9) Assoc. Prof. Tithiphan Chuerboonchai
  10) Mr. Pratib Yongvanich
  11) Mr. Patchara Surajaras, PhD
  12) Asst. Prof. Patcharavalai Jayapani, PhD
  13) Mr. Punlop Pisitsungkakarn
  14) Mrs. Pattera Dilokrungthirapop
  15) Prof. Warapatr Todhanakasem, PhD
  16) Mrs. Voravan Tarapoom
  17) Assoc. Prof. Wai  Chamornmarn
  18) Mr. Somjin Sornpaisarn, PhD 
  19) Assoc. Prof. Somjai Phagaphasvivat, PhD
  20) Mr. Suparb Vongkiatkachorn 
  21) Prof. Anan Chantara-Opakorn, PhD

    The arbitrators above initially served a two-year term from 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2019. 
  Currently, they still serve in this capacity and will remain so until the list is updated otherwise.

List of Arbitrators
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